
ABSTRACT 

MILLER, SAMUEL AARON. A Unified Nano-Satellite Sensing Architecture for Orientation, Docking, 

and Whole-Sky Imaging. (Under the direction of Professor Edward Grant.) 

Many mission concepts are open to nano-satellites if simultaneous docking, star-based orientation, 

and qualitative whole-sky imaging capabilities are available. This research articulates and 

experimentally demonstrates a sensing architecture that achieves all three simultaneously, at the 

nano-satellite scale, using the same sensor hardware. A nano-satellite’s principal system constraints 

are volume and power. This research addresses volume minimization by proposing the use of 

recently developed high-dynamic range (HDR) cameras to eliminate the bulky light shields required 

on all existing star-tracking cameras. The high dynamic-range coupled with the absence of light 

shields allows these cameras to additionally serve in docking and imaging roles. The high-speed 

camera system developed for NASA’s Max Launch Abort System provides the system and 

algorithmic foundations for simultaneous docking and whole-sky imaging. An extension of that 

algorithm allows star-based orientation determination. This research only attempts to adapt the 

cameras, optics, and algorithms to the nano-satellite scale. Moore’s Law and the onward march of 

computer miniaturization will shrink the computation elements to the requisite nano-satellite power 

and volume scales. Space environmental considerations are considered future work. Self-orbit 

determination (hence navigation), foreign-object orbit determination, coordinated satellite 

operations, and the application of spatial-domain image-enhancement algorithms are examples of 

high-payoff future work enabled by the proposed nano-satellite sensing architecture. 
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1. Motivation 

Space offers a unique vantage point for many human endeavors. However, due to the Earth’s 

gravity, and our currently available technology, it is remarkably expensive to place assets in space. 

Owing in part to this expense, and in part to the hostile space environment, the design of spacecraft 

is generally a conservative enterprise, one not prone to adventuresome technology exploration.  

Nevertheless, and despite the high cost of space access, most launch vehicles fly with small amounts 

of unutilized lifting capacity, and there exists a standardized interface for mounting and releasing 

small opportunistic payloads. This is a major reason why “nano-satellites” (or nanosats) are, from 

the perspective of typical spacecraft launch operations, free to launch. With their mass being on the 

order of a few kilograms, and their subsequent incremental launch costs being measured in tens of 

thousands, not millions, of dollars, nanosats become an attractive technology for future space 

exploration. In typical satellite development efforts, high launch costs induce risk aversion, which 

precipitates fanatical attention to detail and exhaustive testing, which drives the cost of 

development beyond the fiscal capability of all but large corporations, government agencies, and 

countries. Nanosats, with their apparent low launch cost, can herald a new age of adventurous 

technology exploration for space, and through their inherent economy of scale place nanosat 

development efforts within the realm of university and small-company, research programs.  

The minute scale of nanosats typically offers no reduction in the core functions and capabilities 

(including the systems implementing those functions) a space vehicle must perform. However, the 

scale-induced dynamics of nanosat design changes the process in two important ways: (1) unlike 

conventional spacecraft, where mass is typically the driving constraint, due to the sizing convention 

associated with the standardized launch adaptor, nanosats are volume-constrained; and (2) the 

reduced volume of nanosats has a proportional effect on surface area, and as solar radiation is the 

standard means of spacecraft power, nanosats are power-limited. In addition, and closely associated 

with the diminutive surface dimensions, nanosats have a reduced ability to radiate excess heat into 

deep space, which is regrettably the only practical way to remove excess heat from spacecraft. This 

has the obvious implication that, for most nanosat missions, an increase in the solar power intake 

will necessitate a simultaneous increase in the surface area to allow waste heat dissipation. 
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Nanosats that leverage mechanical solutions to increase surface area are thus hampered with the 

concomitant necessity of providing additional area for waste-heat radiation.  

The functions a satellite, or a nanosat, performs are mission-specific; however, there are functions 

common to many missions that must be addressed by these platforms, including: power 

management, communications, orientation determination, imaging, etc. Reusable architectures for 

these common functions are desirable, and the research thrusts of several organizations are focused 

on producing such architectures (see members of ASTREC [1] for example). As volume and power 

are the prime constraints in nanosat design, any system that can address multiple functions with a 

single, compact hardware solution is welcome. If that system’s functionality is expandable, say 

through software, and assuming that the requisite computing resources exist, additional 

functionality may be added for the incremental increases in power usage associated with the 

additional computation. The bonus for nanosats in particular is that such software enhancements 

incur no increase in volume. Using the approach of achieving enhanced system functionality by 

accumulating functional complexity in software, rather than hardware, is the guiding principle of 

this research.  

Spacecraft are optimized systems by design. Optimization as a rule thwarts re-use of specific, 

previously-implemented systems: reusable architectures (solution methods of which there are many 

possible implementations) that are tailor-made to specific optimization needs are thus beneficial. 

The research in this dissertation will focus on the architecture design of a nanosat-scale, high-

resolution orientation system functional with the spacecraft in any attitude. The proposed 

architecture not only solves the satellite orientation problem (a need common to almost every 

spacecraft) at the nanosat scale, and in a minimal volume package, but with the addition of only 

software can provide a solution for docking operations that are independent of nanosat attitude. A 

unified original algorithm will overcome both problems. The architecture, again with only the 

addition of software, can also provide the capability for imaging the entire space around the 

nanosat, the capability to determine the orbits of other objects within visual range, and the ability to 

perform autonomous deep-space navigation. All this functionality can be exercised simultaneously, 

given sufficient compute power. All may be done with no additional hardware and absolutely no 

reliance on data from other spacecraft systems. The proposed nanosat-scale system has no moving 

parts. 
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The aforementioned data products are useful to a host of space and terrestrial missions alike. 

Articulating and demonstrating a single simple architecture capable of producing them, at the 

nanosat scale, is the motivation for this dissertation.   
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2. Introduction 

This chapter is devoted to articulating the nanosat architecture concept referred to in Section 1. In 

Section 3 the fundamental building blocks of the proposed architecture, one based on the MLAS 

rocket and its high-speed camera system, are discussed. This background on the MLAS system is 

important, as a description of the MLAS system has never been published.  

Next, in Section 4, the state of the art approaches to satellite attitude-determination and docking 

(relative-pose determination) are categorized and reviewed. Based on that literature review, Section 

5 identifies a hole in existing knowledge and practice. Section 6 provides a more in-depth review of 

three critical papers on the edge of this knowledge hole that most closely relate to the proposed 

research. The approaches adopted in these three papers are analyzed, and components of particular 

relevance to the proposed research are identified and commented upon. The proposed research 

thrusts, formal hypothesis, and hardware-oriented experiments to verify the hypothesis are 

explored in Section 7.  

Concluding remarks on the proposed architecture, and its experimental validation, round out the 

chapter (Section 8). 

Chapter II focuses exclusively on implementation details, both of a reference implementation of the 

proposed sensing architecture, and of the necessary support equipment and software to verify the 

architecture’s performance. The discussion is divided into three parts: Section 10 covers hardware; 

Section 11, software; and Section 12, the underpinning algorithms. 

The dissertation’s final chapter discusses the performance of the architecture through the lens of 

the proof-of-concept experiments (Section 13). The conclusions drawn from each experiment are 

given in-line with the work, with the performance metrics for the as-implemented architecture 

presented in Section 14. The final two sections present the next logical steps for carrying this 

research forward (Section 15), and conclude the research discussion (Section 16).  
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3. The MLAS Concept 

The Max Launch Abort System (MLAS) was a rocket launched on July 8, 2009 to study an alternative 

launch-abort concept for NASA’s Space Shuttle replacement. As the mission’s results are not 

published at this time, and the technology derived from one of its camera systems is central to this 

dissertation’s concept, a brief overview of the relevant points of MLAS is warranted. Figure 1 shows 

the MLAS vehicle, and the evolution of its launch.  

Metrically characterizing the separation of the forward fairing from the crew module in all six 

degrees of freedom (see Figure 1) was central to the MLAS mission objectives. In addition to the 

required metric information, maximum qualitative imagery of the separation event was desired. The 

author led a team that surveyed all known methods of quantifying dynamic separation events, and 

concluded that a high-speed photogrammetry system would provide maximum observability of both 

the nominal and potential off-nominal situations. Additionally, the author realized that if the 

photogrammetry cameras’ exposure parameters were chosen properly, oriented orthogonally (see 

Figure 2), and most importantly, fitted with ultra-wide-field-of-view lenses, the cameras could 

capture not only photometric information, but also a complete view of the area around the 

separating crew module (CM). 

CM Main Parachutes 

Deployed

~L+56 sec

Powered Ascent

Pre-Launch

Boost Skirt Separation

L+7 sec

MLAS Flight Test 

Demonstration Begins

Coast Skirt 

Separation

~L+16 sec

Reorientation 

Drogue 

Deployed

~L+19 sec

Vehicle

Reoriented 

and

Stabilized

~L+23 sec CM Released from 

Forward Fairing

~L+40 sec

Forward Bay Cover Released/ 

Main Parachutes Extracted

~L+50 sec

Landing Parachute 

Demonstration Begins

CM Separated from 

Forward Fairing 

and CM Drogues 
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Figure 1: The MLAS mission. (Left) MLAS launch sequence. (Right) MLAS vehicle on its launch stool, with 

author standing beneath. The MLAS vehicle consisted of four principal parts: a boost skirt, a coast skirt, a 

crew module, and a forward fairing. 
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However, since there 

was no known 

photogrammetry 

algorithm available to 

process information 

from non-overlapping 

ultra-wide field of 

view (FOV) cameras, 

one was developed 

by the author and his 

team [2]. The chief 

challenge for this 

algorithm, and the 

camera system in general, was the wide dynamic range between the bright sky on the morning of 

the launch, and the dim photogrammetry fiducials on the inside of the vehicle’s forward fairing (FF). 

By paying careful attention to a combination of launch-time selection, camera sensitivity, carefully 

chosen gains, properly sized fiducials, customized illumination, and specially written image-

enhancement software, the author and his team successfully solved the imaging problem that this 

high-dynamic range (HDR) environment posed. Post-processing of the launch data was highly 

successful, so much so that the algorithms are currently in use in other domains.  

In regard to the MLAS concept and the nanosat research in this dissertation, to a nanosat, the stars 

are tantamount to a collection of fiducials on a rigid body, and the sun, moon, earth, and other 

nearby space objects are sources of intense lighting variation. Alternately, the MLAS CM and FF are 

tantamount to a nanosat and, for instance, a space station it is attempting to dock with. To a 

nanosat, space surveillance is equivalent to the MLAS requirement for maximal qualitative 

information of the space around the CM. Thus, the MLAS high-speed camera system forms a 

demonstrated prototype (albeit at a scale orders of magnitude larger) of the architecture this 

dissertation will demonstrate.  

In the original MLAS camera system, lighting variation was the system’s chief challenge. For satellite 

star-trackers (the basis of nearly all high-precision satellite orientation systems), the sun and other 

 

Figure 2: MLAS separation. (Left) Actual images from MLAS separation event. Bright 

spots are retroreflective photogrammetry fiducials. (Right) Computer rendering of 

fiducial location and the central portion of each camera’s field of view.  
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bright objects are the primary challenges that the system design must cope with, particularly with 

respect to system volume; immense baffles to shield sensitive optics are features of all but a few 

star-trackers. A typical star-tracker’s inability to tolerate extreme brightness variation is even a 

constraint on mission design, as star-trackers are almost always mounted rigidly to the spacecraft 

bus, which constrains orientations of the entire spacecraft. These are obviously serious 

considerations for any space mission, much less a volume-constrained nanosat, some of which have 

little or no attitude control.  

The similarities between MLAS’s camera system challenges, and those of the space vehicle 

community, provided the impetus for the application of the MLAS solution to the nanosat arena. 

The array of potential ancillary functions a generic system of ultra-wide field of view cameras like 

MLAS’s could provide to a satellite (as discussed in Section 1), through only software additions, 

further motivates the application and development of the concept for nanosats. 
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4. Review of Recent Literature 

While credited1 as unique in the realm of launch vehicles and, more generally, in that of relative-

orientation determination methods, the MLAS camera system as implemented made no claims in 

the satellite realm. Using the camera system’s unique features as a figurative multi-dimensional 

vector in satellite-literature space, this review, starting at the MLAS-supplied origin, attempts to 

ascertain the basis vectors of the satellite knowledge domain, and find the empty volume in the 

literature space surrounding that MLAS-supplied origin. Disparate literature fields, notably computer 

vision and photogrammetry, augment the satellite literature where appropriate. 

4.1. Introduction to the Field 

One of the more useful ways of classifying man-made satellites is by their mass. While not 

completely standardized, Table 1 provides a generally accepted naming convention. All the 

discussion to follow focuses on the nano-satellite class, although the principles this dissertation 

asserts are applicable to the other classes (particularly micro-satellites), with varying degrees of 

relevance. 

While the small satellite, particularly nano-satellite 

knowledge constellation is small, the general satellite 

field is replete with concepts and knowledge. 

Nanosats have most if not all the core system-level 

requirements as traditional satellites, however those 

needs must be met in significantly smaller packaging. 

Thus, while searching the traditional satellite 

literature is critical, a particular concept, method, or 

equipment that exists for the traditional satellite, may 

be wholly or partially untenable for a nanosat, owing 

to that vehicle’s diminutive volume and power 

capacities, and its typically short mission duration. This is an important consideration when 

reviewing literature on traditional satellites, as nanosats are the focus of this research. 

                                                           
1
 NASA is currently pursuing a patent on the MLAS photogrammetry algorithm. 

Table 1: Satellite classifications based on fuelled 

(wet) mass. 

Group Name Sub-Group Name Wet Mass (kg)

Large Satellites >1000

Medium Satellites 500-1000

Small Satellites

Mini 100-500

Micro 10-100

Nano 1-10

Pico 0.1-1

Femto <0.1
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A star-tracker in the satellite nomenclature is simply an imager that views the stars, correctly 

identifies them from a database, then geometrically computes the satellite’s attitude with respect to 

the imaged stars. The extreme distance of the stars make them virtually invariant in position with 

respect to a satellite’s motion. A satellite’s orientation with respect to the star field is easily 

convertible to an inertial solar-system coordinate frame such as the International Celestial 

Reference System [3]. The MLAS camera system’s ability to determine relative orientations from 

fiducials closely resembles a star-tracker’s ability to extract 3-DOF rotational orientation using the 

stars. The star’s apparent invariant motion with respect to short-term satellite observations renders 

determining satellite position (the remaining three degrees of freedom) in orbit all but impossible. 

However, relative orientation maneuvers between two or more satellites exhibit detectable 

parallax, making camera-derived relative attitude in six degrees of freedom tenable. Groups of 

satellites operating in a coordinated fashion are typically called constellations; rendezvous is the 

term used for operations designed to bring satellites into close proximity of one another; and 

docking denotes close-range relative navigation that culminates in physical contact. An MLAS-like 

camera system is ideally suited for many constellation, rendezvous, and docking operations.  

Also, like a star-tracker, the MLAS system’s principal challenge when imaging the vehicle separation 

was the large dynamic range between the bright sky, glinting water, rocket plumes, and surface 

reflections, and the faintly illuminated retro-reflective fiducials placed in the dark hollow of the 

vehicle’s forward fairing. This challenge was considered similar to the star-tracker’s in nature, but 

not magnitude. The difference in brightness between the sun and a typical navigation star is thirteen 

orders of magnitude2! This large difference requires coping mechanisms: light baffles, optical paths 

that point away from the sun, high-dynamic range imagers, and careful satellite-orientation control, 

are all standard approaches. 

Returning to this section’s opening concept of a literature basis-vector set, for this dissertation’s 

purpose, the satellite and nanosat literature, catalogued as follows, provides a useful collection of 

axes on which to develop a MLAS-derived star-orientation-and-docking camera-system concept, and 

to cleanly delineate the boundaries of current work: 

- Multi-Camera Star-trackers, 

                                                           
2
 See Figure 8 for examples of star magnitudes of interest for star tracking, and Table 7 for magnitude 

differences between stars and other bright celestial objects. 
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- Wide-Field-of-View Star-Trackers, 

- Multi-FOV, Optical, Autonomous Space Vehicle Docking,  

- Light-Shield Volume Reduction, 

- Complete Sky Imaging, 

- Nanosat-scale Star-trackers, 

- Unique Star-tracker Concept, and 

- Concepts Enabled by Appropriate Architecture Selection. 

The axes outlined above include other concepts than star-trackers and docking methods (imaging 

and architecture-enabled concepts). This is because, as will be shown in Section 7’s proposed 

research, satellite orientation and docking are but the necessary features implemented by this 

architecture; appropriate selection of hardware enables a plethora of ancillary features of value to 

satellite missions, for a small incremental cost in software complexity. 

The following sections examine in detail the current literature in each category articulated above. 

4.2. Multi-Camera Star-trackers 

The major challenge for star-tracker designers is eliminating bright, unwanted light from hitting the 

star-tracker’s image plane (all the star-tracking systems identified use CCD- or CMOS-based 

cameras). Bright sources of light in the satellite environment include the sun, earth, moon; 

reflections from space objects; or even reflections from the satellite itself. System designers use two 

main tools to reduce or eliminate imager saturation (which results in loss of orientation calculation 

ability): light shields and multiple fields-of-view. 

The light shield is the de-facto standard component of all star-trackers, be they on traditional 

satellites or nanosats. This is true even for systems that leverage multiple fields of view. The light 

shield takes a variety of forms, all of them requiring satellite volume. (Light-shield volume reduction 

is addressed in detail in Section 4.7.) 

The use of multi-FOV systems to combat imager saturation has a number of variants. The EADS-

SODERN HYDRA system [5],[8],[9] uses multiple cameras that can be bolted to any portion of the 

spacecraft. The micro-Advanced Stellar Compass (μASC) [4],[10], from the Technical University of 

Denmark, is in concept identical, except it is smaller. Surry Space Systems also produces a star-
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tracker with multiple cameras that can be independently placed, the RIGEL-L [6]. Additionally, a star-

tracker configuration known as SIS [7] (discussed in Section 4.7) has a similar configuration. Each of 

these systems has a central computation box and individual cameras (with their associated large 

light baffles) that may be placed anywhere on a satellite (Figure 3). 

An alternate method of achieving multi-FOV star tracking is to use a reflecting or refracting 

mechanism to direct multiple streams of light onto a single image plane. The DIGISTAR II and III 

systems referenced in [11] propose to use this architecture. 

Yet another approach, similar to the DIGISTAR system in that both are contained in a single box, is to 

use the volume of a container to both block stray light (thus using the container’s volume as a light 

 

Figure 3: A collection of multi-camera star-trackers. (Top left) μASC system shown with three camera 

heads, two mounting light shields, and the data processing box. (Top right) Cutaway view of one EADS-

SODERN HYDRA star-tracker. (Lower left) Example mount configuration of RIGEL-L cameras. (Lower right) 

The SIS star-trackers mounted on the SERVIS-1 satellite. Images from [4], [5], [6], and [7] respectively. 
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shield), and hold multiple imager 

planes. Space Micro’s SM-MDE1300 

[14] has three apertures and 

integrates baffles directly into a can-

shaped device. The Dutch company 

TNO uses sophisticated mirror 

geometries to achieve the same 

effect in their Multi-Aperture Baffled 

Star-tracker (MABS) [15],[13], albeit 

with a higher packing density and an 

additional field of view (Figure 4).  

All these systems achieve effective light shielding through multiple fields of view; however, there are 

several critical issues when they are evaluated against the nanosat scale. First, each system is nearly 

the size of a nanosat. The smallest is the SM-MDE1300, but at 18.3x15.8 cm its optics alone qualify it 

as a nanosat. The μASC is the next smallest, but each of its optical heads is 5x5x5 cm – and that does 

not include the even larger baffle. For comparison, the CubeSat (possibly the smallest standardized 

nanosat) is specified as a 10x10x10 cm cube [16]. (For purposes of this discussion, the 

computational elements associated with these systems are not discussed, as those will get smaller 

as computer miniaturization moves from earth-bound applications into the space environment. 

Typical star-tracker computers are far larger than the actual optical devices; see [9] and [4] for 

examples.) 

From a system-design standpoint, it is worth noting that all these multi-FOV orientation systems 

trade volume for stray-light shielding. The baffles on the outside of the multi-head systems 

frequently dwarf the optical heads they protect. The independent baffle does offer some flexibility, 

as it may make its volume claim outside the physical volume of the satellite. Additionally, it is 

conceivable that inflatable light baffles may one day be developed, ameliorating the situation. Those 

systems that use their containment devices for stray light protection have no such hope. Their 

volume claim is definite, and for volume-constrained nanosats there is little hope for improvement, 

and thus little hope for much miniaturization. 

 

Figure 4: Two multi-FOV star-trackers. (Left) DIGISTAR II 

configuration: light is directed from two apertures to a single 

imager. (Right) MABS design, where light enters through any of 

four apertures and is reflected internally to each aperture’s 

respective imager. Images are from [12] and [13] respectively. 
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The advantage of these systems over typical single-camera star-trackers is their ability to see 

multiple sections of the sky simultaneously, and to calculate orientations from those observations 

(more details in Section 4.4). Additionally, for the HYDRA, μASC, and RIGEL-L star-trackers, the ability 

to place the optical heads in arbitrary locations on the satellite provides mission-design flexibility. 

The lack of that flexibility in the fixed relative-camera-orientation concepts (DIGISTAR II and III, SM-

MDE1300, and MABS) may add complexity to some mission designs. 

4.3. Wide-Field-of-View Star-Trackers 

As bright stars are not equally distributed in the sky, having a wide field of view maximizes the 

probability of sufficient stars in view for arbitrary orientation computations. The actual number of 

stars required at any time is algorithm-dependent (see Section 4.4), but the number available to the 

algorithm depends on the size of the star database and the sensitivity of the imager. More-sensitive 

imagers can see dimmer stars, of which there are many more. 

Obviously the multi-FOV approach discussed in Section 4.2 is one way to achieve a synthetic wide 

field of view. In addition to the capacity for multiple heads, each camera in the HYDRA system [8] 

has an individual field of view of 22 degrees. Of slightly earlier vintage, the UK Wide-Angle Star 

Sensor (WASS) [17] had a somewhat narrower field of view of 19.3x14.4 degrees. Possibly the only 

true wide-FOV3 star-tracker is the 28x44-degree Wide-Field-Of-View (WFOV) [18] star-tracker 

camera from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Despite naming choices, even the WFOV 

star-tracker has a field of view that is quite narrow.  

Along with the obvious advantage of increased probability of stars (for an arbitrary satellite 

orientation), wide-FOV star-trackers have the increased probability of stray light entering the 

camera lens. The typical CCD and CMOS sensors cannot handle bright stray light. For this reason it is 

not surprising that most star-trackers surveyed have fairly narrow fields of view. A second 

consideration that, for many missions, renders narrower fields of view acceptable, is that precision 

(except that about the boresight) increases with reduced field of view (see opening of [12] for a brief 

discussion). 

 

                                                           
3
 By typical photography standards. 
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4.4. Multi-FOV, Optical, Autonomous Space Vehicle Docking 

Few space vehicles dock, and fewer find autonomously executing that operation necessary. 

Conversely, most spacecraft require orientation knowledge, and those requiring high-precision 

knowledge typically use star-trackers. Perhaps paradoxically, the algorithms for docking and star 

tracking stem from the same source, with docking-style operations being the more general case. 

Hence, this section provides an overview of current docking research, and the following section 

examines related knowledge optimized for star tracking. 

Rendezvous and docking are the spacecraft literature’s most common terms for long- and short-

range (including contact) relative navigation. Herein both terms are used as proxies for the data 

products necessary to achieve controlled relative navigation (i.e., the discussion of thrusting systems 

is excluded). While there are many methods for determining relative position information, this 

survey is only concerned with camera-based solutions, for, as previously shown, many spacecraft 

must carry a camera for star-tracking.  

The optics-based rendezvous and docking problems are what the computer vision researchers more 

generally term camera pose estimation. The computer vision literature treats the subject more 

thoroughly and is far more developed than its satellite corollary. This review focuses on pose 

estimation algorithms (by either their space-literature or computer-vision monikers) that: 

- use multiple cameras with time-invariant relative orientations (a “rig”), 

- use arbitrary optics, and 

- may use non-overlapping fields of view to calculate relative pose. 

While these constraints are not required for successful relative pose estimation, when considering 

the desired system architecture outlined in Section 7, they are necessary to achieve the system 

goals. And while these constraints greatly narrow the literature, there is a still a large body of work.  

The minimal solution to the pose-estimation problem as constrained by the above conditions is 

derived in [19] by Nistér. Prior to his work, many minimal solutions to the camera-pose estimation 

problem had been proposed; however, they all assumed imaging systems that trace all rays from 

points in space to a single origin – in other words, a single imager. Nistér’s solution (the 

configuration of which is shown in Figure 5) can have one or more cameras in arbitrary orientations, 
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imaging points in space. The rays from the 

points to the cameras may even be reflected 

from arbitrarily configured mirrors. The pose 

solution is minimal in that it requires only 

calibrated optics that include fixed relative 

orientations, and three known points 

(fiducials) in world space. 

The beauty of Nistér’s solution is it requires 

only three fiducials, and is algebraic. The 

derivation is geometric, and the solution 

requires but one numerical method, the 

solving of an octic (8th order) polynomial – which is not difficult. For real-world application, as in the 

current context, the algorithm has two failures: first, it must have exactly three points as input; and 

second, minor noise causes algorithm failure. Regarding the former, as will follow, most algorithms 

leverage additional known points to reduce solution noise, and provide robustness when camera-

derived rays do not perfectly intersect the known world coordinates at which they point. For the 

latter, Nistér’s algorithm requires ray-to-fiducial alignment of 10-6 or lower to produce a solution – a 

stiff requirement for both calibrating the camera(s) and determining the location of the fiducials in 

world coordinates. These failings are readily acknowledged, as the algorithm was intended as a 

component for a hypothesis-and-test pose-estimation architecture. 

Another approach to multi-camera, non-overlapping field of view pose-estimation is the concept of 

a temporal baseline, as used by Clip, Kim, Frahm, Pollefeys, and Hartley in [20]. Typical multi-camera 

systems estimate pose by creating a correspondence between points in overlapping fields of view, 

and then use the known inter-camera baseline(s) to triangulate camera pose. The approach used in 

[20] establishes correspondences between features in each camera’s field of view at two points in 

time. The traditional and temporal baseline cases are shown in Figure 6. 

Clip et al’s approach requires at least five features that temporally correspond in any one camera, 

and at least one feature with temporal correspondence in any other camera in the system. The 

algorithm first uses an existing efficient algorithm to calculate the camera rig’s 5-DOF orientation 

 

Figure 5: Pose determination approaches.(Left) Classical 

problem of determining pose from three rays traced 

from a single origin to three known world coordinates. 

(Right) The more generalized problem of three rays 

emanating from a generalized system of cameras, each 

intersecting a known point in space. Image from [19]. 
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from the first camera’s five features. The 

missing degree of freedom is the scale of 

the motion, which can be supplied by one 

temporal correspondence in any other 

camera. The core of the algorithm’s ability is 

the authors’ observation that, given 5-DOF 

calculation from one camera, the single 

temporal correspondence in another 

camera must be in a straight line. Thus scale 

(the final DOF) is derivable from a linear 

subspace. 

This algorithm is of note in that – unlike 

many others – it requires no knowledge of 

the positions of the points in space from which the cameras generate features. Simply recognizing 

that two features in successive images are identical is sufficient. A calibrated camera is assumed. 

Additionally, the algorithm performance was exercised in both simulation and in physical testing on 

a car. There are a few significant disadvantages, however. First, there exist conditions in which the 

scale estimate is unreliable, two of the most significant being when the cameras are translating 

without rotation, and when the cameras trace concentric circles. The authors prescribe a method 

for determining when this scale confidence is likely low. (Note that the two-view approach used in 

[21] may eliminate the translation issue.) A second significant disadvantage is that only six temporal 

correspondences play in the calculation of the solution, obviating the possibility of many 

correspondences acting in concert, thus statistically contributing to robustness. This undesirable 

feature likely contributes to the large experimental errors. Finally, the required algorithmic 

implementation appears rather compute-intensive. 

Dellaert and Tariq in [22] provide a much more practical pose-estimation system. As with [19] and 

[20], a collection of heterogeneous calibrated cameras with non-overlapping fields of view are the 

hardware foundation. Like [19] but unlike [20], the system requires known points in space 

(fiducials), although a robust method for surveying an environment and calculating them 

automatically is provided. In a dramatic (and welcome) shift from more common geometric 

tn

tn+1

 

Figure 6: Overlapping versus non-overlapping fields of 

view. (Left) Typical multi-camera pose estimation 

establishes correspondences between features in 

overlapping fields-of-view and a fixed inter-camera 

baseline. (Right) Clipp et al’s solution [20] replaces the 

overlapping fields-of-view with a temporal shift: each 

camera can establish correspondences between features 

in their individual fields of view at two points in time. 

Figure derived from [20]. 
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approaches, Dellaert and Tariq use a statistical approach as the heart of their method. By providing 

a list of correspondences between 3D fiducials and their 2D representations on image planes, an 

optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator produces the relative pose (R,t) of the multi-

camera’s rig: assuming all the correspondence measurements are independent, a form of Bayes’ law 

can be used to derive the current pose from a prior iteration’s pose, using a motion model. The 

motion model can incorporate a variety of terms such as rate variables, etc. (Further details of the 

mathematics are provided in Section 6.2.) 

To implement continuous pose estimation, Dellaert and Tariq’s algorithm selects three random 3D-

to-2D (fiducial to camera) correspondences and calculates the rig’s pose. Three points is a minimal 

set for MAP pose-estimation of the current iteration. After obtaining this pose estimate, the 

RANSAC algorithm [23] is used to automatically extract additional “inlier” correspondences that 

support the initial pose estimate, thus agglomerating a statistical collection of 3D-2D 

correspondences. (See Figure 7 for intuition on RANSAC’s operation.) RANSAC is non-deterministic 

at run time, so the authors use a version that autonomously adapts the number of rounds needed to 

check for inlier support. Multiple three-point basis sets are used to calculate pose estimates, which 

are then fed into the RANSAC machinery: the final step of Dellaert and Tariq’s algorithm is to select 

the basis set with the highest inlier support. 

In ideology, Dellaert and Tariq’s RANSAC-plus-MAP 

algorithm is far superior to other algorithms surveyed, in 

that it can make full use of all available correspondences 

between 3D fiducials and the associated 2D image 

features. For this reason a whole section (6.2) is devoted 

to the algorithm. While no run-time performance 

metrics are quoted, it is likely the algorithm is 

computationally expensive, as the selection of initial 

correspondences for MAP estimates is random. With a 

large number of correspondences, the collection of 

random triplets must be large to supply adequate 

accuracy. Second, each triplet is processed by the MAP 

 

Figure 7: The RANSAC algorithm. (Left) A data 

set having a linear feature, but including 

many outliers. (Right) When given a 

parameterized model (in this case a line), 

RANSAC determines linear model parameters 

using only “inlier” data. “Outlier” data has no 

influence on model estimation. Images from 

[24]. 
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estimator, then by the RANSAC algorithm. Both algorithms’ non-determinism results in a heavy 

computation load. 

The prior three papers establish the theoretical foundation for camera rigs with non-overlapping 

fields of view and arbitrary optics, which, per the discussion at the beginning of the section, are 

necessary elements of this effort’s motivation given in Section 1. All three papers came from the 

computer-vision literature rather than the space-systems collection. In the space-systems literature, 

only two concepts come close to achieving the desired level of multi-camera systems functionality: 

the μASC star-tracker-derived vision-based sensor (VBS), flown on the PRISMA rendezvous and 

docking mission [25],[26], and the multi-camera vision system flown on SNAP-1 [27]. While more 

details follow, the VBS actually achieves rendezvous and docking operations with a subset of the 

orientation cameras, while the SNAP-1 cameras merely provide multi-camera imagery useful for 

rendezvous and docking operations. 

Many other rendezvous and docking systems have been proposed, with a few actually making the 

dramatic jump from concept to flight. A multi-sensor single-camera system, HYDRA, was partially 

tested on various Space Shuttle flights [28]. Other proposals and simulations demonstrate concepts 

for determining satellite pose using cameras, with no requirements for fiducials on the opposite 

body [29–31]. One derivative of the μASC system even proposes asteroid tracking and calculations 

of various asteroid parameters through a fiducial-less pose-estimation variant [32].  

As alluded to above, the SNAP-1 vision system includes multiple cameras with wide fields of view, 

and actually flew, imaging the separation of the SNAP-1 and Tsinghua-1 satellites. No algorithms for 

calculating parameters for relative orientation were developed for the mission however. Of 

additional significance is the fact that, at 6 kg, the SNAP-1 satellite is truly nanosat scale. 

The final rendezvous and docking system in this review is the μASC, augmented with the vision-

based system (VBS) [26]. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the μASC star-tracker consists of multiple (1-

4) camera-head units (CHUs), and data from these cameras are processed on a central computer. In 

its standard configuration, the μASC camera collection images stars and computes a satellite 

orientation. With the addition of one software mode, and one camera configured for close-range 
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operations, the μASC system is transformed into a robust relative navigation solution, without 

significantly compromising orientation determination. 

The system relies on a pattern of four LEDs of known configuration on a target body, with the 

additional camera configured with a close-range lens with reduced iris and optical filter tuned to the 

LED wavelength. Full details of the four-point pose-determination algorithm – including how to 

establish which four points form a group when multiple sides of a target spacecraft are visible – are 

included in [26]. In brief, the pose algorithm relies almost wholly on the geometry of the problem, 

and, owing to the large extent of known structure, has exceptional performance (100 pose 

calculations in less than 13 ms on the flight hardware). This contrasts favorably with most other 

surveyed methods ([20] and [22]), which involve significantly more statistical computations. For 

targets with no LEDs, an additional mode (“non-cooperative target”) based on correlating 

dynamically extracted visible features with a pre-loaded 3D model, is provided. 

At a higher level, the μASC 

systems divides rendezvous 

and docking into four 

modes [25]: star tracking, 

far-range, intermediate, 

and short-range. Table 2 

documents the behaviors 

of each mode, and when 

they come into play. During 

a rendezvous or docking 

operation, the standard 

camera head used for the operation ceases to contribute to the satellite’s attitude estimation, thus 

necessitating at least one other camera head situated elsewhere on the vehicle to maintain attitude 

information. Due to its different optics and higher brightness tolerance, the close-range camera 

head does not contribute to the attitude calculation.  

In the previous section (4.4) orientation or pose were used for the relative translation and rotation 

of two bodies with respect to each other. In the context of star-trackers, attitude estimation is much 

Table 2: μASC modes for rendezvous and docking operations.“Standard” 

cameras are the CHUs, while the “close” camera is the VBS. 

Mode Distance Camera Head Behavior

Attitude not applicable standard
Track stars for attitude 

determination

Far range 10,000 km to 1 km standard 
Search for and track candidate 

targets

Intermediate 

range
5 km to 200 m standard

Determine target direction and 

distance (via absolute measured 

luminosity)

Short range non-

cooperative
200 m to 20 m

standard and 

close

Extract visible features and 

compare them to know 3D model 

and attempt pose calculation 

Short range 

cooperative
100 m to 0.1 m close

Determine pose from orientation 

of known LED sources (target 

blinks LEDs)
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the same concept, except the two bodies 

are the firmament of the stars (an 

apparently fixed body) and a satellite. 

Attitude is generally a spacecraft’s angular 

orientation to the stars (or some other 

star- or solar-system-derived coordinate 

frame). The extreme distance of the stars 

renders them practically immovable in the 

sky; thus, translational measurements in 

an Earth-orbiting context are all but 

impossible with typical star-tracker optics. 

To correctly determine attitude, the 

centroids of stars within a star-tracker’s 

field of view must be associated with a 

database of star locations. This establishment of correspondence is the star identification (ID) 

problem. Once the correspondences are made, the centroid-derived vectors in the spacecraft body-

fixed coordinate frame are correlated with star-location-derived vectors in an inertial frame, and 

determining spacecraft orientation is then a tractable vector problem. While most algorithms 

perform star ID explicitly, a smaller number (that rely on image pattern recognition rather than 

geometry) skip the star ID step. More details follow. 

Before proceeding, it is worth noting that the distribution of stars (bright or otherwise) is not 

uniform across the sky. For information purposes Figure 8 is reproduced from Huffman’s masters 

thesis, as it shows (for fairly narrow field of view star-trackers) the minimum number of stars a star-

tracker can see when pointed at an arbitrary sector of the heavens. Stars are typically catalogued in 

terms of visual magnitude (MV), a measure of optical faintness: larger numbers denote dimmer 

stars. For reference, a human on a dark night can typically see stars down to visual magnitude 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Huffman’s plot showing, for a given star-tracker 

field of view and a star magnitude, the minimum number of 

stars visible for an arbitrary orientation of the star-tracker. 

Bright stars have lower MV: on dark nights a humans can see 

down to MV 6. Figure from [33]. 
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4.5. Star Identification 

Two recent and excellent surveys of the star ID algorithms, Spratling and Mortari [34] and Na and Jia 

[35], provide detailed overviews of the types of algorithms that have been proposed and their 

relative performances. There are a few principal kinds (and many others of less import): 

- Geometric algorithms: these leverage unique geometric features of star groups (i.e., pairs, 

planar triangles, spherical triangles, 5-star clusters, etc.); 

- Match group algorithms: these algorithmically combine all available star-group information 

(magnitude, angular distances, and geometric shapes) as recognition features; 

- Grid algorithms: these simplify star patterns into a grid, then reduce the grid to a vector for 

database comparison; 

- Neural networks: these directly identify stars by training a network from the database of 

known star positions; 

- Genetic algorithms: these recognize star patterns through mutation and recombination of a 

geometric parameterization, with successive generations selected by a fitness test; and 

- Singular value decomposition (SVD): these represent a star image in terms of its singular 

values, then compares those measured values to a reference set. 

The first three (geometric approaches) appear to be the most commonly used algorithms, with the 

balance (seemingly) more of academic interest. 

Two items are of particular note. First, all the algorithms are designed for single-FOV star-trackers. 

Second, the first two techniques rely on just a few stars and the features (mostly geometric) 

extracted from them. Spratling and Mortari provide an interesting table, showing both asymptotic 

algorithm performance, and more significantly the small number of features typically used in 

common algorithms (Table 3). 

The algorithms in Table 3 represent the center of gravity of star ID algorithms. In the context of this 

exploration, the fact that – with rare exception – the algorithms use so few features from typically 

three to five stars, stems partly from the fact that they are designed for narrow, single-FOV star-

trackers. As is obvious from geometry, and noted explicitly in [12], increasing attitude-determination 

accuracy depends not only on precise star-vector determination, but also on the spatial distribution 
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of those vectors. Typical star-trackers have narrow fields of view, and are thus constrained to small 

spatial distributions, a limitation obviated with multiple, non-overlapping fields of view.  

All the multi-FOV star-trackers mentioned in Section 4.2 have potential to compute integrated multi-

FOV attitude solutions, or leverage their multiple fields of view for enhanced star ID. The HYDRA 

system [5] calculates individual solutions for each field of view, or in a secondary mode (after the 

star ID step), fuses the data from each field of view to calculated a fused solution. Regrettably, the 

published literature lacks algorithmic specifics for HYDRA, and even basic details for the multi-FOV 

RIGEL-L, μASC, SM-MDE1300, and MABS – all of which have capability to leverage data fusion 

algorithms across their multiple fields-of-view for enhanced star ID and attitude-determination 

accuracy. 

Mortari and Junkens in [12] devise a geometric approach for identifying stars from non-overlapping 

fields of view. Surprisingly, theirs is the only other multi-FOV star-ID algorithms found in this 

Table 3: Table of star ID algorithm performance adapted from [34]. O() is asymptotic 

notation for each algorithm’s highest-order run-time term. Notation: n is number of stars 

in catalog, f is stars in field of view, b is stars in a pattern, k is number of stars with 

internal angles in a limited range, Δm is the fraction of stars in a database falling in a 

particular range, lg is ln2(). Of particular note, Only Padgett’s grid algorithm can use more 

than a fixed number of measurement features. 

Year Author Algorithm Type Feature 

Extraction

Database 

Size

Database 

Search

Measurements 

Used/Available

1981 Junkins
3-star geometry (requires 

prior attitude knowledge)
O(b) O(nf3) O(f3) 3/3

1992 Liebe 
3-star geometry, inter star 

angle
O(f lg b) O(n) O(n) 3/3

1993 Baldini 5-star geometry O(f lg b) O(nb) O(b(Δmn)2) 9/12

1995 Scholl 
Geometry, but order stars 

by brightness
O(b lg b) O(nf2) O(nf2) 6/6

1996 Quine 
Geometry, but binary tree 

search on star database
O(f lg b) O(n) O(lg n) 6/6

1997 Padgett Grid O(f) O(n) O(n) 2f/2f

1997 Mortari 
Geometry, but database 

configured for O(k) search
O(b) O(nf) O(k) 6/6

2008 Kolomenkin Modification to O(k) search O(b) O(nf) O(k) 6/6
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literature survey. Their technique hinges on noting that for three arbitrary, non-parallel unit vectors 

pointing to stars, ��, ��, and ��, it is always possible to create a linear relationship: �� = ��� + 	�� + 
(�� × ��). 1 

Using the k-vector technique (where a database of stars is organized in such a way that they can be 

found in O(1)), if all the admissible stars pairs corresponding to the �� and �� pair are found, they 

demonstrate, using the constraint of equation 1, how to unambiguously determine the third star 

(that associated with ��), thereby identifying all three stars. The algorithm is a unique variant on the 

three-star geometric solutions discussed in the two surveys [34],[35]; however, despite the multi-

field of view apparent advantage, the algorithm performs slightly worse than that of the one-FOV 

case.  

Thus, while significant effort has been devoted to star ID algorithms, almost all rely on a single field 

of view for star identification. With some exceptions (the non-standard approaches at the bottom of 

Table 3) the algorithms generally identify very few stars, which then form the data for attitude 

determination. 

4.6. Attitude Determination 

Once stars are identified, the next step in attitude determination is using the now-known position of 

the stars in the celestial sphere, and their apparent position in spacecraft body coordinates, to 

calculate spacecraft attitude. This is a tractable vector problem. Unlike the nascent literature for 

other aspects of nanosat design, three masters theses, by Huffman [33], Kandiyil [36], and Tappe 

[37], explore attitude determination, and apply known attitude determination solutions to the 

nanosat arena. 

Huffman provides perhaps the best overview of attitude determination solutions. The most 

foundational is Wahba’s loss function: 

�(�) ≡ 12�|	� − ���|��
��� . 2 

This is a least-squares minimization of A, the 3x3 rotation matrix of satellite attitude. The unit vector 	� describes star positions from the image, and �� describes the corresponding star’s position in the 

catalogue. By minimizing the loss function L, the best approximation of A is determined. Alternate 
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embodiments represent A as a quaternion, leaving only three independent parameters (the 

rotations) to be solved for, rather than the nine dependent parameters in a 3x3 rotation matrix. 

In the case of anisotropic measurement errors, the Predictive Attitude Determination (PAD) 

algorithm provides a good estimate of attitude, as it can statistically describe the errors in an A 

matrix calculation with a covariance matrix. PAD is a general non-linear filter that, unlike a more 

complex Kalman filter, does not require a spacecraft dynamics model.  

Huffman next addresses the QUaternion ESTimation (QUEST) algorithm, which approximates the q-

method, an optimal, least-squares approach to attitude determination from two vector sets, one in 

the spacecraft body frame, the other in the celestial frame. QUEST is derived from Wahba’s loss 

function, but is formulated as an eigenvector problem. However, rather than directly solving for 

eigenvalues, QUEST estimates the largest eigenvalue from which the attitude quaternion is directly 

derivable, without the intermediate step of computing an eigenvector. As with PAD, a covariance 

matrix quantifying errors is also produced. One other excellent feature of the QUEST algorithm is 

that, for situations where the stars are imaged, but not identified in the star database, it can 

propagate these image-derived body vectors to produce a measure of relative spacecraft motion. 

The condition when imaged stars are not found in the database is known as “lost in space.” 

While the QUEST algorithm relies on an approximation, Huffman describes Markley’s Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) approach to solving Wahba’s loss function (equation 2) as being at once 

numerically robust (even for rank deficient matrices), requiring no approximations, and providing 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix – which are useful tools in understanding 

attitude uncertainty. Additionally, Markley’s SVD approach, rather than solving for the quaternion 

that represents the rotation matrix A, solves for the matrix directly. 

The Fast Optimal Attitude Matrix (FOAM) algorithm is derived from Markley’s SVD approach. By 

using an intermediate matrix developed in the SVD derivation, FOAM directly estimates the A 

rotation matrix without actually computing the SVD, thus increasing algorithm efficiency. The error 

covariance matrix is derivable from the same matrix parameters. 

Derivations of these algorithms are given in Huffman’s thesis [33]. For her purpose (determining an 

efficient star-tracking approach for small, low-power nanosats), Huffman chose the QUEST 
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algorithm. Regrettably she did not evaluate each algorithm’s asymptotic (O()) performance, which 

could greatly aid a direct comparison of relative computation costs.  

In conclusion, the satellite literature is well developed with respect to star-identification algorithms, 

with robust comparisons between competing methodologies. However, all but one of the algorithms 

discovered are designed for single-FOV star-trackers. The one exception, [12], while leveraging 

disparate non-overlapping fields of view, uses only three stars to perform star identification and the 

subsequent calculation of satellite attitude. In fact, with few exceptions, star-tracker algorithms use 

very few stars when calculating orientation. While quantitative error information is often lacking, 

Huffman in [12] shows, through end-to-end simulation, that accuracy improvements are possible by 

using more stars. While hinted at in [5] (the HYDRA star-tracker system), it does not appear that 

other algorithms identify a few stars, then use that information to identify a large body of additional 

stars.  

As for attitude-determination algorithms, those outlined above are not affected by the field of view 

lineage of body-referenced vectors. They can all successfully determine inertial (absolute) spacecraft 

attitude given one set of body-referenced vectors, and a corresponding set of inertially-referenced 

vectors created from the star-database. 

While it must exist in another context, no author surveyed performed a detailed analysis of the 

advantages of multi-FOV star identification or tracking, although a few alluded to improvements 

facilitated by star measurements with a wide spatial distribution.  

Empirically it seems most star-tracker systems drive noise down through improvements of a single 

camera, rather than collecting as diverse a star selection as possible, and then letting the statistics of 

that data reduce the measurement noise. Why the latter approach is not adopted is unclear. 

While not pertinent at this point, the context warrants the observation that MLAS’s pose-estimation 

algorithm requires manual identification of a few imaged fiducials (stars, as it were), from which it 

automatically attempts continuous identification of all fiducials in all fields of view. 
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4.7. Light-Shield Volume Reduction 

As previously noted, many star-tracker optical heads are close to nanosat size, and their light shields 

are proportionally larger (see [38] for an example). The standard solution to light shielding is a cone-

like structure that shades the imager optics from light outside the star-tracker’s field of view. The 

cones have no optics inside, are usually painted black, and include carefully designed light baffles to 

minimize reflected rays that can bounce into the tracker’s imager “head.” These precautions allow 

the star-tracker to image stars that are close to much brighter objects. Images of two typical light 

shields (also known as baffles) are shown in Figure 3 (a reduced-volume shield is also shown).  

The traditional light baffle carries a heavy volume penalty (not to mention the structural penalty 

induced by its length and the robust launch environment). Despite these limitations, relatively few 

approaches that eliminate or significantly reduce light shield volume have been proposed. One 

elimination approach is to use the star-tracker body itself as a shading mechanism, as in the MABS 

design [15],[13] (see Figure 4). With its four orthogonal views of the sky, sun illumination of one 

aperture automatically places the opposite aperture in shade. This mechanism would not work for 

single-FOV trackers; but by having multiple fields of view, the system maintains a clear view of some 

portion of the sky, even if one field of view is blinded. Significant light-shield volume is eliminated 

with this method; however from a volumetric standpoint, the reflective-light path internal to the 

device’s structure is less compact than a refractive light path.  

A second, and novel, approach to light-shield volume reduction uses total internal reflection. In 

Kawano, Shimoji, Yoshikawa, Miyatake, Hama, and Nakamura’s design [7], a near-hemispherical lens 

forms the rear stage of the baffle: it functions as an angle filter, allowing only high-incidence angle 

light to enter, and reflecting (through total internal reflection) low-incidence-angle rays. For 

unwanted middle-incidence angles, the high refraction of the nearly-hemispherical lens bends the 

rays significantly, and they are then captured and attenuated between two carefully chosen 

apertures. By this careful construction they are able to reduce the baffle length by approximately a 

third (Figure 9). 

A final method proposed by Romoli, Gambiocorti, Simoneti, and Marchi in [39] is an all-optics 

solution. Using a Maksutov optical system and carefully chosen field stops, stray radiation from 

outside the tracker’s field of view is effectively eliminated, with no need for an external light shield. 
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This use of a reflective (rather than refractive) optical path, as in the MABS system, eliminates the 

light baffle’s volume at the cost of a less compact optical configuration. 

Novel approaches to reduce light-shield volume are scarce, and those found always trade system 

volume for light-shield performance – be it a shift to reflective optics, a unique approach to 

capturing stray light rays, or combining multiple fields of view with reflective optics. No proposed 

system even approaches nanosat scale. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Kawano et al’s design to reduce light shield volume using a near-hemispherical lens.(Top) A 

hemispherical lens (a) repulses shallow-angle rays with total internal reflection (TIR), while nearly normal 

rays (b) pass through unhindered, and intermediate-angle rays (c) are absorbed between two carefully 

chosen irises. (Bottom) The non-standard light shield leverages each feature of the near-hemispherical 

lens. Images from [7]. 
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4.8. Complete Sky Imaging 

In Section 4.2 various approaches to viewing multiple sectors of the sky were outlined, all oriented 

toward star-based attitude determination. However, a star-tracker, when viewed as a generic 

imager, may have other roles. For example, the SMART-1 and Clementine missions used their star-

trackers to image the moon’s surface [40] and lunar dust [41], respectively. Alternately, there are 

multiple examples of star-trackers serving to identify and track space objects (see [30],[42],[43] for 

examples), a field known as space surveillance.  

For both imaging and space surveillance, there is a clear advantage to whole-sky coverage without 

satellite re-orientation. An obvious approach is a multi-axis mount for the optical system, as used in 

the U.S. Air Force’s Space-Based Surveillance System (SBSS) [44]. However, this level of mechanical 

complexity and bulk is difficult to achieve at the nanosat scale. An obvious alternate solution is 

imaging the whole sky with multiple cameras. 

The SNAP-1 satellite’s multi-camera system [27] is the only known example that addressed the 

space surveillance problem by using a set of fixed wide-angle cameras. With three 90-degree field of 

view cameras oriented in a plane, and one narrow-FOV camera aligned with the central wide 

camera, SNAP-1’s imaging system covers a 270-degree arc of space. In flight, the system imaged a 

spacecraft separation event, and demonstrated the validity of the multiple wide-angle camera 

concept for imaging large portions of space (additional details and figures follow in Section 6.1). 

What is most significant for this dissertation’s concept is that the SNAP-1’s vision system was 

nanosat-scale. 

4.9. Nanosat-scale Star-trackers 

With few exceptions, the literature covered thus far poses solutions for satellites of more traditional 

size. While the exceptionally diminutive CubeSat specification’s [16] 10x10x10 cm form factor is un-

usably small for many applications, other useful system exist that are not much larger: consider the 

star-brightness-cataloging BRITE satellite at 20x20x20 cm [45],[46], and the 68x34x45 cm Ørsted 

geomagnetic mission, for which the Advanced Stellar Compass (ASC) mentioned above was first 

designed [47]. While both these missions developed their own small star-trackers, some design 

effort has been devoted to considerations of star -trackers for small missions. These efforts however 
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offer no significant contribution of concepts to the development of nanosat-scale star-trackers – 

hence their inclusion towards the end of this literature review. 

In his thesis [48], Jason Tuthill considers the design of a nanosat attitude determination system for 

CubeSats. His proposed system uses multiple sensor types to determine satellite attitude (sun 

sensors, magnetometers, inertial measurement units (IMUs), and a star-tracker), and his thesis 

characterizes expected performance through a detailed simulation. The only then-available star-

tracker of the appropriate scale was the prohibitively expensive COMTECH AeroAstro Miniature 

Star-tracker [49]. Due to its high cost4, while he included it in his simulation studies of nanosat 

attitude-determination performance, he considered it beyond inclusion in a typical university-

                                                           
4
 $250,000 at the time of [48]’s writing. 

 

Figure 10: BRITE satellite: star-tracker uses satellite body as light shield. Image from [51]. 
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funded CubeSat. To date the COMTECH Miniature Imager is the only nanosat-scale star-tracker 

available as a commercial product. 

A small star-tracker that partially addresses the abovementioned cost concern – although at around 

4 kg with electronics, not at the nanosat scale – is the University-of-Wisconsin-developed ST5000 

[50]. It combines high accuracy with a patented data-transmission method that makes it ideal for 

situations requiring low-bandwidth data downlink. The European Space Agency (ESA) is also working 

on a small star-tracker, which at a proposed 1.5 kg would be suitable for some smaller missions – 

although certainly not CubeSats. 

While the ASC [47] used on the Ørsted mission, and its successor the μASC [38] (discussed in Section 

4.2) are small, perhaps the only star-tracker with a claim to true nanosat scale is the single field of 

view model found on the BRITE mission [45],[46], a custom design being developed by Dynacon Inc. 

and Defense Research & Development Canada.  

4.10. Unique Star-tracker Concepts 

The majority of star-trackers reviewed thus far are similar in configuration: a camera-lens 

combination, with some form of light baffle. The notable exceptions are the MABS system [13] and 

the Maksutov-optic design [39]. Both leverage reflective optics to eliminate light shields, at the cost 

of internal optical volume. The following are three star-tracker concepts that also leverage the 

reflective optics: one to gain multiple 

fields of view with a single primary 

aperture, the second and third to 

achieve high dynamic range in different 

ways. 

The first is A. Simpson’s interesting 

patent [52] on an optical configuration 

that uses Maksutov-Bouwers beam-

folding to direct light beams from a 

single aperture onto three separate 

imagers. The device is unique in this 

 

Figure 11: A. Simpson’s multi-FOV star-tracker concept that has 

only one aperture: perspective view (left), and ray-trace cut 

away (right). Rays enters aperture in plane 12 and reflect along 

the paths shown in right image, exiting through aperture 22. 

Image from [52]. 
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review in that it achieves multiple fields of view that are spaced 30 degrees from the device’s central 

axis, with only one aperture. All other single-aperture devices are also single-FOV. 

The second concept is the Intelligent Start 

Tracker [53]. Using a Maksutov-Bouwers 

catadioptic configuration, this design also 

folds light internally. In this review, the design 

is unique in that it position active optics 

(micro electro mechanical (MEMs) mirrors) in 

the path of incoming light, and can thus 

dynamically correct for individual star over-

exposures, incorrect estimations of lens focal 

length, and optical aberrations. Together 

these corrections can enhance the accuracy of 

the device. The authors predict an impressive 

0.1 arcsecond accuracy.  

What is perhaps most unusual about this system is the author’s estimation of its potential size. (The 

concept targets the nanosat arena). By forming the body of high-strength silicon carbide in a mold, 

then polishing the optical surfaces, system weight is projected to be on the order of 0.1 kg. 

Regrettably for nanosat designers, the design is only a concept. Additionally, the single 7-degree 

field of view would place constraints on mission design; but those could be overcome with multiple 

units.  

A final unique concept is the Coupled Sun Star-tracker (CSST) [54]. It utilizes two orthogonal light 

apertures. One with heavy attenuation from semi-transparent mirrors is aimed at the sun or a bright 

planet, while the second aperture (with no attenuation) views the stars in precisely the opposite 

direction. This unique configuration was intended for deep-space-navigation missions, where the 

stars provide attitude information, and the sun or planet observations, when linked with those 

bodies’ known orbital models, provide spacecraft position information. 

 

 

Figure 12: Ray trace showing the use of MEMs mirror in 

compact star-tracker concept. Image from [53]. 
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4.11. Concepts Enabled by Appropriate Architecture Selection 

Section 1 motivates the need for a simple, unified, low-volume architecture for determining nanosat 

orientation and simultaneous docking, and hints at other applications. Section 3 highlights the 

MLAS’s camera system architecture, noting its qualities relevant to nanosat needs. Using the MLAS 

system’s architecture as a vector-space “basis set” of sorts, the preceding sub-sections explore the 

current literature along each basis. But the power of a well-designed architecture is what it makes 

possible outside its core competency, and the following sub-sections explore concepts made 

possible by an MLAS-like, multi-FOV camera system that can image the whole sky around a 

spacecraft. 

4.11.1. Image Enhancement 

At its fundamental level, the system under discussion is an imaging system. While typically used to 

observe stars, star-trackers sometimes serve double-duty in more traditional imaging capacities. For 

instance, the star-trackers on both the Clementine [41] and SMART-1 [40] vehicles imaged the 

moon, in addition to providing vehicle orientation. Large bodies of literature exist on the topic of 

imaging, but there are a few obvious avenues of exploration when the cameras in question have 

wide fields-of-view. First, as field of view increases, the resolution of imaged objects decreases. This 

is most commonly corrected with enhanced resolution image planes. Alternately, because wide-

angle optics have trouble focusing on a flat plane, a spherical imaging plane much like the human 

eye (which has a nearly 180-degree field of view) proposed in [55] or [56] have potential to increase 

the capability of the architecture.  

Dynamic image range is also problematic, particularly in the space environment, where many orders 

of magnitude separate bright objects from dark ones. While this dissertation approaches the 

problem through improvements in imager dynamic range (see [57] for a representative hardware 

solution), Choi, Park, and Kang in [58] propose a method of increasing dynamic range by fusing 

multiple images, all taken at different exposures. While this may seem obvious, their algorithm goes 

one step further, and actually enhances the composite image’s spatial resolution if small spatial 

shifts in the camera occur between each image captured. Except in some special cases, all spacecraft 

experience camera motion, and thus automatically meet the algorithm’s basic requirements. 
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Another concept that uses spatial shifts is synthetic-aperture imaging ladar (SAIL). Borrowing a 

technique used in longer-wavelength radar systems, Buell, Marechal, Buick, Dickinson, Kozlowski, 

Wright, and Beck in [59] propose illuminating a target with laser light, and measuring the 

backscatter during the illuminator’s transit. The synthetic aperture of the system is proportional to 

the change in azimuth as perceived from the target. While obviously active illumination is far out of 

scope for the current project, it is conceivable that whole-sky imaging could simplify the process of 

observing one spot during spacecraft transit, as software panning (rather than physically panning an 

optic systems) is simple. 

Levoy, Chen, Vaish, Horowitz, McDowall, and Bolas take synthetic aperture a different direction in 

[60], using spatial distribution to reconstruct a partially obscured object. While their spatial 

distribution was time-invariant, it seems it might work in a time-varying case, such as a satellite 

observing a particular point on the ground through scattered clouds. 

4.11.2. Constellations 

One advantage of nanosats’ low cost is the ease of deploying them in groups, or constellations. 

Assuming a close-flying constellation of similarly equipped satellites, with spherical sky coverage, all 

the satellites can contribute data for stereoscopic imagery in any direction, so long as a known 

baseline between individual cameras exists. Depth-resolution in stereoscopic systems is camera-

baseline-dependent, but the stable nature of orbits easily allows multi-kilometer stereo imaging. 

Probably the best example of this is NASA’s STEREO missions, which use this technique to observe 

the sun. As mentioned before, wide-FOV lenses do not lend themselves to high resolution; however, 

they are amenable to software panning. This feature, combined with spatial shifts inherent in most 

satellites, can be leveraged by Bhavsar and Rajagopalan’s method [61] of using multiple low-

resolution stereo images to simultaneously construct hi-resolution depth information, and a super-

resolution composite image of a scene. With a constellation of nanosats equipped for whole-sky 

imaging, and appropriate spatial distribution, it is thus possible to get high-resolution imagery and 

depth measurements of any object that exhibits parallax (which probably precludes stars, but for 

Earth-orbiting satellites does include the sun, earth, moon, other planets, and the majority of 

satellites). 
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In a different type of high-resolution imaging, Lardière, Labeyrie, Gilet, and Riaud in [62] propose 

using a collection of small satellites, each employing a mirror to reflect light to a central imager, thus 

creating a telescope with a focal length on the order of kilometers. They recommend a laser 

metrology system to determine the relative position of each mirror-holding satellite. A relative 

orientation system like that proposed herein could make such an array more practical, as scanning 

laser metrology systems – even on earth – are intrinsically limited in their accuracy and speed by 

their scanning heads. 

While Lardière et al’s system is the only one referenced, any constellation proposal to operate in 

close proximity must implement a method of determining relative pose among all members. A 

whole-sky imaging architecture paired with pose-estimation algorithms provides a fertile avenue for 

exploration.  

4.11.3. Space Surveillance 

Short-range pose estimation for docking is the principal focus of interest for the present research, 

but estimating l orbital trajectory in an inertial frame is also of interest. Abdelkhalik, Mortari, and 

Junkins in [42] develop some theory for observations requirements necessary to calculate another 

space object’s trajectory from star-tracker observations. Gong, Gong, and Tian show an alternate 

orbit-estimation approach (again, using star-trackers) in their article on space surveillance [30], and 

Riis, Jørgensen, and Betto used the progenitor of the μASC system in an actual flight to observe and 

track space objects [43]. Of course, the complication of all these systems is that when the object in 

question moves out of the star-tracker’s field of view, the entire spacecraft must re-orient to 

continue tracking. The U.S. Air Force’s Space-Based Space Surveillance (SBSS) mission [44], a large 

(by nanosat scale) satellite in orbit that tracks space objects, conquers the narrow-FOV problem by 

mounting powerful optics on a pan-and-tilt stage. Obviously, in the nanosat scale such mechanical 

solutions are out of the question, but a whole-sky imaging system (augmented with the super 

resolution and stereo algorithms mentioned previously) could facilitate lower cost (and admittedly 

less powerful) space surveillance. 

4.11.4. Navigation 

Implicit to most of the discussion this far is that the nanosats carrying whole-sky imaging systems 

are in orbit around a planet. While that is generally the case for spacecraft, inter-planetary missions 
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can also benefit from the proposed system. Betto, Jørgensen, Jørgensen, and Denver in [10] discuss 

the ground-testing results of using the μASC star-tracker system to determine spacecraft trajectory 

on deep-space missions (those that leave earth orbit). They provide an overview of why stellar 

navigation is superior to traditional ground-based measurements, and a survey of existing stellar 

deep-space navigation techniques. Their technique relies on observing planets whose orbital 

parameters – ephemerides – are stored onboard, and are then used to calculate the spacecraft’s 

position in the solar system. A variation on this theme is explored by Gipsman, Guelman, and Kogan 

in [54]; their unique star-tracker has a second light path that, on the same image plane, observes the 

stars through one aperture and either the sun or a planet with known ephemerides through a 

second aperture in the opposite direction. For both systems, observing multiple planets (or the sun) 

likely requires spacecraft re-orientation, a requirement eliminated with a whole-sky imaging 

solution.  

Surely the above collection merely scratches the surface of possible concepts made possible by a 

whole-sky imaging architecture. The overview is not inclusive, but gives a flavor of an appropriately 

designed architecture’s power.  
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5. Literature Hole 

When evaluating the previous sections (4.2–4.11) in light of the motivation for this effort (a nanosat-

scale orientation and docking system, Section 1), and hypothesizing the MLAS system as the core of 

a relevant solution (Section 3), evaluating the literature as a “vector space” of sorts yields what 

might best be termed a “hole.” 

At a high level, as was found when developing the MLAS camera system, ubiquitous sky imaging, for 

any reason, is noticeably absent in the satellite (large and small) literature. This is the center of the 

conceptual hole. Carrying the analogy of a vector space, a vector-valued volume, having coefficients 

of  

- generic (meaning not specialized to star tracking), 

- whole-sky (can see the whole space around the satellite), and 

- miniature (is genuinely small, perhaps 10 percent of nanosat mass and power) 

gives form to a hardware solution that at once fills the hole and touches on each of the literature 

areas above, by providing the data foundation (through whole-sky imaging) for orientation, docking, 

and space surveillance (in its various qualitative and quantitative forms), and a collection of other 

concepts. Except for the actual imaging, all are software-only extensions to the basic hardware 

architecture. 

Examining the form of this hardware solution along each basis of the literature review reveals a 

number of deficiencies, which in a dissertation context are innovation opportunities. 

First, the optics for all the Multi-Camera Star-trackers in existence are nearly the size of nanosats 

themselves, and when light-shields are included there are no viable nanosat options. If star-trackers 

are to double as imagers to achieve Complete Sky Imaging, there must exist Wide-Field-of-View 

Star-Trackers. There are a few wide-FOV star-trackers, the widest field of view being 28x44-degree: 

this is quite narrow considering that the whole sky is 360x360 degrees. In terms of Multi-FOV, 

Optical, Autonomous Space Vehicle Docking, only one system (proposed or fielded) uses star-

trackers for rendezvous and docking; however, the camera used for docking is a unique additional 

hardware component, not part of the native multi-FOV star-tracker. From the non-satellite 

literature, there are multiple generic camera configurations for relative-pose determination (which 
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the satellite literature terms “docking”): only one such proposal has appealing algorithmic 

properties – and even it has some difficulties.  

Contrasting the sparse selection along other bases, a fair body of work exists in the Star 

Identification and Attitude Determination directions. However, on closer inspection only a single 

proposal examines star identification from the context of multiple fields of view, and few others are 

capable of identifying more than a handful of stars. In contrast with the specialized nature of most 

other bases, star-based attitude algorithms are independent of the fields of view that derived their 

inputs, happily producing mathematically tractable results with data from 1 to N fields of view.  

Attempting to keep bases separate, Light-Shield Volume Reduction and Nanosat-scale Star-trackers 

received separate treatment, as scaling-down concepts is, in many fields, an enterprise unto itself. 

So it is in star-trackers. One significant approach to light-shield volume reduction cleverly uses total 

internal reflection to eliminate stray light (reducing shield length by one-third), but all others trade 

external shield volume for internal optic-path volume. In the whole survey, only one star-tracker 

classifies as nanosat scale, and it trades internal satellite volume for light shielding. 

From an optics perspective, the most interesting ideas belong to the Unique Star-tracker Concepts 

basis. One system provides a unique take on multi-FOV sensing (using a single aperture for multiple 

internal light paths. However, the narrowness of its fields of view offers no potential for whole-sky 

imaging. In a departure from all star-trackers surveyed, one other single-FOV design uses active 

optics to achieve a high dynamic range, which combined with an internal light path and the device’s 

extraordinarily small size make it a promising concept. As with other reflective-optic systems, 

however, the narrow field of view all but prohibits whole-sky imaging. 

Finally, the Concepts Enabled by Appropriate Architecture Selection basis showed a smattering if 

ideas enabled by whole-sky imaging. In the concepts, a tight coupling evolves between having 

cheap, numerous imaging platforms, and those platform’s capability to view arbitrary sections of sky 

with minimal motion (satellite reorientation) cost. Cheap equals nanosat, spacecraft that – being 

volume and power constrained – place orientation control-authority at a premium. 

In short, from a hardware-architecture perspective, the literature includes systems with: 

- multi-FOVs and a single imager, 
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- multi-FOVs and multiple imagers,  

- multi-FOV systems with potential for docking operations, and 

- star-tracker systems that calculate docking data with additional hardware. 

However, the literature does not include: 

- multi-FOV star-trackers at the nanosat scale, 

- truly wide-FOV star-trackers of any kind, 

- star-tracker systems that act as docking systems with only software changes, 

- methods to eliminate light-shields without sacrificing internal volume, and 

- docking systems that use multiple, non-overlapping fields of view. 

Thus, after surveying the field, then evaluating all available concepts in light of the [generic, whole-

sky, miniature] triplet, there is no system proposed or extant that can simultaneously solve the star-

based orientation problem and the docking (relative pose) problem at the nanosat scale5. A 

proposed solution is the purpose of Section 7, following a detailed review of the three most 

important pieces of relevant literature.  

                                                           
5
 It is significant that in this discussion computational resources are rarely addressed. This is intentional, and 

the topic is addressed in detail in Section 7. 
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6. Critical Review of Selected Papers 

While none completely match the theory of the present research effort, the following three papers 

are the most important foundation-literature unearthed in Section 4. The following analyses extend 

the discussions found in Section 4, focusing on those areas the proposed research advantageously 

extends. Following the analysis of each, their contributions are juxtaposed, and that framing sets the 

context for the contributions of the proposed research. 

6.1. Whole-sky Imaging and Volume Reduction 

“The SNAP-1 Machine Vision System” by Lancaster and Underwood [27] is perhaps the most 

important paper of these three because it is the only multi-FOV camera system deployed on a 

nanosat.  

The 6 kg SNAP-1 nanosat, launched in conjunction 

with the Tsinghua-1 micro-satellite, was designed 

as a technology demonstration of a “remote-

inspection” satellite. A remote-inspection 

satellite’s primary role is envisioned as navigating 

around, and transmitting images of, other 

spacecraft or space stations. Obviously, such 

surveillance activity is optimally performed with 

wide coverage of the adjacent space, which SNAP-

1’s Machine Vision System (MVS) accomplished 

with four cameras: three 90-degree-FOV models 

arranged to cover a 270-degree swath of space, 

and one narrow-FOV camera facing the same 

direction as the central wide-FOV camera (Figure 

13). This last camera was for enhanced resolution 

inspection rather than wide-area coverage. 

The main thrust of Lancaster and Underwood’s paper is the software and hardware architecture 

used to capture, digitize, and disseminate the video from the four CMOS imagers. While the details 

are clever, and contributed to minimizing system volume and shortening system-development time 

 

Figure 13: SNAP-1 Machine Vision System 

(MVS).Three cameras with 90-degree field of view 

lenses (inset with coin shown for scale) provide 

view of a 270-degre swath of space. A single 

narrow-FOV camera provides enhanced detail in the 

direction of the central 90-degree camera. The 

compression electronics are completely contained 

in the box. Images from [27]. 
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(six months), they are of little relevance to 

the proposed research ends. What is of 

great interest is that the multi-FOV system 

was actually flown at nanosat scale, and 

captured the deployment of both the 

Tsinghua-1 and SNAP-1 satellites from their 

launch vehicle (Figure 14).  

While useful as designed, when put in the 

context of generating data products for 

simultaneous orientation and docking, the 

MVS system has a number of weaknesses, 

which the proposed research addresses. In 

particular, these are the imager saturation 

(evident in Figure 14), the lack of whole-sky 

imaging, and the lack of metric 6-DOF-relative orientation or 3-DOF-absolute orientation.  

6.2. Multi-FOV Pose Estimation 

The second significant paper is Dellaert and Tariq’s, “A Multi-Camera Pose Tracker for Assisting the 

Visually Impaired” [22]. Their proposed system is targeted at determining head-pose for the blind, 

an enabling technology for providing those individuals with audio cues about objects in their 

environment. Although far afield from nanosat docking and orientation systems, their proposal in its 

hardware architecture matches the architecture envisioned as the solution to the “hole” identified 

in Section 5. The software architecture appears to have room for improvement, however, when 

contrasted with an MLAS-derived concept. This analysis focuses only on the algorithm; however a 

significant portion of the original paper focuses on the algorithm’s experimental validation. 

Unlike other relative-pose proposals, Dellaert and Tariq’s system requires known points in space 

(fiducials), although a robust method for surveying an environment and calculating them using 

affine transformations is provided. Unlike almost all other algorithms surveyed in Section 4.4, a 

statistical approach is at the heart of their method. By providing a list of n correspondences ����, ��, �� !���"
 between 3D fiducials and their 2D representations on image planes (where ���!���"

 

 

Figure 14: SNAP-1 nanosat and its data. (Top) SNAP-1 

nanosat MVS is rectangular box atop V-shaped satellite 

body. (Bottom left) image from central wide-FOV camera 

10.5 seconds after Tsinghua-1 separation. (Bottom right) 

Image of earth from central wide-FOV camera. In both 

flight images, note extensive blooming. 
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are known 3D fiducial locations and �(��, ��)!���"
 are camera i's 2D image of fiducial pj), an optimal, 

maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates the orientation (R,t) of the multi-camera rig. 

(#, $)∗ = ��&'�((#, $) )�(#, $)*�(��, ��, ��|#, $)"
��� + 3 

Implicit is the assumption that all measurements pj are independent, given the rig pose. Using 

standard recursive estimation techniques, it is possible to find the prior (P(R,t)) from the algorithm’s 

previous iteration using a motion model. That model can incorporate a variety of terms such as rate 

variables, etc. With the assumption of a Gaussian noise model, and an initial estimate for (R,t), 

equation 3 takes the form of a non-linear minimization problem: 

(#, $)∗ = ��&'�,(#, $) )12�-���, ��, �� − log	��(#, $) "
��� + 4 

where -���, ��, ��  is the objective function’s contribution to the jth 3D-2D correspondence. The 

authors pose a particular objective function and non-linear optimization approach; however, these 

are not unique to their algorithm. 

To implement continuous pose estimation, the algorithm selects three random 3D-to-2D (fiducial to 

camera) correspondences and calculates the rig’s pose using equation 4. Three correspondences is a 

minimal set for equation 4’s pose propagation. After obtaining a three-point pose estimate, the 

RANSAC algorithm [23] automatically extract additional “inlier” correspondences that support the 

pose estimate, thus agglomerating a statistical collection of 3D-2D correspondences. (See Figure 7 

for intuition on RANSAC’s operation.) RANSAC is non-deterministic at run time, so the authors use a 

version that autonomously adapts the number of rounds used to ascertain inlier support. Obviously, 

the fewer the rounds, the better. As implemented, many randomly selected 3-correspondence 

basis-sets are used to calculate pose estimates, all of which are then fed into the RANSAC 

machinery: the final algorithmic step is to select the basis set with the highest inlier support. For 

clarity, Algorithm 1 shows the whole process. 

In ideology, Dellaert and Tariq’s RANSAC-plus-MAP algorithm is superior to other algorithms 

surveyed in Section 4.4 because it can make use of all available correspondences between 3D 

fiducials and their associated 2D image features. However, while no run-time performance numbers 
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were given in the paper, the algorithm seems computationally expensive. First, because the 3-

correspondence basis sets are randomly chosen (step 1), many are likely needed for algorithm 

confidence. With a large number of correspondences, which is certainly the case in multi-FOV star 

tracking, the collection of such random triplets is large: for statistical confidence a reasonable 

number of these random triplets must be evaluated. Next, for each basis, steps 3 and 4 must 

determine pose and inlier support, and both steps have non-deterministic run times. Finally, while 

probably small in computation compared to steps 2-4, steps 5-6 implement an O(S) search.  

In sum, Dellaert and Tariq’s algorithm is the only one found that has capability to use all fiducials 

from multiple fields of view to calculate relative pose. Additionally, while targeted at relative pose 

(the topic of Section 4.4), their algorithm functionally embeds an equivalent to the star-ID problem 

(surveyed in Section 4.5) with the actual pose calculation. There are some drawbacks to their 

method, however. First, because only a randomly chosen subset of the available 3-correspondence 

bases is fed into the RANSAC machinery, the likelihood of correct attitude estimation is dependent 

on the randomly selected instances and quantity of 3-correspondence bases chosen. Second, an 

explicit motion model is required for the MAP pose-estimation step. And finally, for each of S 

randomly selected bases, two non-deterministic subroutines are required, followed by an O(S) 

search. Eliminating or ameliorating the random bases selection, the motion model and the non-

deterministic subroutines are major areas for algorithm improvement.  

6.3. Simultaneous Orientation and Docking 

The last paper singled out for analysis is Benn and Jørgensen’s, “Short Range Pose and Position 

Determination of Spacecraft Using a μ-Advanced Stellar Compass.” Of all the systems surveyed in 

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Dellaert and Tariq’s pose estimation algorithm. Note that step 

4 is a non-deterministic, non-linear minimization, and step 5 is also non-deterministic in 

run time. 

1. Survey world and extract fiducials from affine features. 

2. Randomly select S sets of correspondences, each set containing three 3D-to-2D 

correspondences. 

3. For S sets 

4. Estimate MAP pose (R,t) for each correspondence set.

5. Find inlier support for each (R,t) using RANSAC. 

6. For S sets 

7. Find (R,t) with largest inlier support. 

8. Output (R,t) with largest inlier support.
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Section 4, the μ-Advanced Stellar Compass (μASC) appeared consistently as the architecture most 

closely related to the proposed research, and the most general in its application. First, as a multi-

camera star-tracker (Section 4.2), the μASC is the smallest-scale system with an extensive flight 

heritage. Next, in Section 4.4, it is the only system flown, much less proposed, capable of 

simultaneous docking and star-based orientation. Then in Section 4.8, devoted to whole-sky 

imaging, the μASC or its derivative (the AVS) is used in imaging applications. Finally, in the concepts 

section (4.11), the μASC was proposed for determining the orbits of space objects. This broad 

applicability further supports Section 1’s claims regarding the benefits of a whole-sky, generic, 

camera system – to which the μASC is conceptually quite close. 

As alluded to in Section 4.4, the architecture of the system is three camera head units (CHUs) from 

the standard μASC multi-FOV star tracking system, and one additional camera, the Vision Based 

Sensor (VBS). As Table 2 shows, at various distances, either a standard star-tracking CHU and/or the 

VBS calculate relative pose to a second satellite, while the other CHUs perform orientation 

determination. Typically pose is calculated from LED fiducials (Figure 15); however, if those are 

unavailable, in certain lighting conditions the VBS can estimate relative pose from stored 3D 

geometries of target satellites. Of the 

many operation modes possible, Benn 

and Jørgensen’s paper documents the 

short-range cooperative mode, the 

last listed in Table 2. 

The first item of note when evaluating 

the system architecture is that the VBS 

camera, while in other ways the same 

as the other CHUs, is outfitted with a 

reduced iris to attenuate light 

reflected from a target satellite, and 

an optical filter matched to the LED 

wavelength. These changes minimally 

affect the flight heritage of the CHU, 

 

Figure 15: The μASC system. (Left) The μASC hardware system 

augmented with the VBS. The “VBS Far” is in hardware identical 

to ST1 and ST2 (elsewhere known as “CHUs”), but its data is 

processed differently in the intermediate- and close-range modes 

(see Table 2). All camera data goes to dual data-processing units 

(DPUs). LEDs on all sides of the target spacecraft provide fiducials 

for docking operations. Image from [63].  
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but prohibit the VBS from participating in any star-based orientation tasks. A second item of note 

(articulated in [25]) is that the CHU used for far- and intermediate-range target determination must 

shutter its sensor during intermediate docking operations, lest it be blinded by reflected light. This 

shuttering obscures the stars, and eliminates that CHU’s contribution to orientation determination. 

From a software perspective, the docking mode is simply an additional state added to the existing 

control software. 

Compared with other relative-pose algorithms, that 

used with the VBS is simple and fast. Each side of the 

target satellite is equipped four LEDs arranged in a 

plane. While mostly immaterial, the authors mention 

that four coplanar fiducials are the minimum number 

necessary to extract 6-DOF relative pose. In fact, [2], 

[19], and [22] all demonstrate disparate ways of 

determining 6-DOF pose with only three points. In 

any case, the heart of Benn and Jørgensen’s method 

is to study the area, volume, and angular relations of 

a tetrahedron (Figure 16), deriving from them the 

pose of the target spacecraft.  

Because there are four LEDs on each side of the target spacecraft, a precursor to pose 

determination is selecting which of the possibly more than four LEDs in the field of view are the 

appropriate ones to use in the pose calculation (the algorithm requires all LEDs to be from the same 

side of the target satellite). Benn and Jørgensen use a simple search method that checks all 

combinations of detected LEDs against the known LED patterns (which patterns are unique for each 

spacecraft side). 

While without peer in the orientation and docking literature (it is the only system flown or proposed 

that can simultaneously do both in the space environment), there are at least three items the 

proposed research could improve upon. First, high-dynamic range imagers will allow simultaneous 

viewing of target spacecraft and stars in a single field of view. This eliminates the need for distinct 

VBS and CHU camera types (a hardware advantage), besides allowing a docking camera to continue 

 

Figure 16: Tetrahedron formed between VBS 

camera and four LEDs on target spacecraft. 

There are distinct patterns of four LEDs on each 

side of the target spacecraft. Image from [26]. 
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contributing star observations for orientation determination (a second advantage). Third, while the 

geometric algorithm is functional, it has limited applicability: all the fiducials must be coplanar, and 

there is no provision for including more fiducials to “buy down” noise margins. Relaxing these two 

requirements would allow the system to solve for relative pose using all visible fiducials, and those 

fiducials could be arbitrarily placed.  

6.4. Juxtaposed Contributions 

Returning to the literature hole identified in Section 5, any camera architecture providing generic 

imaging coverage of the whole sky in a miniature (nanosat-scale) volume will have the capability to 

provide simultaneous data for star-based orientation and docking (relative pose). It will also have 

Table 4: Each paper specifically analyzed is contrasted with the proposed research with respect to the 

conceptual volume coefficients and basis vectors identified in Section 4, and ancillary desirable features of 

an optimal architecture. 
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great potential for software-only functionality extensions. Each of the preceding papers makes a 

contribution to such an architecture. Lancaster and Underwood (SNAP-1) show that it is possible to 

image a wide area of the sky with a small-volume system. Dellaert and Tariq demonstrate a relative-

pose algorithm using data from cameras with non-overlapping fields of view. Benn and Jørgensen 

demonstrate an architecture that simultaneously tracks stars for orientation and calculates pose 

relative to another satellite. Their architecture in another context (moon imaging) demonstrates 

software-only functionality extension. 

Despite the advantages of each system, when using the basis set and coefficient nomenclature of 

Section 5, no system has significant magnitude along each basis, and none have all non-zero 

coefficients. Articulating and demonstrating a system with significant magnitude on each basis and 

all non-zero coefficients is the research proposed in Section 7. The following table compares each of 

these critical pieces of literature with the proposed architecture along the respective bases and 

volume coefficients. In addition, all are compared with respect to a few features an optimal 

architecture should possess. Namely: 

- The ability to leverage all fiducials when calculating relative pose, 

- The ability to leverage all stars from all fields of view for orientation calculations, 

- Posses efficient algorithms for both orientation and pose determination, and 

- Utilize high-dynamic range imagers. 

The following section proposes an architecture that extends or eclipses the prior art, and provides 

concepts for that architecture’s experimental validation. 

7. Hypothesis and Proposed Research 

Section 5 reviewed the available literature dealing with generic, whole-sky, and miniature imaging 

concepts with applicability to nanosat star tracking and docking. That analysis revealed the current 

literature lacking: 

- multi-FOV star-trackers at the nanosat scale, 

- truly wide-FOV star-trackers of any kind, 

- star-tracker systems that act as docking systems with only software changes, 

- methods to eliminate light-shields without sacrificing internal volume, and 

- docking systems that use multiple, non-overlapping fields of view. 
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In short, there is no system proposed or extant that can simultaneously solve the star-based 

orientation problem and the docking (relative pose) problem at the nanosat scale with the same 

sensor hardware. This dissertation proposes to formulate an architecture that simultaneously solves 

both problems at the nanosat scale, while providing whole-sky imaging, the many applications of 

which is the topic of Section 4.11. 

This proposal inherits the MLAS camera system’s ideas of multiple, wide-FOV cameras that image 

the whole sky, and an algorithm for calculating relative pose with non-overlapping fields of view 

(Section 3). The original-research thrusts for this dissertation are then: 

1. To develop a multi-FOV hardware architecture (cameras and lenses) capable of whole-sky 

and close-proximity (docking) imaging at the nanosat scale; 

2. To eliminate light shields, or reduce their volume to nanosat scale;  

3. To pose a novel algorithm for unified multi-FOV star tracking and docking; and 

4. To experimentally demonstrate system performance in a high-dynamic-range lighting 

environment, which is the chief limitation for satellite camera-systems tasked with star 

imaging. 

More formally, the hypothesis this dissertation tests is: if a sensing architecture having the above 

features is implemented, then simultaneous star-based orientation, docking, and full-sky imaging 

are possible at the nanosat scale. “Nanosat-scale” is interpreted as being approximately 10 percent 

of available nanosat volume and power. 

Actually designing a satellite subsystem is an immensely complicated task. As this dissertation aims 

at formulating an architecture, not implement a flight system, some details required in real 

implementations are not regarded. Particularly: 

1. Throughout, nanosat-scale computation devices to realize the innovations propounded are 

not articulated or proposed. Only asymptotic algorithm complexity is discussed. This is 

because nanosat-scale computer systems with requisite compute ability and power 

parsimony do not exist. Moore’s law and the onward march of computer miniaturization will 

shrink the computational elements to the requisite nanosat power and volume scales. 

2. Radiation tolerance is disregarded. Some nanosat designers, due to the satellite’s short 

expected lifetime, take this approach in flight systems. Herein radiation tolerance is ignored, 
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partly for that reason, and partly because the hardening of physical and electronic systems 

for the space environment is a study unto itself which does not affect the research goals. 

3. The high-payoff concepts surveyed in Section 4.11 are not implemented. While all are 

tractable, with reasonably deterministic paths to success, their development and fielding 

are left as future work. 

The following sections provide details on each research thrust. 

7.1. Multi-FOV Hardware Architecture 

The core of the proposed architecture is multiple cameras oriented to see the whole sky around a 

nanosat. The elements of the trade space for this architecture are: 

- Number of cameras, 

- FOV of lenses, and 

- Relative orientation and position of cameras on the nanosat. 

Figure 17 shows a collection of physical camera orientations paired with lenses, all of which provide 

whole-sky coverage. A cube-shaped satellite is assumed. Viewing the volume of space immediately 

adjacent to the satellite is difficult, so a parameter d defines the minimum distance beyond which all 

volume of space must be imaged. Obviously d is a vector quantity and depends on the relative 

position and orientation of the various cameras: while its magnitude is a design parameter, its 

direction in space is determined by the intersection of solid cones emanating from each camera. For 

instance, in Figure 17, d originates at the center of the line between the two cameras, and is 

perpendicular to that line. d’s orientation is significantly more complicated in the other cases. 

The parameter d plays directly in docking if the docking approach is not in-line with a camera. This 

research makes no assumptions about preferred docking orientations or direction of travel: this 

allows maximum generality in the nanosat’s rendezvous and docking sequence in that it may 

approach a point in space with no constraints on its orientation with respect to the direction of 

travel. This condition is conceivably useful for nanosats with heat radiators or science instruments 

that require particular orientations.  
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Assuming whole-sky coverage, the vector d links the number of cameras to the lens’ fields of view, 

to the camera’s relative positions and orientations. When evaluating the space of camera system 

options, the relationships of Table 5 hold. 

Geometrically, the trade-space 

relationships are complicated, and a 

heuristic approach of iteratively 

picking the number of cameras, their 

positions, d, then the lens fields of 

view is most practical. When iterating, 

the trades of Table 5 indicate which 

 

Figure 17: Images above show 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 camera configurations that provide whole-sky coverage. 

The solid geometries represent camera fields of view, the radial extension of which coincides with the end 

of the vector d. The ray along which d is measured is geometrically different for each camera 

configuration: d’s direction depends solely on the camera geometry (adjacent camera fields of view must 

intersect d to image the entire sky), but d’s magnitude is a design parameter. In each configuration, 

cameras are position symmetrically with 0.2 m spacing between adjacent cameras and d is 1.0 m. 

Table 5: Relationships in the architecture parameter trade space. 

Number of cameras
α Processing required

α System volume, mass, and power

Lens FOV
α-1 Star or fiducial accuracy

α-1 Number of cameras required

Relative camera position depends on The available satellite surface area

Minimum distance for 

whole-sky coverage (d)

α Lens FOV

depends on Relative camera position
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configuration parameter to vary to maximize an individual 

system property. Table 6 gives an example, showing how 

increased camera count in Figure 17’s geometries can “buy 

down” individual camera field of view. 

While they are all symmetrical, and hence may be of limited 

utility, the geometric configuration of Figure 17 may provide 

insight for potential initial states to iterate from, in the event 

of more complicated satellite geometries. The graphics of 

Figure 17 are an implementation of the heuristic approach just 

mentioned.  

- The number of cameras was selected; 

- Their positions and orientations were arranged; 

- The d vector (only one was needed as the camera configurations were all symmetrical) was 

found; then 

- The field of view half-angle is measured from the camera normal to the ray emanating from 

the camera, to the tip of the d vector. (The solid-angle graphics were generated by rotating 

this angle about the camera normal vector.) 

Obviously the choice of cameras and lenses affects the physical size of the architecture. Section 7.4 

explains why particular cameras and lenses were chosen for the architecture’s experimental 

validation. 

7.2. Light-Shield Elimination 

As was obvious from Section 4’s literature review, light-shield volume is the single greatest physical 

challenge to achieving nano-scale star tracking. It has been observed that new knowledge is often 

found by applying new technology to old problems. The advent of high-dynamic-range (HDR) 

imagers portends, for the nanosat star-tracking problem, the ultimate reduction in light-shield 

volume: the elimination of the light shield entirely.  

This dissertation will show that combining HDR imagers (such as the MELEXIS AVOCET [57]) with 

multiple-FOVs allows the elimination of light shields. Eliminating light-shields allows drastic 

Table 6: Relationship between number 

of cameras and required field of view 

for Figure 17’s geometries. Note that 

for the chosen geometry, the 3-camera 

solution is worse than the 2-camera. 

Number of 

Cameras

Required 

FOV (°)

2 191.4

3 193.8

4 154.2

5 141.2

6 123.8
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increases in camera field of view, which makes 

possible whole-sky imaging with fewer cameras. 

The hardware key to this dissertation’s concept is 

compact HDR imagers.  

The AVOCET imager was developed for the 

automotive industry, where headlights, sunlight, 

and glints produce an environment in which 

dynamic range is a principal challenge – as it is in 

spacecraft imaging applications. The AVOCET’s 154 

dB of dynamic range is extraordinary. It is achieved 

with per-pixel variable gain, which is controlled in 

real time using on-chip feedback [64],[65]: this 

accounts for about 120 dB of range. The balance is 

produced by on-chip image-enhancement 

algorithms. As Table 7 shows, the dynamic range 

allows simultaneous imaging of low-magnitude 

stars, and bright celestial objects, like the full 

moon. The experiments discussed in Section 7.4 

are designed to terrestrially validate these “back-of-envelope” performance predictions. In 

particular, the experiments will attempt validating how much sun blinding occurs. 

Although at this point hypothetical, there may be a paradoxical relationship between light shields 

and stray light from bright objects. While light shields directly shadow the imager from direct rays 

emanating from bright objects, they also provide features that scatter light into the lens (a challenge 

noted in Hiroyuki et al’s light-shield volume-reduction effort [7]). Thus, paradoxically, in this 

proposed architecture, eliminating the light shields and choosing wide-FOV optics with minimal 

components may render the imagers less sensitive to stray light, simply because there are no 

sources of scattering. 

 

Table 7: Top of table shows apparent magnitude for 

the sun and moon, faintest stars visible to the 

human eye, and the faintest stars the proposed 

star-tracker would image. Bottom of table shows 

the dynamic range between various magnitudes. 

Last line shows that AVOCET imager can on paper 

(in one frame) properly expose a magnitude-4 star 

and the full moon – in adjacent pixels! It is 

appropriate to note that the sun is still six orders of 

magnitude beyond the imager’s dynamic range 

limit. All these predictions ignore potential light 

scattered by the optics system. Scattered light is a 

major source of sensor noise. 

Object Apparent Magnitude

Sun -26.74

Moon -12.74

System lower limit 4.00

Naked eye lower limit 6.00

Ratios of Interest Apparent Brightness Variation

Sun/Moon 3.98E+05   (112 dB)

Sun/system lower limit 1.98E+12   (246 dB)

Sun/naked eye lower limit 1.25E+13   (262 dB)

Moon/system lower limit 4.97E+06   (134 dB)

AVOCET dynamic range 5.01E+07   (154 dB)
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7.3. Algorithm for Simultaneous Star Orientation and Docking 

The MLAS algorithm as documented in [2] has native capability for estimating relative pose given a 

database of fiducials with known relative orientations. Calculating star-based orientation is a minor 

extension; however, the algorithm cannot perform both functions simultaneously. Additionally, the 

equivalent of star ID is a manual process. The algorithm is unique among existing star-orientation or 

relative-pose (Section 4.4) algorithms, with the main unique features being that all fiducials from all 

fields of view contribute to the relative-pose calculation, and no motion model is required, despite 

the algorithm’s intrinsic propagation of a pose solution6. (Hereafter, to standardize the discussion, 

fiducials are exclusively associated with the estimation of relative pose (docking), while stars are 

exclusively associated with orientation determination.)  

Given that brief background, the chief algorithmic research thrusts are to: 

1. Formulate the algorithm for star-based orientation (currently it can only handle pose 

estimation from fiducials); 

2. Design a discrimination mechanism to distinguishes stars from fiducials; and 

3. Modify the algorithm to simultaneously calculate orientation and pose. 

The first is of note because the stars, being at virtually an infinite distance, cannot contribute to a 

displacement solution: the algorithm as written cannot handle this condition. The second could be 

any of several options, ranging from: active fiducials, LEDs of a specific colors for example; 

estimating the extents of target bodies and extracting only fiducials enclosed in the boundaries; or 

creating fiducial patterns whose affine transformations are not found in the star database. 

Equipping the algorithm to handle the simultaneous case of estimating relative pose to a second 

body while calculating orientation – without dedicating certain cameras wholly to one use or the 

other – is the final challenge. Achieving these three goals is sufficient demonstration of the 

tractability of the architecture to incorporate various additional concepts from Section 4.11.  

As noted above, the MLAS algorithm has no equivalent to the star-ID algorithms discussed in Section 

22. An optional algorithmic portion of this dissertation is the development of a multi-FOV star-ID 

algorithm that makes maximal use of all stars in all fields of view. Currently such an algorithm does 

                                                           
6
 By propagating 2D-to-3D correspondences using a form of optical flow, the inputs to each pose calculation 

are related to the prior one, although no motion model is explicit.  
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not exist. Barring the development of such an approach, however, any of the standard star-ID 

algorithms can establish the identity of a handful of stars, from which the MLAS-derived algorithm 

can generate an initial orientation, identify all the stars in all the fields of view from that orientation 

solution, then generate orientation solutions thereafter – using all visible stars. 

7.4. Proof-of-Concept Experiments 

Two experimental configurations and the algorithms discussed in the prior section test Section 7’s 

hypothesis. The goal of the experiments is to at once prove the proposed architecture’s 

simultaneous star-based orientation, docking, and imaging claims, and provide quantitative figures-

of-merit for comparison with the other system surveyed in Section 4. While no known system has all 

the properties of the proposed architecture, the figures of merit will allow appropriate comparison 

of any overlapping capabilities. The most important of these metrics, implicitly extracted from the 

literature, are the following: 

- Orientation accuracy (arcseconds); 

- Speed (or frequency) of orientation and/or relative pose estimation (Hz); 

- Magnitude of faintest stars observable (magnitude); 

- System volume (m3); 

- System mass (kg); 

- Algorithm computational complexity (for initial star-ID and recursive scenarios) (O()); and 

- Camera field of view (degrees). 

The hardware system (the camera rig) is shown atop the motion base in Figure 18. In keeping with 

the nature of nanosats it is quite simple: multiple cameras oriented rigidly with respect to each 

other, fitted with lenses of commensurate fields of view to image the entire space around the rig. 

The orientation is the four-camera configuration shown in Figure 17, but for testing purposes the 

bottom camera is excluded. The data from the cameras are sent to a desktop computer for 

algorithmic processing. In keeping with the earlier discussion, no attempt to miniaturize the 

computer is attempted. The cameras and lenses are scaled as close to nanosat size as possible, using 

commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) hardware: a custom camera design would likely be smaller. 

The first experimental configuration is the whole-sky imaging task, coupled with relative-pose 

estimation, the hardware for which is the balance of elements in Figure 18. A commercial star 
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projector creates an accurate star field in a darkened room, and a calibrated 3-DOF rotation 

mechanism7 moves the camera rig. These two test the architecture’s orientation determination 

ability using an accurate star field. A card with fiducials on a calibrated linear stage simulates a 

docking system. The linear stage’s non-orthogonal orientation ensures all translational degrees of 

freedom (x, y, and z) are measured. Simultaneously exercising the rotation mechanism and the 

linear stage simulates a satellite rotating with respect to the stars and a 6-DOF docking operation. 

There are no known nanosat simulation environments similar to this proposal. 

The second experimental configuration (Figure 19) determines the expected performance of the 

individual cameras in the presence of extreme brightness variation. The light in the cylinder is 

calibrated to the brightest light expected to come into the nanosat cameras’ field of view – typically 

the sun. Optics in the cylinder collimate the light appropriately. The pinholes are back-illuminated by 

                                                           
7
 Obviously the parallel mechanism depicted in Figure 18 can achieve six degrees of freedom. The additional 

three degrees of freedom of translation enable rotating the camera rig about its center-of-mass, a 

requirement for accurately simulating the space environment where the stars have no apparent parallax. 

 

Figure 18: The configuration of Experiment 1. (Left to right) A linear stage moves a card with fiducials 

along a path not orthogonal to any axis. A commercial star projector simulates a star field above the table. 

A parallel mechanism motion base provides 3DOF rotation about the camera rig’s center-of-mass. The 

camera below the parallel mechanism’s motion platform is the metric feedback device. The experiment is 

to move the camera rig with 3-DOF pure rotations about its center-of-mass while the camera calculates its 

orientation from the projected star field. Concurrently, the cameras calculate 6-DOF relative pose to the 

fiducial card. The first tests orientation determination, the second tests docking.  
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a second set of light sources calibrated to 

simulate the stars at the lower limit of the 

cameras’ sensitivity, typically magnitude-4 

stars (see Table 7). By placing the cylinder 

(which has a compliant interface that 

eliminates light leakage) directly on the 

camera lens, some portion of the field of 

view is brilliantly illuminated, while the 

balance of the field of view looks out on the 

dark room with the few calibrated points of 

light simulating stars. This experiment at 

once tests the imager’s effective dynamic 

range, and experimentally validates the 

quantity of light scattered by the lens. The 

earth, moon, and other satellites all have 

different brightness properties, which this 

systems easily simulates. 

  

 

Figure 19: The configuration of Experiment 2. The card 

(foreground) supports two types of light sources. On the 

left, a calibrated LED shining into collimation optic 

simulates a bright disk (the sun, moon, earth, or other 

satellite). The end of the collimation optic abuts a camera’s 

lens (background), eliminating stray light contamination 

and thus simulating real rays entering a satellite camera’s 

lens. The array of calibrated LEDs on the card’s right are 

aligned with pinholes, the light from which simulates a star 

field. The experimental configuration allows direct 

evaluation of camera dynamic range given a wide-FOV 

optic. 
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8. Proposal in Sum 

Using the MLAS camera systems as a launching point, this dissertation proposal studied the available 

literature in the nano- and traditional-satellite areas, and various portions of the computer-vision 

literature. With a basis set of parameters related to whole-sky imaging and orientation 

determination (both absolute and relative), the literature review uncovered a hole: there are no 

systems, proposed or existing, that can simultaneously determine orientation using the stars and 

calculate pose relative to a docking target. An apparent solution to this challenge is the proposed 

extension of the MLAS camera system, which addresses the subsidiary problems of light-shield 

volume reduction, multi-non-overlapping-FOV docking, and whole-sky imaging. High-dynamic-range 

imagers, a recent technical innovation, make the solution possible. The proposed multi-FOV, whole-

sky-imaging architecture is attractive, as a host of software-only additions can greatly enhance the 

capabilities of any nanosat so equipped. Four research thrust required to realize the nanosat-scale 

orientation, docking, and whole-sky imaging architecture are outlined, and an experimental 

framework rooted in physical rather than software simulation is proposed. The proposed hardware 

embodiment and physical experiments will validate the architecture’s concept, and the resultant 

figures of merit will allow direct comparison with competing systems.  
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 CHAPTER II: ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT 
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9. Introduction 

This chapter documents the hardware and software development required to transform Chapter I’s 

architecture proposal into a testable system. The physical tests to validate the research’s hypothesis 

are reserved for Chapter III. 

The literature review presented in Chapter I concluded that no extant or proposed system could 

“simultaneously solve the star-based orientation problem and the docking (relative pose) problem 

at the nanosat scale with the same sensor hardware.” This conclusion formed the center of the 

proposed research, the goals of which are: 

1. To develop a multi-FOV hardware architecture (cameras and lenses) capable of whole-sky 

and close-proximity (docking) imaging at the nanosat scale; 

2. To eliminate light shields, or reduce their volume to nanosat scale;  

3. To pose a novel algorithm for unified multi-FOV star tracking and docking; and 

4. To experimentally demonstrate system performance in a high-dynamic-range lighting 

environment, which is the chief limitation for satellite camera-systems tasked with star 

imaging. 

The closing sections of the chapter outlined the specifics of an architecture to achieve these goals – 

an architecture enabled by the advent of high-dynamic-range (HDR) cameras, and some 

modifications to the relative-pose algorithm developed and first tested on NASA’s MLAS mission. 

Two experiments were outlined that allowed physical validation of the architecture’s key theories: 

the first tested simultaneous docking, star-based orientation, and imaging; the second tested the 

HDR camera’s ability to tolerate extreme lighting variations – the required functionality to reduce or 

eliminate volume-hungry light-shields. 

This chapter documents the effort to realize the research goals, including the design of the 

experimental hardware, the challenges encountered building and running that hardware, and the 

algorithms and software written to run the experiments and process the data. The third and final 

chapter describes the actual experiments, and evaluates their results in light of Section 7’s research 

hypothesis.  
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9.1. Underlying Experimental Assumptions 

The hardware component of this research is designed to test the theorized architecture outlined in 

Section 7.1. The initial conception for experimental theory-validation focused on these 

experimentation baselines: 

1. Rotate a nanosat-scale camera rig about a virtual center of mass (a point in space): measure 

this rotation; 

2. For star tracking, let the rotating camera rig view stars projected on a ceiling; 

3. Generate linear motion of a target card: measure this translation precisely; 

4. For relative pose (docking), let the rotating camera rig view the linearly moving target card; 

and 

5. Verify the HDR camera performance with an independent test that measures imaging 

performance while viewing simulated sunlight and simulated dim stars. 

It was assumed that separating relative pose into rotational and translational components was the 

most expedient method for verifying relative-pose performance. Additionally, it was assumed that 

viewing projected star fields was the most direct method for verifying star-based orientation 

performance. The hardware was designed and built under these assumptions. 

In the course of the research, it was realized (for reasons explained throughout this work) that a 

better set of experimentation baselines are: 

1. Rotate a nanosat-scale camera rig about arbitrary, not necessarily intersecting, axes in 

space: measure the rig’s rotation and translation; 

2. For star tracking, let the rotating camera rig view real stars; 

3. For relative pose (docking), let the rotating camera rig view a stationary target card; and 

4. Verify HDR camera performance with an independent test that measures imaging 

performance while viewing simulated sunlight and real stars. 

The changes in baselines 1, 2, and 3 are all related. For non-co-located objects on a rigid body (a 

camera rig) in close proximity to another stationary object (a target card), arbitrary rigid-body 

rotations produce coupled rotation-translation transformations. The implications for docking are 

obvious – there is no need to translate a target card. The implication for tracking simulated stars is 

also obvious: for simulated stars (those that are nearby), rig rotation changes both the observed star 
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orientation and their position relative to each other. For real stars, a rig rotation only changes 

observed star orientations, owing to their tremendous distance from the cameras. The change in 

Baseline 4 (to image real rather than simulated stars) became the obvious path after the changes to 

the first three baselines. 

The change of experimental baselines required only minor changes in experiment setup: the 

elimination of a moving target card and associated truth camera, and the imaging of real stars.  

No rotation platform was found that conformed to the original, prime requirement of Baseline 1 – 

that all rotation axes intersect at a single point in space – so a rotation platform was designed and 

built. If the experimental baseline change had been realized early on, rather than fabricating this 

rotation platform, which added significant complexity to the research, an off-the-shelf model would 

have been used. 

The transition to the new set of experiment-design baselines had a positive result, however, as the 

switch resulted in both a more robust theory demonstration (viewing real versus simulated stars), 

and the elimination of several substantial error sources introduced by the moving target card (see 

Section 12.3). 

The first three design baselines account for nearly all the hardware and software effort required for 

this research. Verifying the HDR camera performance is a simple test where a calibrated light that 

simulates the sun is shined into the camera lens while the camera images the stars. Inspection of the 

image in the presence of this extreme lighting pollution then verifies expected HDR camera 

performance in an orbital scenario. 
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10. Hardware 

The hardware system discussed in the following sections attempts to provide the simplest 

mechanical apparatus that exercises the appropriate degrees of freedom to test simultaneous star-

based orientation and relative pose. In the course of design, particular care was devoted to 

designing a system that was simple to fabricate, and that simultaneously accumulated mechanical 

tolerances either in insignificant areas, or areas where a software-based calibration could remove 

the effects.  

Following that premise, no mechanical sensors are incorporated into the platform, as those typically 

require calibration and precise mechanical alignment. Instead, the system is designed for open-loop 

motion trajectories, which are simultaneously determined by the nanosat camera rig and the truth 

cameras. This configuration places all the burden of accuracy on the camera system, which is 

principally controlled by software. It also eliminates the need for mechanical feedback, because 

precise knowledge of the trajectory is the only important factor (as opposed to precise control).  

Obviously there is a conflict when cameras are used to determine the motion of other cameras. 

However, for relative motion, the contemplated measurement algorithms are proven in other 

contexts ([2],[66], and Section 12.4). As long as the truth measurements can exhibit significantly 

higher precision than the test measurement, the two data sets may be reasonably compared. 

Consistent with the proposed research direction, the mechanical hardware is envisioned as a proof-

of-concept test, not mechanically representative of a nanosat-capable system (except in 

architecture and gross scale). This decision allows the use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS/’) 

hardware – a tremendous cost and schedule saver. 

Figure 20 is a block diagram of the complete hardware for this research, and Figure 21 is a rendering 

of the CAD model immediately prior to hardware fabrication. In Figure 20, items with dashed 

borders are not present in the final configuration, as their utility was eclipsed by a change in 

experimental baselines (Section 9.1). The platform mounts a rig of multiple cameras, which observe 

a target card (initially) mounted on a linear actuator. Truth cameras view a target card on the 

camera rig and the target card on the linear actuator, respectively. A microcontroller synchronizes 

frame capture across all system cameras and supplies control signals to the system’s servos. A 
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computer allows a user to configure motion trajectories and configure cameras, in addition to 

sending motion controls profiles to the microcontroller, and capturing and saving frames from each 

camera.  

John Miller engineered the mechanical platform and produced the CAD model and fabrication 

drawings. The following discussion segments the hardware into electrical and mechanical segments, 

and details the contributions of the various components. 

 

  

linear actuator

target card

platform
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servos

light source

x-axis

servos

cam0

cam2

hdr1
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electrical hardware 
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power

optical measurement
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camera rig

cam5

microcontroller

computer

power supply

 

Figure 20: Block diagram of complete system. Components with dashed outlines are not present in the 

final system. 
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10.1. Electrical Hardware 

The most important electrical components of the experimental configuration are the cameras and 

their lenses. They both measure the truth values and represent the nanosat camera architecture. 

Mechanical control of the platform and camera frame-syncing is achieved with a small 

microcontroller. A desktop computer converts user-inputted motion trajectories and frame-sync 

periods into microcontroller compatible signals. That same computer and program configure the 

cameras and store the images they capture. The whole system is tidy, and as simple as possible. 

nanosat camera rig

truth camera

cam6

cam0

hdr1

cam2

Z servo

Y servo

X servo

L-arm

C-arm

base

camera rig target card

(hidden beneath camera rig)

 

Figure 21: CAD image of rotation platform immediately prior to manufacture. Image created by John 

Miller.  
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10.1.1. Cameras 

For cost reasons, only one camera in the experiment is a high-dynamic-range (HDR) camera. As 

discussed in the Chapter I’s proposed research, HDR cameras are theorized as the new technology 

that makes possible eliminating the bulky light shields typically required for satellite-borne star-

tracking cameras. The HDR capability is intrinsic to the construction of the sensor, and there are 

relatively few on the market. The particular model chosen (an IDS uEye RE, fifth row in Table 8) 

combines nanosat-compatible dimensions with resolution and frame-rate amenable to low-

resolution star-tracking and docking, and an impressive 120 dB dynamic range.  

It is well known that CMOS imagers have a higher noise floor than CCDs (see [67] for details), which 

in this context implies a more limited ability to image dim stars. This research proposes to trade 

imager sensitivity for higher dynamic range. The extra dynamic range allows light-shield elimination, 

which frees precious nanosat volume. To compensate for lower sensitivity, multiple cameras8 with 

wider field of view lenses are used. This increases the probability of seeing bright stars in the sky. 

Adding cameras and increasing lens field of view is a move in the positive direction for the 

architecture’s other goals: docking and whole-sky imaging. 

The physical mechanism of CCD 

operation (global exposure 

followed by element-to-element 

charge transport down a line of 

pixels) is poorly suited to imaging 

scenes with extreme lighting 

variations. This is principally 

because fixed-exposure imaging 

collects photons in a linear 

manner, but representing a signal with high dynamic range in a small number of bits requires a non-

linear (typically logarithmic) mapping. By construction, CCDs must apply the logarithmic mapping 

after photon collection – meaning achieving HDR with CCD technology is more akin to software 

                                                           
8
 Additional cameras do occupy nanosat volume, but even today these volumes are marginal. Advances in 

electronics will further reduce the additional volume requirements. 

 

Figure 22: Sample image of 40 watt light bulb. (Left) CCD imager, 

(right) HDR imager. Images from section of IDS uEye manual that 

discusses HDR imaging technology [68].  
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post-processing than physical measurement. From an imaging perspective, this mismatch between 

goal and physical implementation results in saturated images (Figure 22). 

The HDR performance of the CMOS uEye camera derives from the logarithmic nature of photon 

capture in the imager’s sensors. The manufacturer’s manual for the system’s HDR camera [68] 

concisely explains the salient principle:  

Photovoltaic pixel 

The NCS0806 HDR sensor used in UI-112x/UI-512x models works based on a completely different 

principle as conventional CMOS or CCD sensors. No conventional photodiodes are used in this 

sensor, rather miniaturized solar cells are used. These are in principle also photodiodes, but are 

operated differently. While photodiodes generate a linear current proportional to the amount of 

light, solar cells output a logarithmic voltage based on the amount of light. This means that taking a 

logarithm of the signal afterward is not necessary. The characteristic is already truly logarithmic. 

Thus the NCS0806 sensor achieves a dynamic range of 120 dB. 

The signal is amplified in the pixel and output analog. In uEye cameras, an external A/D converter 

handles digitization with 14-bit resolution. The voltage range of the A/D converter is greater than 

the maximum output voltage of the sensor to prevent overcontrol of the digital level and to 

compensate for temperature drift of the sensor. 

Note that the HDR technology is not to be equated with increased sensitivity of the sensor. The light 

sensitivity of the NCS0806 HDR sensor is within the range of current CCD and CMOS sensors. 

Exposure 

The NCS0806 sensor does not feature an integrative principle, i.e. there is no exposure time. The 

HDR pixels output a voltage corresponding to their current light amount at all times. This voltage 

level is polled at the desired frame frequency. For 30 frames per second, for example, the light value 

currently measured by each pixel is output 30 times a second. The analog voltage values are 

digitized by a downstream analog/digital converter 
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From the above, note particularly that this experiment’s HDR camera measures photons 

logarithmically, has no shutter,9 and has sensitivity (ability to see dim stars) equivalent to that of 

traditional CMOS sensors. In this context, dim stars are those above magnitude 4. 

The architecture proposed in Chapter I allows for cameras of heterogeneous resolutions and lens 

configurations, so the two other cameras on the measurement rig are non-HDR CCD cameras with 

differing resolutions (Table 8). Including cameras of a different sensing technology (CCD versus HDR 

CMOS) provides an opportunity for direct performance comparison, and a viable demonstration of 

the architecture’s tolerance for heterogeneous imagers.  

The truth measurements, not being part of the actual experiment, have no optical requirements 

other than the ability to measure card motion. The cameras themselves are the same model as the 

high-resolution CCD camera used on the measurement rig (rows 4 and 5 of Table 8). Measurement 

precision is enhanced by selecting a narrow-FOV lens and placing the camera close to the card being 

measured (to fill camera’s field of view). 

10.1.2. Lenses 

With the exception of the lens on cam6 (the truth camera that measures platform motion), each 

camera is equipped with a wide-angle Sunex lens (see Table 9 for individual details). The lenses were 

chosen for their wide field of view, compact size, high quality, low cost, and flight heritage on the 

MLAS mission.  

                                                           
9
 Although not present in the manufacturer’s documentation, in preparation for Section 13.5’s experiments, 

the author discovered that frame rate has a functional correlation to integration time. To keep things 

consistent, all experiments conducted were thus executed at the same frame rate. 

Table 8: Camera specifications. 

Name Model Type Resolution Dynamic 

Range (dB)

Imager 

Size (in)

Pixel Size 

(µm)

Interface

cam{0,5,6}
Unibrain Fire-i 

XGAb
CCD 1024x768 56 1/3 4.65x4.65 IEEE-1394

cam2
Unibrain Fire-i 

VGAb
CCD 640x480 56 1/3 7.40x7.40 IEEE-1394

hdr1

IDS GigE uEye RE,

UI-112x/UI-512x, 

packaged as 

Edmond EO-04138

HDR

CMOS
768x576 120 1/1.8 10.0x10.0 GigE
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To provide the highest-quality truth measurement, a narrow-FOV zoom lens is fitted to cam6. 

Zoomed all the way in, the rotation platform’s target fills the field of view – the optical condition 

that maximizes measurement precision. The lens was selected from the lab’s optics inventory. 

10.1.3. Microcontroller 

The microcontroller generates control signals for the system’s various servos, and generates a 

hardware sync signal read by all the system’s cameras. In both roles the microcontroller (a Pololu 

Mini Maestro [69]) acts strictly as an interpreter of data sent from the control computer.  

The control computer sends a 

sequence of position set-points 

for each servo to the Maestro: 

these signals have pulse widths 

that conform to the standard RC 

servo PWM waveform. The 

Maestro reads each set-point and 

generates a digital PWM signal 

that is sent to each servo. For this 

experiment the Maestro updates 

the waveform 200 times per 

second. The control computer 

sends the position set-points with 

0.25 µs precision – the highest-

precision signal the Maestro can 

output to the servo (exceeding the mechanical abilities of the servos). 

Table 9: Lens specifications. 

Name Lens FOV (°) Mount 

Style

Aperture Focal Length 

(mm)

Dimensions 

(mm)

cam{0,2,5} Sunex DSL216A-NIR 187 M12 F2.0 1.27 Ø14.1 x 16.1

cam6 Rainbow S75WI
35.5 x 

27.0
C-mount F1.4 - closed 14.04 Ø42.0 x 44.2

hdr1 Sunex DSL329A-NIR 122 M12 F1.8 3.0 Ø25.6 x 19.0
 

 

Figure 23: Microcontroller mounted to platform’s Z-axis servo. Black 

wire is USB control from computer, wires in lower right are servo and 

sync control outputs (see Figure 20), and wire on lower left is external 

power for both the microcontroller and the servos powered by the 

microcontroller. 
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While the Maestro collects position information from the servos, that information is not used in the 

experiment’s control system. Each servo’s built-in hardware control -loop handles set-point 

convergence. As shown later, the hardware’s slow motion-trajectories make this control method 

acceptable. 

10.1.4. Sun Simulator 

The sun simulator is designed to provide sun-like irradiance in the visible spectrum (400 to 650 nm). 

Because the system’s cameras are monochrome, matching the sun’s spectra is irrelevant: the only 

important factors are that the simulated sunlight be collimated, and that it have sun-equivalent 

irradiance in the visible-spectrum. This section documents the physical construction of the sun 

simulator: the irradiance calculations are included in the experimental section (Section 13.5.2). 

Owing to the change in underlying experimental assumptions (Section 9.1), there is no need to 

simulate stars. 

The initial experiment design posed in Chapter I called for the sun-simulator to abut directly to the 

HDR camera’s lens, and have an exit-pupil angular dimension equivalent to that of the sun (0.5 

degrees). Building a non-spatially-coherent light of sufficient irradiance with such a small exit pupil 

proved intractable. Instead, the camera is placed in the beam of the collimated light shown 

schematically in Figure 25. Although the simulated-sun disk is far larger than if viewed naturally, the 

irradiance – hence the sensor response and approximate lens scattering – are the same. 

Table 10: Pololu Mini Maestro 12 microcontroller specifications. 

Feature Specification

length 1.42 in

width 1.10 in

computer interface USB serial port, 0.300 – 115.2 kbps

RC PWM output channels 12

pulse rate 1 - 333 Hz

pulse range 64 - 4080 µs

pulse precision 0.25 µs (equivalent to 0.025°)

input power (for processor and servos) 5 – 16 volt, up to 1 amp per attached servo

output power
regulated 5 volt (for electronics)
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The light source is a 150-

watt Ushio EKE 21V150W 

halogen bulb whose light is 

injected into a collimating 

optic via an optic fiber. The 

optic collimates the light 

into a beam with 4.4-

degree divergence. The 

camera is placed at the 

point in the beam that has 

sun-level irradiance. That point corresponds to the end 

of the wire in Figure 24. A Sunex IRC30-10R IR cut filter 

at the fiber’s exit limits the light output to the visible 

spectrum. 

The collimating optic itself is constructed of 1-in 

diameter lenses configured to provide maximum 

brightness and minimum divergence (Figure 25). The 

optical configuration was empirically determined by 

iterating lens configurations while observing beam 

divergence and beam irradiance. It is difficult to achieve 

sun-level irradiance in a narrow-width beam. All the 

lenses are from a Thorlabs LSB03-B lens kit. The lens 

numbers, respective focal lengths, and axial positions 

are given in (Figure 25). 

10.2. Mechanical Hardware 

Ease of manufacture and ease of construction are the guiding lights of this research’s hardware 

development. Chapter I proposed a hexapod parallel-mechanism motion platform. Very early in 

design iteration this option was abandoned in favor of the more-traditional three-axis gimbal 

configuration because of the significant complexity associated with parallel mechanism control. For 

 

Figure 24:The sun-simulator consists of the 

collimating optic (black tube), fiber optic 

(silver cable), and light box (upper right). The 

second silver tube is a second fiber optic used 

to illuminate a target card. 
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Figure 25: Sun-simulator collimation optic. Individual optical elements are 

labeled with their name or Thorlabs identification number. The number 

below each segment is that segment’s width in inches. 
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both simulated docking and star-based orientation, the hexapod configuration offered no 

compelling benefits. 

Given that initial decision, the following loose requirements guided the hardware design iterations. 

1. Provide three-axis camera rig rotation. 

2. Build system with bent/welded parts for ease of manufacture by Protocase, Inc. 

3. Use servos for both rotary actuation and mechanical structure, thus simplifying mechanical 

design, tolerancing, procurement, and fabrication.  

4. Use standard RC servos for ease of electrical and control interface. 

5. Consider a 30-cm, 13 kg (maximum), cubic nanosat the baseline (Figure 26), and (based on 

Chapter I’s camera-number/FOV/position/coverage algorithm) position four cameras on the 

cube’s outer surface so as to provide equal optical coverage. This implies tetrahedral camera 

positioning. For experimentation, only mount three of the four cameras. 

6. Provide appropriate degrees of freedom so all rotation axes are adjustable to intersect at a 

point in space. Achieve adjustment using slots and shims. Axes perpendicularity not 

required. 

7. Rely on a photogrammetric algorithm to determine shimming to achieve axes intersection at 

a point in space (rather than using mechanical tolerancing or measurement). 

8. Mount a platform card rigidly to the camera rig. 

9. Mount target card on linear stage. 

10. Let truth cameras rest on lab bench. 

The servos for each axis form the basis of the design. Table 11 lists the servos and the other principal 

components purchased off-the-shelf, and their relevant specifications. The design’s full bill-of-

materials is included in Appendix 3. The Z- and Y-axis servos, with their machined aluminum bodies, 

dual-bearing shafts, and rugged output flanges, provide solid actuated axes to cantilever the 

platform’s L- and C-arms from (Figure 26). The X-axis servo only supports loads in shear, so rugged 

cantilever support is unnecessary on its output shaft. Its smaller dimensions also minimize the 

cascaded loads going to the base through the L- and C-arms. Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 28, and 

Figure 29 graphically illustrate the various custom-designed portions of the platform. John Miller, 

designed all the custom mechanical hardware, which was manufactured by Protocase, Inc.  
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Note that construction efficiency (embodied in the list above) is the main design requirement: with 

some caveats (covered in Section 10.3), precise angular rates and precisions are not required, 

because the rig’s camera-based truth measurement is similar to the experimental measurement. 

 

  

Table 11: Principal off-the-shelf mechanical parts and their salient specifications. 

Complete bill-of-materials is found in Appendix 3. 

Part Model Specification

Z- and Y-axis servos
Invenscience i00800 

Toxis Servo

12 volt, 800 oz∙in, 120 °/second, >180 ° range-of-

motion, standard RC servo input, metal gears, dual ball 

bearing hardened output shaft, 10-bolt machined 

aluminum output flange, aluminum body, embedded 

programmable controller

X-axis servo Power HD DS8325HV

7.4 volt, 430 oz∙in, 508 °/second, >180 ° range-of-

motion, standard RC servo input, titanium gears, dual 

ball bearing output shaft, Futaba-style output spline, 

magnesium-aluminum body, coreless motor, digital 

controller

X-axis shaft McMaster-Carr 5911K32 18 in long, 3/8 in diameter anodized aluminum shaft
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Figure 26: Views of platform. (Top four) Several perspectives showing range of motion. (Lower left) 

Platform designed to handle 30x30 cm nanosat. (Lower right) Detail of camera rig: target card is stretched 

across the frame below the top plate. Images created by John Miller. 
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Figure 27: Rotation platform in test configuration. Rig cameras are oriented in a 

tetrahedral configuration to provide equal views of the sky around a 30 cm cubic nanosat: 

only three cameras are mounted for the test. Platform truth camera is visible in lower 

right. DC power supply is visible on left. Platform sits atop a cart: the control computer 

and its monitors are on the lower shelf. 
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Figure 28: Additional construction details. (Upper left) camera rig and camera rig wiring harness. The HDR 

camera is on left, while the two CCD cameras on are on the right. (Right) Bottom view of camera rig 

showing target card viewed by the truth camera. A white LED internal to the camera rig’s base backlights 

the printed target card, making the markings more visible in dark scenarios. The X-axis is formed by an 

aluminum shaft supported on the left by a servo, and on the right by a bearing (not shown). (Lower left) 

Adapter that connects X-axis servo to the shaft the camera rig is mounted on. 
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The hardware system was designed for bend-and-weld fabrication using sheet-metal parts cut with 

computer-controlled machines. The computer-controlled nature of the construction also allows 

simple addition of precise cut-outs and integral fasteners. For longevity and to avoid light glints (the 

platform is designed for night-time operation), the whole assembly is powder-coated a matte black. 

Protocase, Inc. manufactured the parts. 

It cannot be overstated that the platform’s entire design and manufacture process was optimized to 

minimize mechanical tolerancing by pushing as much complexity as possible into the manufacture, 

configuration, and control software. It is an underlying axiom of this research to push system 

complexity into software, at every stage: conception, design, fabrication, assembly, calibration, 

operation, and data processing. 

10.3. As-Built Problems 

The Protocase components came in with overall excellent quality; however, some challenges 

surfaced during system assembly.  

 

Figure 29: Expanded view of platform components. All mechanical design drawings included in Appendix 4. 
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The three small plates that the cameras mount to had studs inserted backwards. Additionally, in 

design the studs were positioned incorrectly (because the camera specification was wrong). 

Protocase rapidly re-worked the non-conforming parts. 

The platform’s base and C-arm are somewhat springy, resulting in bounciness during motion. If a re-

manufacture is ever attempted these should be stiffened by using more box-like structures and 

heavier-gauge materials.  

The two main servos have reasonably significant (1-3 degree) along-axis play. As there is no 

requirement for perpendicular axes, this is a negligible issue. 

The two main servos have significant (1-3 degree) gear lash. In the lash region there is very little 

friction, so any rotary excitation tends to bounce the axis from one extreme of the gear lash to the 

other. This is particularly problematic as the Z- and Y-axes (which respectively support the L- and C-

arms) have significant rotational inertias, and thus almost any excitation induces an oscillation 

between gear-lash extremes for extended periods, with minimal damping. The structural modes of 

the base and the cascaded configuration of the L- and C-arms further compound the problem, 

creating low-frequency structural modes that resonate through the whole platform. 

The small servo that rotates the C-arm has ample actuation torque, but because it has very low 

back-drive torque, it must constantly fight gravity’s pull on the asymmetrical camera rig. The servo’s 

hardware feedback loop oscillates as it tries to achieve its setpoints, and these oscillations couple 

into and are amplified by the platform’s low-frequency structural modes. 

When the L- and C-arm servos are driven in low-velocity trajectories, the oscillatory phenomena is 

again problematic. The servos have such immense control authority that they move the arms to new 

setpoints (even small-displacement ones) very quickly. The lack of damping in the lash region lets 

the inertia carry the arm through to the opposite side of the gear lash, where it bounces back 

against the servo, loading it up. The servo has low temporal-control authority, and the control 

frequency is of approximately the same order as the inertia-lash system’s natural frequency. Thus, 

actuation tends to amplify the structure’s existing resonances. 
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In sum, the as-built platform exhibits some significant mechanical issues, principally associated with 

low-tolerance servo-mechanisms and mechanical resonances. The following sections document the 

solutions to these and a few other problems encountered in the hardware system. 

10.3.1. Axes Bounce and Structural Modes  

A multi-prong approach reduced the mechanical oscillations to an acceptable level. The acceptability 

criterion was that imaged inter-frame target spacing be less than the imaged inter-target spacing of 

the targets on the target card. This requirement derives from the relative-pose algorithm’s limited-

functionality optical flow track dots function, discussed in Section 12.1.3. In order of importance, the 

components of the oscillation reduction solution are as follows. 

Close observation indicated the system’s oscillations originate from non-damped gear lash that 

couples with structural vibration modes, which together are amplified by slow servo-feedback. The 

solution’s first component is 

thus to fabricate “brakes” for 

each axis that add significant 

rotary damping. The X-axis 

uses a clamped pad of 

rubber to add damping 

friction (Figure 30, upper 

left). The Y-axis uses a 

rubber-clad hose clamp 

constricted around the 

servo’s stationary flange and 

the servo’s moving output 

flange (Figure 30, right). The 

Z-axis also uses a rubber-clad 

hose clamp that, like the Y-

axis clamp, constricts relative 

motion between the 

stationary and moving 

 

Figure 30: Clamps for each axis. (Upper left) X-axis damping achieved with a 

rubber sheet inserted between the shaft collar and shaft bearing. (Right) Y-

axis dampened with rubber-clad hose clamp bearing on the stationary and 

moving sections of the joint. (Lower left) Z-axis dampened with rubber-clad 

hose clamp bearing down on two Bakelite “brake shoes” (not shown) that 

bear on the stationary and moving sections of the joint. The brake shoes 

facilitate smoother motion at higher clamp pressures. Damping adjustment 

on the X-axis is achieved by varying axial position of clamp collar. Y- and Z-

axis damping is adjusted with pipe-clamp tension. 
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flanges, and two Bakelite “brake shoes” facilitate higher damping forces (Figure 30, lower left). 

The original servo-control code did not operate at the microcontroller’s maximum temporal or 

angular resolution. Changing the control output from 50 to 200 Hz, and increasing the angular 

output-resolution from 1° to 0.025° increments, marginally increased the actuation smoothness. 

(This marginal improvement is attributed to the servos themselves having limited temporal and 

angular control authority.) 

The platform oscillations are proportional to system speed, so slow motion profiles are used by 

default. 

The X-axis servo is extremely powerful and can rotate to a given setpoint quickly. Such fast 

corrections excite native structural modes that are independent of the gear-lash-induced modes. 

Because the native modes are temporally similar to the servo’s control authority, another class of 

oscillations is introduced. A simply solution is available, however. Reducing the servo voltage from 

7.2 to 4.4 volts significantly retards available servo torque, thus reducing the system’s temporal 

control authority, and effectively eliminating the oscillations. The loss of temporal control authority 

is of no significance for this research’s slow motion trajectories. 

The platform’s base is moderately 

flexible in Z-axis bending (i.e., the 

base’s upper portion is easy to 

flex out of parallel with the floor). 

This flexibility cascades into every 

other portion of the system. 

Putting the leg’s nylon feet on an 

anti-skid pad significantly stiffens 

the structure, and adding large 

steel weights on two legs puts the 

whole base in compression 

(Figure 31). Together these 

modifications turn the base into a 

 

Figure 31: Large steel weights put the platform’s legs in a load 

configuration and provide significant normal force for the nylon feet at 

the base of each leg. The anti-skid pad in contact with the feet 

completes a form of truss structure, effectively rigidizing the 

platform’s otherwise flexible base. 
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truss-like configuration that is under a static load, which observably improves overall platform 

dynamic rigidity. 

Finally, installing all the cameras and wires increased the system’s mass and inertia, further damping 

oscillation tendencies (see Figure 28). 

Taken together, all these methods bring the system’s mechanical oscillations under control. The low 

quality of the Z- and Y-axis servos still prohibits completely smooth trajectories, but this is of no 

concern to the experiment, as the variations in axis acceleration and displacement are slow and 

small compared to the measurement and truth values being collected. 

10.3.2. Shims 

Assuring all axes of platform motion intersect at one point in space (with a precision below the 

empirically-determined noise-floor of the relative-pose measurement) is a fundamental component 

of the original baseline thinking (Section 9.1). As designed, the system has full shimming capability 

for each axis. Estimating rotation axes mechanically is difficult, so a software approach for axis-

location (and hence the shimming required) was planned from the outset. Algorithm 2 finds the 

shim dimensions. 

After developing Algorithm 2, it became apparent that the original experiment baseline of requiring 

all rotation axes to intersect at a single point derived from the assumption that platform motion 

Algorithm 2: Calculate axes and shims. 

1. Measure the 6-DOF orientation of the platform’s target card with a truth camera 

2. While moving one axis at a time,

3. Attach a virtual 3D point to the target card at some distance away (empirically selected 

at 200 inches). As the target card rotates, and slightly translates due to mechanical 

oscillations, the virtual point will trace a wide arc in 3D space. (The large spatial 

displacement of the virtual point makes translational displacements very small compared 

to angular-derived displacements – this is an important noise-reduction step as shown 

next.)

4. The prior step produces a somewhat noisy arc of points in 3-space: determine the best-

fit plane for this arc of points using principal component analysis (PCA).

5. Use a 2D circle fitting algorithm in the principal-component coordinate frame to 

determine the center of rotation.

6. Transform the center of rotation back to 3D coordinate frame.

7. Once each axes’ center of rotation is estimated, compare the location of each axis, thereby 

determining what degree of shimming is necessary to align all axes through a single point in 

space. (Note that orthogonal rotation axes are not required, so no attempt is made to 

achieve orthogonality.)
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should produce only rotation, with the moving target card contributing only translation. This 

assumption fails to take into account that the truth camera’s measurements of the platform is a full 

6-DOF measurement, and any platform rotation intrinsically produces rig translation, if the rig origin 

is chosen away from the platform’s rotation center. Thus, the truth camera measures relative pose 

(orientation and translation) in spite of any non-intersection of platform rotation axes, and 

therefore the axes’ alignment plays absolutely no role in measurement error. In fact, axis 

misalignment may actually contribute to the experiment, as it can induce additional translation for a 

given set of rotations.  

These realizations of automatic-translation-from-rotation, combined with the coordinate transforms 

for direct truth and measurement comparison (which were developed later, and are discussed in 

Section 11.11), prompted the change in experimental assumption discussed in Section 9.1.  

When experimentally evaluating Algorithm 2, a peculiar order-of-magnitude reduction in residual 

error appeared in the data when rotating about the Y-axis. On further evaluation the reduction in 

error coincided with the platform card being approximately perpendicular to the camera. On closer 

examination, the target card appeared to have flatness variations of approximately 0.060 in., an 

error that couples directly into the residual when the card is viewed at an angle, but which nearly 

disappears during face-on viewing. As a result of this observation, stiff aluminum card-holders were 

fabricated, and both the platform’s target card and the measurement target card are stretched 

across these frames like drum heads. The resultant increased flatness reduces measurement 

uncertainty. 

10.3.3. Insufficient Lens Travel 

In their factory configurations, none of the cameras have the ability to properly focus the very-short-

focal-length Sunex lenses. Some experimentation revealed the uEye HDR camera’s problem was an 

internal rubber light baffle that protruded beyond the imager further than the required 3.0 mm 

focal length. Removing the light baffle allowed the requisite motion. 

For the Fire-i CCD cameras, the problem was more complex. The aluminum lens mount supported a 

glass dust cover on a shoulder. Removing the dust cover allowed slightly more lens travel, but not 

enough to accommodate the 1.27 mm focal length. To achieve the proper lens position it was 
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necessary to remove the aluminum lens mount, bore out the shoulder to accommodate the 

diameter of the lens, and then, to allow sufficient motion towards the sensor, machine off a few 

millimeters from the mount’s back.  

The threads on all the lens mounts were also loose, but the liberal application of Teflon tape kept 

the small lenses from shifting during experimentation. 

11. Software 

Practically every portion of this research relies on software. This section describes the behaviors and 

interfaces to various programs, leaving Section 12, Algorithms, to delve into the specific 

implementation details of the core algorithms. 

Because real-time operation is not required to prove the architecture concepts under examination, 

and development speed is paramount, all the software is written in the LabVIEW and MATLAB 

programming languages. The languages optimize development speed at the expense of 

performance – an appropriate trade-off in this context. Through the software development process, 

math-intensive functions are implemented in MATLAB, while program structure, vision processing, 

and hardware- and user-interfacing are implemented in LabVIEW. 

The genesis of the LabVIEW/MATLAB pairing for rapid application-development stems from the 

MLAS project discussed in Chapter I. The core algorithms from the MLAS project (the resection and 

relative-pose programs, Sections 11.8 and 11.9 respectively) are re-used and expanded by this work.  

The MLAS-developed Pose from Arbitrary CamEra Rig (PACER) code base at the project’s start was in 

active use by researchers at NASA Langley, so throughout the development process much thought 

and time were invested to ensure the final software products of this research maintained or 

improved the features and usability existing in the software at the outset.  

The Subversion (SVN) software versioning system was used for the duration of software 

development. Thus, there is a written record of all change to the code base, and a developer can 

additionally roll the code base back to any point in the development cycle with a few clicks. 

Appendix 2 contains the entire change log. 
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Where possible, manual processing of experimental data was avoided; instead the data was codified 

for repeatable results. Consequently a large number of programs were employed to form a network 

of functionality. Figure 32 shows the topology of this network, and the following sections discuss the 

behaviors of each block, and its contributions to the overall research goals. 

11.1. Platform Control 

Mechanical platform control is directed with the move and capture images 1.6.vi program (Figure 

33). The program is an event-driven interactive tool that allows motion-trajectory creation in each of 

the platform’s axes (including the target card’s linear stage), and configuration of both trajectory 

duration and the camera frame sync period (a hardware signal sent to the cameras that triggers 

synchronous frame capture). 

platform mechanical control

-draw motion trajectories 

-generate servo set points

-generate frame sync signal

-call camera code

lens calibration (scaramuzza)

-calibrate fisheye lenses

lens calibration (caltech)

-calibrate standard lenses

rig construction

-use camera resections to build rig

-plot rig location

camera configuration and image capture

-configure camera settings

-retrieve images

-save images to disk

target card creation

-draw target card

-print out

-save as image

target card to 3D-target set

-convert target card image to 3D point cloud data file

star database filter/conversion

-extract subset of stars

-convert star position format

-make 3D point cloud file

-make plots

comparison

-calculate comparison transforms

-compare truth trajectory with measurement trajectory

-create plots

star data base 

-download star database from web

camera resection

-determine camera location(s)

black level removal

-create blacklevel image from data set

-remove blacklevel from another data set

relative pose

-determine trajectory of targets

-output trajectory

 

Figure 32: Software components and their interactions. Arrows indicate a data product one program 

produces that is required by another program. 
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To draw a trajectory for a particular motion axis the user clicks on the 2D plot. A point is inserted 

into the graph at the location of each click, and a spline is generated and drawn through all the 

points. The first point for each axis is specified using the numeric controls to the right of the 2D 

graphs. Because the spline is drawn dynamically with each click, a user can see the evolution of the 

trajectory in real time.  

The interpolation between the user-entered points using a spline is relevant for physical control, 

because by definition a spline has continuous first and second derivatives, a property of real 

mechanical systems. The spacing between interpolated points is configurable, but for all 

experiments is set to 0.03 seconds, using the “delta t” input. 

An additional 2D plot (not visible in 

Figure 33) shows the frame-sync 

trigger signal sent to the cameras. 

The trigger is simply a physical 

microcontroller channel configured 

as a digital output, which produces 

a square wave whose period is an 

integer multiple of the spline 

spacing. In practice, the period 

multiplier is set to 19, as this is the 

fastest rate at which the image-

capture program (next section) can 

save images to disk. 

After creating motion trajectories 

and setting the period multiplier, 

pressing the “GO” button passes 

digital waveforms to a code block 

that writes the position controls to 

the microcontroller using a timed 

loop. The timed loop provides deterministic signal output to the microcontroller. The determinism is 

 

Figure 33: Program to control rig motion. Users click in the plot 

windows to create key points; with each click a spline through all 

the key points is calculated and drawn. The splines represent the 

motion trajectory for the respective axes of the rotation platform. 

The last plot window controls the motion trajectory of the linear 

actuator the target card is mounted on. Additional controls include 

total trajectory duration and camera-frame trigger period. 
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essential for open-loop control. An error indicator displays if any loop iterations are late (due to 

operating systems vagaries). The modest “delta t” value chosen precludes any late iterations.  

The microcontroller is connected via a serial port, so the commands are transmitted as raw ASCII 

strings. The strings must be the period of the standard RC servo PWM signal, so the code internally 

converts the angular and linear positions entered on the 2D graphs into the appropriate time 

signals. The conversion is enabled through a simple calibration of the physical servo angle that 

corresponds to a particular PWM period. This calibration is different for the rotary and linear servos. 

As the scale-precision of actual motion trajectories is arbitrary, these scale calibrations are not 

precise. 

Two summer students, Tim Smart and Joel Landon, created the beta version of this code as a 

summer project. 

11.2. Camera Configuration and Image Capture 

The camera configuration and image-capture code (acquire images 2.0.vi, Figure 34) either operates 

in stand-alone mode, or is called by move and capture images 1.6.iv. At initialization the program 

configures the Fire-i Firewire cameras’ (cam{0,2,5,6}) trigger setting through camera registers, and 

loads an identical trigger configuration to the uEye GigE camera (hdr1) through that camera’s 

proprietary configuration file. All the cameras are previously configured with the proper image-

capture drivers using either LabVIEW’s Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) (for 

cam{0,2,5,6}) or the IDS’ uEye Cockpit program (for hdr1).  

The default LabVIEW drivers work for the Fire-i Firewire cameras; however, the IDS GigE camera did 

not communicate properly with LabVIEW’s GigE driver. For this reason the code is forced to use 

separate functions to capture images from the disparate camera types. Because each camera’s 

frame capture is hardware-triggered, this disparity in software-capture mechanism has no effect on 

data quality or synchronization. 

After initialization, acquire images 2.0.iv allows configuration of camera settings: shutter, gain, 

gamma, and brightness for the CCD Firewire cameras, and gain, auto-gain, and blacklevel for the 

HDR CMOS camera. (Recall from Section 10.1.1 that the CMOS camera has no shutter, hence the 

different control parameters.) For the CCD cameras, shutter is the main variable used to control 
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image quality, while for the HDR CMOS camera manual gain and blacklevel are used. Experimentally, 

these controls are extremely important: in low-light conditions, if they are improperly configured, 

the captured images are unusable. 

The program saves captured images into a directory structure. The top-level directory is specified 

with a control, and the images are stored in a path of the form: <top level directory>\<camera 

name>\<camera name>_<buffer number>.png. This format guarantees monotonically named image 

frames within each capture sequence. The compression level of the *.png image format is 

configurable: 75-percent quality is used in all the experimentations, as it provides a reasonable 

balance between image quality and on-disk size. 

In the experiments, maximum shutter duration (which is the physical minimum imaging rate) was 

less than 2.8 ms – well within the camera’s 60 Hz maximum frame rate. Regrettably, the function to 

 

Figure 34: Program to control cameras and save images to disk. Code allows concurrent control of camera 

parameters, writing the location of saved data, and display of current frame from each of the system’s 

cameras.  
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write images to disk operates at a 

maximum of about 1 Hz. A faster image-

capture rate would have made the 

experiment less sensitive to platform-

motion vagaries. 

As with the platform-control software, Tim 

Smart and Joel Landon wrote the beta 

version of this image-capture and -

configuration code as their summer project. 

11.3. Lens Calibration 

Calibrated lenses are a prerequisite to any 

of the camera-based measurements used in 

this project. Lens calibration is simply the 

process of determining a transfer function 

that maps 2D locations on the camera’s 

image plane into 3D unit vectors. The unit 

vectors indicate the ray along which a 

physical object must lie to be imaged by a particular pixel, Figure 35. With the exception of scale 

(the distance at which the physical object is located), this function is invertible: it can project 3D 

points onto the 2D imager, as well as transform 2D points into 3D rays.  

The 2D-to-3D mapping parameters are known as camera intrinsics, while the physical pose of the 

camera in a 3D coordinate frame is known as the camera’s extrinsics. Intrinsics are tied to lens and 

imager geometry, and are independent of camera pose. Extrinsics are a simple 6-DOF coordinate 

transform that represents camera pose. 

Rather than write lens-calibration code, two pre-written libraries are used in this research. The first, 

the Caltech Camera Calibration Toolbox [70], is designed for lenses whose geometries reasonably 

conform to a pinhole-camera model. The platform’s truth camera (cam6) is an example: its lens has 

 

Figure 35: Example camera calibration. The 3D shape is a 

fourth-order polynomial representing the camera-lens 

intrinsic calibration. An image captured by the camera is 

draped on top of the calibration. The round circles in the 

draped texture are photogrammetry targets imaged by the 

camera, while the external circles are the 3D location of 

those targets in the camera’s field of view. The surface 

normal of the calibration surface at the centroid of an 

imaged target is the ray (red line) along which the imaged 

target must lie. Figure from MLAS report [2], created by 

Kurt Severance. 
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a narrow field of view with a low radial distortion (compare upper right 

image in Figure 34 to the other images). The Caltech intrinsic 

parameters are as follows, with further detail available in [71]. 

- Focal length, 2x1 vector 

- Image center, 2x1 vector 

- Skew coefficient, scalar: indicates if pixels are non-square 

- Coefficients of a polynomial radial and tangential distortion 

equation, 5x1 vector 

The second calibration code, the Omnidirectional Camera Calibration 

Toolbox for MATLAB [72] (also known as OCamCalib), relaxes the 

pinhole-lens model’s assumptions to accommodate radically distorted 

non-linear lenses, such as up-to 195-degree-FOV fisheyes and 

catadioptic mirror configurations. In principle, the two calibration 

toolboxes are similar; OCamCalib is actually based on the Caltech 

toolbox. The main differences are in the camera models used and the 

user interface. The OCamCalib intrinsic parameters are as follows, with 

further details in [73]. 

- Skew coefficients to compensate for non-square pixels and 

hardware misalignment, 3x1 vector 

- Image center, 2x1 vector 

- Image size, 2x1 vector 

- Coefficients of a polynomial radial distortion equation, 4x1 

vector (4x1 is typical, although the distortion polynomial may 

be of any order) 

Both toolboxes require collecting a sequence of images of a 

checkerboard (for example, Figure 36). The known checkerboard 

dimensions allow estimation of lens intrinsic (and extrinsic if desired) parameters. 

Both toolboxes come with 2D-to-3D (cam2world) and 3D-to-2D (world2cam) mapping functions 

written in MATLAB. With minor modifications to the form of the input and output parameters, these 

 

Figure 36: Checkerboard 

images used to calibrate rig 

camera hdr1. 
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functions are used throughout the 

code ecosystem to transition 

between pixel coordinates and the 

real world. 

As with any approximation, there is 

an error between modeled and 

actual data. With these lens-

calibration tools, a good measure of 

this difference is the reprojection 

error: the difference between the 

actual 2D projection of a known 3D 

point, and the model-derived 2D 

projection of the 3D point. In the 

experimental section (Chapter III), 

scatter plots of the checkerboard-

corner reprojection errors are shown 

(Figure 68). For reference here, a 

typical reprojection plot is shown in Figure 37. 

In this research, all lens calibrations use the OCamCalib calibration because it empirically produced 

calibrations with lower average reprojection errors than the Caltech toolbox – even on the non-

fisheye lens. The code base can handle either calibration, however. The traceability of reprojection 

error to final measurement precision is a topic of future work.  

11.4. Rig Construction 

To facilitate consistent camera representation throughout all the programs shown in Figure 32, each 

camera’s name, calibration type, intrinsic parameters, and extrinsic parameters are stored in a 

LabVIEW typedef (see Figure 38’s “camera” field). If multiple cameras are rigidly attached to each 

other, they are stored in a 1-dimensional array of these typedefs. The pose (Section 11.9) and 

resection (Section 11.8) programs accept either individual cameras, or the multi-camera rigs. 
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Figure 37: Scatter plot of reprojection error: axes represent 

horizontal and vertical errors in units of imager pixels. Each cross 

is the reprojection error of a checkerboard corner identified in the 

training image. The label indicates the camera name, number of 

images used for lens calibration, and the mean reprojection error 

in pixels for the calibration. Optimal calibrations have zero mean, 

zero variance. Per Table 9, this camera is fitted with a wide-angle 

lens 
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The adjust cameras and rigs 2.0.vi program (Figure 38) creates and modifies cameras or rigs. To 

create a camera, the user presses a button and is prompted for the *.mat file which is output from 

either the OCamCalib or Caltech lens calibration toolbox. The program then populates the 

calibration type and intrinsic parameter fields. The user may edit these, as well as the name and 

extrinsic fields. The camera data is saved as a *.camdat file.  

A camera rig (stored in a *.rigdat file) is a 1D array of *.camdat data structures. The “add cameras to 

rig?” button prompts the user for *.camdat files, which are appended to the end of the rig array. 

The *.rigdata data-format represent a set of cameras with fixed relative orientations. The rig may be 

moved as a rigid body by loading a *.camdat file into the “camera” field, modifying that camera’s 

extrinsics to the desired pose of the rig camera having the same name, then pressing the “align rig 

to camera?” button. 

The program has the capability to read, write, modify, and plot the 3D location of *.camdat and 

*.rigdat data structures. 

 

 

Figure 38: Program to adjust cameras and rigs. Interface allows reading, writing, aligning, manual 

modification, and plotting of camera and rig data structures. 
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11.5. Blacklevel Removal 

The images from the HDR CMOS camera have high noise levels, which make star tracking difficult, as 

dim stars look much like sensor noise. Because camera noise is relatively constant (static), it is 

possible to calculate the average noise for each pixel, then subtract that noise from a captured data 

set. The program remove noise pixels 1.2.vi (Figure 39) implements one approach to achieve this 

type of noise reduction.  

The algorithm first calculates average pixel values for a set of images taken with the camera lens 

shaded. This average image is saved as a “blackframe” image. To remove those calculated noise 

levels, a directory of measurement images is selected, then the blackframe image is subtracted from 

each of them. During processing, each image is displayed before and after blackframe subtraction. 

 

Figure 39: Blackframe calculation and removal tool. The left image is before blackframe subtraction, the 

right is after. The program functions by first calculating the average per-pixel black-value from a set of 

images taken with a blocked camera lens. This average is saved as an image. Subtracting that image from 

a measurement data set effectively removes the black-value bias of the imager. 
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11.6. Target Database  

In the MLAS mission, and for most typical PACER applications, retro-reflective targets are attached 

to a rigid object, then surveyed using a specially calibrated camera system from Geodetic, Inc. 

known as VSTARS [74]. This survey produces a 3D point-cloud of target locations. The coordinate 

frame of this target set is the coordinate frame of the relative-pose measurement, as discussed in 

Section 11.8.  

Surveying target sets for this research’s 

experiments is impractical, so an alternate 

method using flat target cards is used. First a 

pattern of light and dark shapes is drawn in a 

computer program like Microsoft PowerPoint, 

then that pattern is both physically printed, and 

printed to a digital image file (Figure 40). A 

typical printer’s dimensional tolerance (1200 

dots-per-inch) well exceeds the measurement 

capabilities of the experiment’s cameras, so as 

long as the printed pattern is flat, the relative 

locations of the printed targets in the card coordinate frame are known with great precision. 

Rather than recording the target centroids in PowerPoint, the program create database from target 

card 1.2.vi uses the same image -centroiding algorithm used in the main code to derive the target 

centroids from the digital image file. The program, Figure 41, takes as input the path to the file card 

and the physical dimensions of the printed card. With this information the X- and Y-position of each 

target is determined in real units. An additional input allows the user to specify an arbitrary Z-value, 

which represents the height of the X-Y plane in which all the targets lie.  

The program has additional inputs so a user can label each target segmented from the image with a 

type classification (e.g., square, triangle, circle, etc.) and a group number. When the “write database 

file” button is pressed, a tab-delimited target card file is written. This file is known as the target 

database. A sample target-card database file is shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 40: Target card observed by camera rig in all 

tests. Target card on bottom of camera rig (observed 

by truth camera) is similar. 
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11.7. Star Database  

The star-tracking code that determines satellite orientation 

from star observations (discussed fully in Section 12.2) is a 

special case of the relative-pose algorithm. As such it also 

requires a database of “target” locations, or more specifically, 

star positions.  

For high-precision applications, a star database is a 

complicated endeavor, as exact star positions vary with time. 

As this experiment is low in precision, a simpler, static view of 

the sky is taken, with all star positions represented in the 

J2000 celestial coordinate frame. This implies that all 

calculated satellite orientations are also in the J2000 coordinate frame, a not-unusual choice for 

satellite missions. 

 

Figure 41: Program to create target database given image of target card as input. In this instance, an 

image of the target card shown in Figure 40 is input, with the physical print size. The program calculates 

the centroids of each dot, scales the centroid locations into the card’s physical size, then allows the user 

to manually apply a classification and group ID to each target.  

id x y z group type

0 5.840985 4.916418 0 2 <null>

1 8.837273 1.372055 0 1 triangle

2 1.148850 1.153033 0 2 <null>

3 1.548341 1.381902 0 1 square

4 1.183412 1.215031 0 2 <null>

5 1.150395 1.270461 0 2 <null>

6 1.148657 1.366547 0 2 <null>

7 1.153436 1.441871 0 2 <null>

8 1.161382 1.494102 0 2 <null>

9 2.998260 1.748285 0 0 <null>

10 6.584990 1.748285 0 0 <null>

11 1.157346 1.568067 0 2 <null>

12 4.833331 1.831721 0 0 <null>  

Figure 42: Sample target database 

created from configuration shown in 

Figure 41. 
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The Bright Star Catalogue, 5th Revised Edition [75] is a standard reference of the 9000-odd brightest 

stars (functionally those visible to the naked eye), and it provides the source data for creating a star 

database. For code reuse purposes, it is desirable to have the star database in the same form as a 

standard target database (Figure 42). However, star catalogs represent star positions in [right 

ascension, declination] pairs, which pairs point to locations on an infinite sphere. (The infinite-

sphere assumption makes the physical location of a star observation irrelevant – a reasonable 

assumption for star observations made in our solar system that are reasonably close in time.) To 

convert the stellar location pairs to the 3D format used in Section 12.2’s star tracking algorithm, the 

MATLAB script bright_star_to_norpe.m takes each [right ascension, declination] pair and projects it 

onto a unit sphere. If all star-tracking camera positions are assumed to lie on the unit sphere’s 

origin, than the [x,y,z] star locations are equivalent to the [right ascension, declination] pairs. The 

script outputs a subset of stars above a user-defined visual magnitude to a database file, and plots 

that subset on a unit sphere 

(Figure 43). Outputting only stars 

above a certain magnitude is a 

method to ease manual star 

identification, and reduce false 

positives in noise-polluted image 

sets.  

The second visual output of the 

star-transformation script is 

shown in Figure 44. It shows 

(assuming a uniform star 

distribution) the average number 

of stars of a particular magnitude, 

in a given field of view, for an 

arbitrary camera orientation. 

(Obviously the bright stars are 

not quite uniformly distributed 

(see Figure 43), but the plot is 

 

Figure 43: All stars brighter than visual magnitude 3.5 projected onto a 

unit sphere. For additional intuition into this star distribution, note in 

Figure 44 the number of stars visible for a given field of view that are 

brighter than magnitude 3.5. Magnitude cut-off chosen to include all 

stars in the Big Dipper. 
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nonetheless useful to gain 

intuition regarding the 

quantity of stars a camera 

of a given field of view is 

likely to see.) The original 

version of this plot 

appeared in Huffman’s 

master’s thesis [33]. Her 

plot was limited to star-

trackers with standard 

(narrow) fields of view, so 

for this research the script 

generates an equivalent 

graph for lenses with 

wider fields of view.  

Figure 44 is an important 

architectural “sanity 

check,” for it shows that, 

on average, a star-tracker 

with a 100-or-more-

degree field of view can 

see at least eight easily imaged magnitude-2 stars, regardless of camera orientation to the heavens. 

That number is acceptable for star tracking, and if the satellite is equipped with other cameras, 

there is little doubt that sufficient stars will be imaged for robust orientation calculations – even in 

the presence of significant light pollutants.  

11.8. Camera Resection 

Calculating relative pose, using the PACER algorithm inherited from MLAS, has two steps. First the 

location of the camera or cameras with respect to the target set is determined using the resection 

 

Figure 44: Each trace is the average number of stars brighter than a given 

visual magnitude for a given lens field of view. Read plot by selecting a 

(magnitude,FOV) pair, then interpolating between traces to determine the 

number of stars likely to appear in the chosen field of view that are brighter 

than the chosen magnitude. Visual magnitude (vertical axis) is a non-linear 

labeling of star brightness: brighter stars have smaller/negative magnitudes. 

Magnitude 6 stars are the dimmest generally discernible to the unaided 

human eye. The plot’s underlying calculation makes the simplifying 

assumption of uniform star distribution, which is not accurate for very bright 

stars; see Figure 43. 
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5.2.vi program (this section); then the relative motion of the target set is determined using relative 

pose 5.1.vi (next section). 

The resection program takes as input either a single camera or a camera rig, an image, and a target 

database. Before running, the user selects which image segmentation algorithm to identify imaged 

targets with, whether to perform a star-tracking resection, and whether the user wants to manually 

pair imaged targets (known hereafter as “dots”) with their associated corollaries in the target 

database (Figure 45).  

Upon execution, resection 5.2.vi pops up a window allowing the user to select which sections of the 

target database to use (Figure 47Figure 46, top left), followed by a window allowing manual pairing 

of dots with database targets (Figure 46, right) and a window showing the 3D configuration of the 

database targets (Figure 46, bottom left). Typically only a half-dozen dot-target pairs are required 

for an initial camera resection. This initial resection estimate informs an automated target-pairing 

 

Figure 45: Input section of resection program. Principal inputs are rig/camera, image, and target database. 

Principal variables are image segmentation algorithm, whether resection is based on stars, and whether 

the targets are to be manually paired. 
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algorithm that pairs other dots 

with targets. The additional pairs 

result in a higher confidence 

resection (“camera resection 2” 

of Figure 47, left).  

In addition to the resection 

calculated with all paired targets, 

the program calculates another 

resection with those pairs that 

contribute the most error culled 

(“camera resection 3” of Figure 

47, left). This option is typically 

superfluous, except in the case of 

non-uniform accuracy in lens 

calibration or large variability in 

target-database accuracy. A 

 

Figure 46: Initial target pairing. (Left, top) Control to select section of 

target database, (left, bottom) plot showing database-target locations 

in 3D, (right) control that allows user to manually pair ID numbers of 

segmented targets (“dots”) with their corollary IDs in the target 

database. 

 

Figure 47: Camera resection interface. (Left) Resection program output tab showing resections from 

manual pairing, auto pairing, and auto pairing with worst error contributors culled. (Right) A 3D plot is 

generated of the three resections, and the targets used in the auto-paired resections. The green and blue 

crosses are used for the first auto-paired resection, and blue crosses are those culled before the final 

resection calculation. 
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secondary plot (Figure 47, right) shows all three camera resections, and the targets actually paired. 

Buttons allow the user to write either of the auto-paired resections to a file. If the input was a single 

camera, only a single *.camdat file is written out. If the input was a rig, the whole rig is aligned as a 

rigid body to the one camera resected, then the whole rig is written to a *.rigdat file. 

11.9. Relative Pose 

Wherever possible, software modules are shared between the resection (resection 5.2.vi) and 

relative pose (relative pose 5.2.iv) codes. As with the resection, the relative-pose program has a 

control tab that takes as input either a single camera or a camera rig and a target database (Figure 

48). For each camera the program expects a directory of images in the root path, each directory 

having the same name as an inputted camera. The program expects the images to have sequential-

numbered names of the form discussed in Section 11.2.  

When run, the program prompts the user 

to select portions of the target database to 

use, and shows those targets in a 3D plot 

(similar to Figure 46, left). The control tab 

then switches over to the run-time controls 

(see right of Figure 49), and the relative-

pose calculation commences. (The details 

of the run controls are tied to the 

algorithmic description, and are thus 

discussed in Sections 12.1.2 and 12.1.3.) 

The output of relative pose 5.2.vi is a file 

containing the 6-DOF orientation of the 

target card with respect to an assumed stationary camera or rig of cameras. All measurements are 

in the coordinate system of the target database at the first image frame. The angles are represented 

as Z-Y-X Euler angles. For completeness, the elements of the orientation in discrete cosine matrix 

(DCM) form are included in the output file, as are the spatial and angular residuals, and the number 

of targets used to calculate the solution. As the program executes, running plots of the output are 

provided (Figure 49, upper left), as are detailed statistics on position- and angular-residuals, and the 

 

Figure 48: Input tab for relative-pose program. Takes as 

input either individual cameras or a rig, a root path, and a 

target database. 
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number of dot-target pairs culled per camera (Figure 49, lower right). (The algorithm calculates two 

relative-pose solutions, the first using all paired targets, and the second using a subset, where the 

pairs with the worst residuals are culled; see Section 12.1.3 for details).  

Perhaps the most useful run-time output of the program is display of the current image(s) being 

processed, overlaid with algorithmic metrics. The scene in Figure 49 is a three-camera relative-pose 

calculation of a small target card. Yellow crosses designate dots segmented from the image, but not 

paired with a database target; the green and blue crosses are dots successfully paired with targets in 

the database; and the blue crosses indicated those targets culled because they contribute high error 

to the pose calculation. The number next to each successfully paired dot is the ID number of the 

paired target in the database. A drop-down menu on the control tab allows this number to be 

changed to other pieces of data valuable to an algorithm user. Specifically, the number may be any 

one of the of the following: hidden (no number appears); the target number the dot is paired with; 

the angular search distance required to create the pairing; the number of sequential frames the dot 

 

Figure 49: Main view of relative-pose program. (Upper left) Real-time displays of pre- and post-cull plots 

of X, Y, and Z positions and angles, plus plots of average residuals. (Lower left) Current images being 

processed: this example shows a three-camera pose-to-card experiment. Image on lower right is zoomed 

to target; other images are full-frame. (Right) Algorithm controls and indicators (further details in Sections 

12.1.2 and 12.1.3). 
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appeared in; the position-residual the 

pair contributed to the pose solution; 

or, the angular-residual the pair 

contributed to the pose solution. 

For fine-tuned control and additional 

insight into the algorithmic details, an 

optional window may be displayed for 

each camera (Figure 50). The user may 

draw a region of interest on the image, 

and more in-depth statistics on 

algorithmic elements are displayed. 

11.10. Refactor 

The PACER algorithm, written by the 

author and Kurt Severance for the 

MLAS project, forms the core of this 

research. While the original version of the code was well-designed, the implementation of that 

architecture was lacking. The reuse of the algorithm for NASA’s Crew Module Water Impact tests 

necessitated numerous feature additions to the code. These additions were added in a hurry and 

compounded the code’s deficiencies.  

Before tackling any additions to the PACER code base for this research, the entire code was 

refactored. The first section refactored was the resection code. The additions and improvements 

include: 

- Code streamlined by re-writing or refactoring inelegant sections; 

- Data structures rather than arrays hold camera and target information; 

- Redundant data paths eliminated; 

- Improved user interface; 

- Added ability to parse target database and dynamically select subsets thereof; 

- Modified code to accept either Scaramuzza- or Caltech-style lens calibrations, 

- Added an automatic target recognizer function; and 

 

Figure 50: Optional window for each camera that allows user to 

draw a custom region-of-interest (lower left) and a view of 

additional algorithm details (four boxes in upper right). The 

control input (upper left) is cascaded into this view from the 

main control code, middle bottom of Figure 49. 
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- Added function to write camera resection to file. 

The relative-pose code was the second portion refactored. The above listed features (except the last 

two) were added to the pose code, in addition to the following: 

- Made a more robust version of the moving-region-of-interest function: this feature now 

runs more efficiently and simultaneously culls unused section of image (resulting in a 

performance increase); 

- Made code-process images from multiple cameras in parallel (was previously a serial 

process); 

- Modified function that automatically pairs 2D imaged “dots” with 3D database “targets”: 

function now runs approximately twice as fast as it did before; and 

- Fixed various calculation bugs. 

This complete code refactoring effort produced a much cleaner code base. The effort was 

worthwhile, as it made adding other necessary features easy, and drastically improved the code’s 

usability for future users. (Of additional note: continuous code refactoring is a central element of 

effective agile-developed software, and this exercise provided a practical context in which to 

implement the practice.) The SVN versioning system was used throughout the refactoring process, 

so the code evolution is traceable. 

After completing the code refactor, a number of additional features were added to implement 

functionality needed for this research. The following are the most important of these additions. The 

complete changelog from the SVN versioning system is found in Appendix 2.  

- The target segmentation and centroiding algorithm was improved, then nicely encapsulated 

in a software block that allows easy additions of target recognition algorithms. The single 

software object is used throughout all the programs in the software collection (Figure 32). 

- The resection code’s core non-linear optimization algorithm (MATLAB’s fsolve()) was 

replaced with the lsqnonlin() algorithm. This makes it possible to input upper and lower 

bounds for the various orientation and position solution values. Initially this seemed a good 

idea, as operators frequently have a decent a priori guess at approximate camera location. 

In reality, however, both algorithms are gradient-descent techniques, so the final solution is 

determined by the starting point, not the bounds. (The bounds may be thought of as fences 
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along the side of a hill: all they do is stop the algorithm’s “rolling ball” from finding the 

minimum value.) In practice it is more functional to provide a reasonable guess at camera 

orientation: in such cases the algorithm almost always converges to the global minimum – 

which is the camera’s real location. The change in optimization algorithm is left in the code; 

however, the limits are set to (-∞,∞). 

- The code is designed to run a data set multiple times through the same piece of pose code 

to gather all the experimental measurements needed (card pose, star orientation, and truth 

data). This contrasts with writing a pose code that calculates rig-to-card pose, star 

orientation, and rig truth-pose (the measurements needed) in one shot. 

- The above requires the existing pose code to accept varying numbers of cameras: an 

appropriate modification was made, and in the process, the code base was significantly 

simplified and streamlined. 

- To avoid resecting cameras individually the resection code was modified to accept a camera 

rig, resect one camera from the rig, then align the whole rig to that one camera. The pose 

code was also modified to accept these rigs. 

- The calculation and output of angular residuals was added to the pose code, because 

angular residual is the principal figure of merit for star-tracking applications, and it is also of 

utility in relative-pose calculations. The code’s normal “residual” metric measures 

displacement between the pose algorithm’s derived target positions and the known relative 

target positions from the database. The new “angular residual” metric represents those 

errors as angles rather than distances. See Section 12.1.3 for additional details on residuals 

and their interpretation.  

11.11. Comparison 

The final software is a code to compare the truth and measurement data sets of both the relative-

pose and star-orientation experiments. As input, the code takes a camera rig, an indication of which 

camera on the rig was resected, the truth and measured outputs, and the type of comparison being 

performed (Figure 51). All comparison options compare truth versus measurement data sets derived 

by the relative-pose code. There are three types: moving-camera-rig-viewing-stationary-card, 

moving-camera-rig-viewing-stars, and stationary-camera-rig-viewing-stars. For each comparison 
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type, a MATLAB script implements a sequence of coordinate transforms required to align the truth 

data with the measurement data, then those comparisons are plotted.  

A sample data set is shown in Figure 52. Note the X, Y, and Z rotations and translation, the RMS 

error between the truth and measurement data on each graph, and the plots of average residual 

magnitude. The details of the coordinate system transform that aligns the truth data sets to the 

measurement data sets are included in Section 12.3. 

 

Figure 51: Comparison program user interface. Inputs are rig, indication of which camera was resected, 

type of comparison, and data files for truth and measured values. A typical output is shown in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Representative output of comparison program for a relative-pose test. Truth and measured 

positions and angles are in the right and left column respectively. Red lines are measurements, blue are 

truth. The bottom two plots are truth and measurement average-residual magnitude. Note RMS error 

printed on each plot. The specifics of this plot are more thoroughly explained in Section 13.2. 
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12. Algorithms 

The prior section discusses the behaviors of the software ecology underpinning this research. This 

section examines the algorithm particulars that enable the relative-pose (docking) and star-based 

orientation measurements. Additionally, the method to compare the true trajectory of the camera 

rig (“truth”) with the trajectory determined by the rig (the “measurement”) is examined. Although 

this comparison principally involves mechanical coordinate-frame transformations, its 

implementation is algorithmic; hence its inclusion in this section. 

12.1. Relative Pose10 

The genesis of the relative-pose algorithm was the MLAS project’s need to measure the relative 

motion of two rigid bodies precisely, while gathering maximum qualitative information of the scene. 

This dictated wide-angle non-overlapping-field-of-view cameras—a configuration for which no 

general relative-pose algorithms existed (see [76]). 

The following discussion first examines the math at the heart of the relative-pose calculation, then 

examines the supporting structure and functions that complete the algorithm and make it practical 

for general use. 

12.1.1. Core Math 

In the relative-pose algorithm’s development, 

calibrated camera lenses were assumed. As 

discussed in Section 11.3, a calibrated camera 

lens allows precise knowledge – in the camera 

coordinate frame – of a ray along which an 

imaged object (a target) must lie. Geometrically 

and statistically exploiting the relationship 

between the pixel coordinates of imaged objects 

and the 3D rays generated from those 

coordinates is the foundation of this work.  

                                                           
10

 This section copies and/or paraphrases some sections of the as-yet unpublished photogrammetry portion of 

the internal-to-NASA MLAS final report [2]. 
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Figure 53: Geometry used to derive relative pose 

equations. The cameras are mounted to one rigid 

body, and the targets are mounted to a second. The 

camera and target positions are in the coordinate 

frames of the body they are respectively attached to. 
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Given the geometrical configuration of Figure 53, the relationship between the old position of N 

targets G{0,1,2,…,N} on a rigid body and their new position G{0,1,2,…,N}’ is: 

222
23G567 	G587 G597G�67 	G�87 G�97G�67 	G�87 G�97⋮ ;;;

;< = 222
23G56 	G58 G59 1G�6 	G�8 G�9 1G�6 	G�8 G�9 1⋮

	;;;
;< =r�� r�� r�?r�� r�� r�?r?� r?� r??t6 t8 t9 A. 5 

The last matrix is the unknown homogeneous transform describing that rigid-body motion, as 

viewed by M cameras C{0,1,2,…,M}. Given a properly calibrated camera C0, the ray along which a target 

G0’ lies (in the coordinate frame of the rigid body on which the camera sits) is: 

where (i0,j0,k0) is a unit vector from camera C0 to target G0’, and d0 is the unknown distance between 

the camera and target. A matrix representation of this relationship, for each target viewed by each 

of the cameras is then: 

where bold characters indicate known quantities. 

Equations 5 and 7 are alternate representations of the unknown moved targets G’. Equating the 

equations and factoring out the unknowns produces a linear system of equations in the A·x=b form, 

G5x' = d5 ∙ FG + 	HGIG5y' = d5 ∙ KG + 	HGLG5z' = d5 ∙ NG + 	HGO
 6 
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where A contains the known values relating to target positioning (G) and camera-to-target unit 

vectors (i,j,k). The x vector contains the unknown rigid body rotation and translations (r and t), in 

addition to the unknown distances (d) between each target and the camera viewing it. The b vector 

contains only the positions of the cameras (C).  

If N is the number of targets imaged among all the cameras, there are 3N equations and 12+N 

unknowns in equation 8. Note that the system is independent of the number of cameras M that 

observe the N targets. To solve system of equations 8: 

Thus in this linear formulation, between all cameras there must be at least six imaged targets (and 

for non-trivial solutions the determinant of A must be non-zero). As N increases, the system 

becomes more determinant. The system is readily solved by pseudo-inverse, singular value 

decomposition methods (MATLAB’s pinv() function for example). 

In practice the nine elements of the rotation matrix embedded in x are not independent: they are 

non-linearly related to the three independent Euler angles that describe the rigid-body rotation 

between the camera rig and the target set. Thus, if the unknown vector x is solved for using a simple 

pseudo-inverse approach, in the presence of measurement noise the rotation matrix elements (r) do 

not form a valid rotation matrix (their determinant is not unity). This problem is solved by 

representing x in terms of three Euler angles rather than nine rotation-matrix elements: in other 

words � ∙ ((�) 	= 	, 10 

 where p is a shorter vector containing the three Euler angles, three positions, and the unknown 

distances to each imaged target. With the equation represented as A∙x(p) – b = 0, MATLAB’s non-

linear least squares solver fsolve() iterates over p to find the minimum-error solution. As the 

calculation is an over-constrained optimization problem11, there are typically small errors of the 

form  V	 = 	� ∙ ((�)	– 		. 11 

                                                           
11

 The equation is over constrained when the total number of imaged targets is greater than three. The 

equations are minimally constrained (still solvable) with three imaged targets. 

,X'	V�	YZ	V[X�$�Y,� ≥ ,X'	V�	YZ	X,],Y^,�3` ≥ 12 + `` ≥ 6.  9 
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This is a convenient result, as 

each error represents the 3D 

Cartesian distance between a 

transformed target, and its 

derived position along the dot-

derived unit vector, Figure 54. 

The vector magnitude of these 

mismatch distances are the 

residuals discussed 

throughout, and are the main 

error metric for the relative-

pose calculations. The angle 

subtended by the residual 

distance is the angular 

residual discussed throughout. 

The result of this equation 

dictates the requirement for 

making a 6-DOF relative-pose 

measurement: one or more 

cameras, having calibrated 

optics and known relative orientations to each other, whose fields of view are not required to 

overlap (but may), between them image at least three non-collinear targets whose relative 

orientations to each other are known. Adding additional imaged targets or additional cameras 

contributes additional imaged targets, which further over-constrain the pose calculation, resulting in 

high-confidence measurements. 

The above discussion assumes knowledge of each camera’s location (C) at the start of a motion sequence. In 

the photogrammetry literature, determining a camera’s location is termed a spatial resection, and in this 

context is determined prior to the relative-pose calculation by manipulating equation 7. Specifically, the 

targets are assumed stationary, and only one camera’s position is included:  

 

Figure 54: Graphical representation of rotation, translation, and residuals 

output from the relative pose calculation. The upper oval is the initial 

position of a target set having known relative orientations. The lower oval 

is the current position of the target set. The relative-pose algorithm 

calculates the rotation and translation required to move the target set 

from its initial to its final location. Residuals are the magnitude of 

orthogonal mismatch between camera-derived target positions, and their 

actual relative positions. The angle subtended by each residual is an 

alternate quality metric particularly useful in star-based orientation 

settings. It is denoted throughout as angular residual. Only two cameras 

are shown; however, the system functions with any number of cameras. 

Figure created by Kurt Severance. 
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Then, the unit vectors representing the rays along which each target resides are factored into a 

camera-centric unit vector (u,v,w), rotated into the world coordinate frame: 

Finally, setting the whole equation to zero gives a matrix equation amenable to iterative 

determination of the unknowns: 

or in more compact notation 

As with the relative-pose equations, the resection’s rotation-matrix elements (r) are non-linearly 

dependent on the three independent Euler angles describing the camera’s orientation to the target 

set. Thus, as in the relative-pose calculation, a non-linear solver, MATLAB’s lsqnonlin(), iterates over 

the three unknown Euler angles (E), three camera positions (C), and the target distances (distance) 

to find a minimum error solution: 

The errors from this calculation have the same interpretation as the residuals in the relative-pose 

calculation. 

12.1.2. Resection Algorithm 

Each camera’s precise location and orientation in the target-set coordinate frame is determined 

through an implementation of the “resection” equations outlined above (Section 12.1.1). The 

resection is accomplished by pairing “dots” in an image with entries from the database of known 

222
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…
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…
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target locations. A dot is a target observed by a camera – or more specifically, an object in the 

camera’s field of view that the image processor thinks is a target. A target is an entry from the 

database of known targets.  

The resection algorithm calculates the camera position and orientation in three iterations. The first 

iteration involves only a few (typically six to ten) dot-target pairings the user manually selects. This 

first pair set does a reasonable job resecting the camera, but a higher-confidence calculation 

requires additional pairs. This is the role of the second iteration; an automatic pairing function 

selects dot-target pairs, then recomputes the resection. The automatic pairing function selects all 

the targets it can reasonably match. The third iteration throws out the worst of those pairings based 

on the individual dot-target-pair residuals. The residual threshold for throwing out dot-target pairs is 

selectable as either a user-specified number of standard deviations above the residual mean, or a 

straight percentage of the smallest-residual pairs. Algorithm 3 shows the resection algorithm’s flow, 

and its core functions are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The extract dots function forms the basis of both the resection and relative-orientation algorithms in 

that it processes a raw image taken from a camera and extracts dot positions. At the time of writing, 

this function has seven distinct user-selectable image processing algorithms, all tuned for various 

imaging conditions. Additional processing algorithms are easily added, and because the selector 

Algorithm 3: Camera or rig resection. Critical functions are underlined. 

1. Open target database

2. Open camera or rig information file with initial camera location guess

3. Open image from which to derive camera location

4. Run extract dots

5. Limit database scope to relevant targets

6. Manually pair 3 or more dots with targets

7. Calculate resection equation

8. Product: rough camera position 

9. Auto pair dots with targets using rough camera position

10. Calculate resection equation with new dot-target pairs

11. Product: refined camera position

12. Cull dot-target pairs with high residuals

13. Calculate resection equation with remaining dot-target pairs

14. Product: final camera position 

15. If single camera was input

16. Write camera resection to file 

17. Else if rig was input

18. Align rig as rigid body to camera resected

19. Write resected rig to file
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control going into the function is a LabVIEW-type definition, these additional imaging algorithms are 

immediately available to any program that calls the extract dots function. Algorithm 4 documents 

the specific processing steps in the MLAS mission’s extract dots function, and Algorithm 5 shows the 

more recent algorithm used for this research’s relative-pose calculations. Figure 55 and Figure 56 

show graphical representations of each algorithm’s steps. 
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Algorithm 4: Image processing steps from original MLAS extract dots function. 

1. Extract region-of-interest (ROI) (an optional step, not used on MLAS data)

2. Store input image in buffer

3. Square root equalize (to improve contrast)

4. Local threshold to create binary image (threshold extracts objects brighter than the local

background)

5. Remove objects from image edge

6. Remove small objects by area filter

7. Remove objects by compactness (compactness = area / (bounding box width ∙ bounding box 

height)

8. Remove non-ellipsoids (targets are all ellipsoids)

9. Remove objects with holes 

10. Dilate objects

11. Store dilated binary image as mask

12. Retrieve original image and apply mask (thus only dots are shown)

13. Sharpen edges with median filter (eliminates stray pixels, without removing contours)

14. Local threshold (same as first threshold, above)

15. Centroid  objects (calculate x and y center of mass for each dot)
 

 

Figure 55: Graphical view of MLAS extract dots function. Top row from left: original 

image, equalize, local threshold, remove edge objects. Second row from left: remove 

small objects, remove non-compact objects, remove non-ellipsoids, remove objects 

with holes. Third row from left: dilate objects, mask original image, sharpen edges, 

local threshold, and (not shown) find object centroids. 
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Algorithm 5: Image processing steps from this research’s “small target” extract dots 

function. 

1. Extract region-of-interest (ROI)

2. Extract luminance plane

3. Remove low spatial frequencies with FFT

4. Save FFT-filtered image

5. Square-root equalize (brings out bright objects)

6. Local threshold to create binary image

7. Remove objects from image edge

8. Remove all non-ellipses (all targets are ellipses)

9. Dilate objects

10. Store dilated binary image as mask

11. Retrieve grayscale image and apply mask (thus only dots are shown)

12. Smooth grayscale image with Gaussian kernel (improves centroids on small objects)

13. Local threshold to create binary image

14. Centroid  objects (calculate x and y center of mass for each dot)
 

 

Figure 56: Graphical view of “small target” extract dots function. Top row from left: original image, 

extract region of interest and extract luminance plane, remove low frequencies, save image (not 

shown), equalize. Second row from left: local threshold, remove edge objects, remove non-ellipse 

objects, dilate objects, and store mask. Bottom row, from left: retrieve grayscale image, apply mask, 

Gaussian smooth, local threshold, and (not shown) extract centroids.  
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The auto pair function 

automatically pairs each 

dot in an image’s data 

structure with a database 

target (if there is one). 

First, it creates a set of unit 

vectors pointing from the 

camera to each target in 

the database (blue rays in 

Figure 57). Then it 

calculates the angular 

distance between each 

dot’s unit vector and all the 

unit vectors just created 

from the target database. 

The target whose camera-

to-target unit vector most 

closely aligns with the dot-derived unit vector (red ray in Figure 57) is paired with that dot. A user-

specified threshold avoids dot-target pairings with large angular differences, and is the function’s 

main control input.  

Although not applicable to the resection program, if a dot already has a target pairing, auto pair 

simply checks to ensure the dot’s unit vector’s alignment is within the user-defined threshold. If the 

angular difference is too large, it finds a closer target to pair with, if one exists. Another important 

point – which is not a factor for the resection program’s single-image processing – when auto pair is 

used for relative orientation calculations, the location of the targets is their last known location, 

which is derived from the previous image set. In other words, as relative motion occurs, the target 

set moves from its initial location, and the constructed vectors (blue rays in Figure 57) lag current 

motion by one frame. This implies that inter-frame angular target motion must be less than the 

physical target spacing on the moving body for proper auto-pairing functionality. Because typical 

 

Figure 57: Dot and target pairing. The red arrow is a dot-derived unit vector, 

while the blue rays are constructed by comparing a target’s position with that 

of the camera. A dot is paired with a target when the angular distance 

between the dot-derived unit vector and a camera-to-target unit vector is less 

than a user-specified threshold. In a relative-pose context, the camera-to-

target vectors are actually generated from the calculated target set position 

at the last frame. Figure created by Kurt Severance. 
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measurements have frame rates engineered to measure small rigid-body displacements, this 

limitation is of little consequence. An auto pair function that predicts target locations at the current 

time (similar to that found in [77]) is required for measurements with large inter-frame target-set 

motions. 

From a performance standpoint auto pair is approximately an O(n2) function, a significant 

performance factor affecting the relative-orientation calculation when a large target database is 

used. The automatic nature of the relative-orientation program is due in large part to auto pair, 

however, and because the function does such an admirable job, and manually pairing dots with 

targets is a tedious process subject to errors, the computational cost is justified. 

12.1.3. Relative-Pose Algorithm 

The code to calculate relative pose is similar in concept to the resection code, and a fair amount is 

directly reused. The significant difference, and main implementation challenge, is in tracking dots 

from one frame to the next, and ensuring those dots are associated with the right database targets. 

Verifying the validity of those dot-target pairs is nearly as difficult. Algorithm 6 outlines the relative-

orientation program that conquers these challenges, and its core specialized functions are then 

discussed in detail. 

Algorithm 6: Relative pose. 

1. Open target database

2. Open camera or rig information file with calculated camera location(s)

3. Open ordered image data sets (one for each camera)

4. For each image

5. Do the following for each camera (in parallel)

6. Extract dots from the current image

7. Create data structure to hold dots

8. Determine which dots from previous image appear in the current image using track 

dots

9. Preserve only persistent dots

10. Update current data structure with previous image’s data structure (i.e. preserve 

the last dot-target pairing if possible)

11. Run auto pair to find new dot-target pairings, or check old pairs

12. Bundle dot-target pairs for relative orientation calculation

13. Calculated relative-orientation equation with initial pairings

14. Product: initial relative orientation 

15. Cull dot-target pairs with high residuals

16. Calculate relative-orientation equation with remaining pairings

17. Product: final relative orientation 

18. Output final orientation to file 
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The relative-orientation algorithm’s extract dots and auto pair functions are the same as those used 

for camera resection. As they are fairly complicated, the code reuse lessened program development 

time significantly. 

Throughout the relative-orientation program, the data 

germane to the relative-orientation calculations are 

stored in a LabVIEW data structure (Figure 58). Each dot is 

given a unique ID number, which is passed from iteration 

to iteration as long as the dot persists from one frame to 

the next. All the other data associated with that dot are 

then added to the data structure during program 

execution. As new dots are found, new data-structure 

elements are created. 

The track dots function is simple: it takes the coordinates 

of a dot in the current image and tries to find a dot in the 

previous image with close to the same coordinates. If 

track dots can find an old dot within a user-defined radius, 

it associates the old dot’s ID number (and hence that dot’s 

paired target) with the new dot, and increments the 

persistence value. If one is not found, the function creates 

a new data structure with a new ID number for that dot. 

That track dots only searches a 2D region centered on the 

current location of a dot is a significant disadvantage to 

the algorithm. If the spacing of imaged dots is smaller than the motion-induced shift in a dot’s 

imaged position, the algorithm will incorrectly pair the new dot with a different old-dot data 

structure. An elegant solution to this problem is to search for old dots at imaged locations predicted 

by the 3D trajectory of the camera (see [77]). 

The persistent dot function filters through the data structure collections, passing only those dots to 

the remainder of the program that have persisted through a user-defined number of images. 

 

Figure 58: Each dot-target pair is stored in a 

data structure having these elements: dot 

camera name and position, dot ID, dot pixel 

position, dot unit vector, Boolean flag 

indicating dot-target pair validity (not 

used), dot persistence, the unit vector from 

the camera to the paired target, the dot-

target pair’s current position and angular-

residual, and finally the data structure of 

the paired target (target ID, target position 

at current time (“n”), target position at 

time zero (“n=0”), target type, and target 

group). 
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After the persistence check, the collections of data structures from all the cameras are bundled 

together and sent to the relative orientation function. The function populates the equations 

discussed in Section 12.1.1 with the dot-target pairs and camera information, then calculates the 

two-body relative orientation. As noted previously, the equations provide residuals, which are 

inserted back into the data structures of the dot-target pairs. Additionally, relative orientation 

calculates residual statistics, and recommends a residual threshold for culling. As in the resection 

program, the calculation of the threshold may be either the residual mean plus a user-defined 

number of standard deviations above the mean, or a percentage of pairs having the smallest 

residuals (the program recommends a threshold value automatically based on the residual 

statistics). Intrinsically, the former threshold option assumes normality of the residual distribution, 

which is not necessarily true. While both approaches work, in general, the percentage-based 

threshold produces lower-noise output for typical datasets, because it consistently keeps a fixed 

percentage of the best pairs.  

The cull function goes through the bundled data structures of all the cameras, and removes dot-

target pairs with residuals above relative orientation’s statistically derived maximum residual 

threshold. In practice, this is effective at eliminating dot-target pairs that contribute the most error 

to the overall orientation solution. The targets most often eliminated are those in the periphery of 

the cameras’ fields of view, the lens region with the most distortion. The subsequent relative 

orientation calculation typically has significantly lower residuals and RMS error when compared to a 

truth measurement.  

While the relative-orientation program executes, user supervision is typically not required beyond 

initial setup. This convenient situation stems from the core functions’ various methods to verify dot-

target pair validity, primarily from a stochastic perspective. All the functions also output robust 

metrics, which allow exceptional algorithmic observability, and aid in tuning the algorithm for new 

data sets, and quickly identifying problems. The following list illustrates the particular statistics-

based sections of the code and their observable metrics that cumulatively contribute to robust, 

accurate, and automatic relative-orientation calculations. 

- Extract dots finds dots by looking for round, bright image segments: user visual evaluation is 

the metric confirming extracted dots are actually targets (e.g., if dots are not being 

extracted, the user may switch to an alternate extraction algorithm, or create a new one). 
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- Persistent dots associates dots from frame to frame: the statistics on frame-to-frame dot 

movement, and each dot’s persistence count are the observability metrics. 

- Auto pair uses the known target locations from the previous image(s) and a) rechecks 

existing pairings against an alignment threshold, and b) finds new pairings if needed (dots 

with no pairing found are dropped). The evaluation metric is the average angular alignment 

of a dot-derived unit vector with a camera-to-target-derived unit vector. This is a slightly 

skewed metric, because it is based on the target-set position at the previous image’s time; 

for small inter-frame displacements, however, the method is very robust. 

- Cull deletes dot-target pairs contributing the most error to the final solution: the evaluation 

metric is the mean and standard deviation of the second relative orientation calculation’s 

residuals, and the observed RMS error of the solution trajectories.  

Taken together, this collection of functions – and the metrics the algorithms provides the user to 

observe their performance – provide impressive autonomous performance: each step successively 

throws out pairs that are least likely to contribute to a robust solution. Because the algorithm self-

selects the targets that contribute the least error to an overall solution, the most effective way to 

use the algorithm is to place many targets on the body being observed, then let the algorithm pick 

the best pairings, and calculate a solution. For typical applications with extremely noisy camera data 

having a dozen or more target pairs, the results are remarkable. 

12.2. Star-Based Orientation 

Calculating camera-rig orientation from observed stars is a special case of the relative-pose 

calculation, where a database of stars (Section 0) acts as the target set, relative orientation’s non-

linear solver is constrained to solve for only orientation (not orientation and position), and a 

specialized extract dots algorithm finds stars.  

As noted in the star-database discussion (Section 0), astronomers reference star positions by their 

location on an infinite-radius sphere. This renders the actual position of the observational device 

irrelevant – a useful simplification for terrestrial observational astronomy in our solar system. 

Section 0’s conversion of star-database from [right-ascension, declination]-pairs to [x,y,z]-tuples 

positioned on a unit sphere renders the star-observer’s position important, however. For this 

research, if each camera in a rig observing the stars is assumed to lie at the origin of the unit sphere, 
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the astronomer’s convention is upheld, but the switch in coordinate systems allows reuse of the 

previous section’s (Section 12.1.3) Euclidean-geometry relative-pose algorithm. 

This reuse is achieved by feeding the relative-pose algorithm a database of star positions on a unit 

sphere, with the relative orientation function constrained to produce an optimal “relative pose” by 

iterating only the X-, Y-, and Z-orientations (leaving the X-, Y-, and Z-positions at the unit sphere’s 

origin). Using this configuration the relative-pose algorithm produces a star-based camera-rig 

orientation in the coordinate frame of the star database. Other than changing the condition of 

relative orientation’s solver (achieved with a three-line code modification), the only other alteration 

to the relative-pose algorithm is the addition of a specialized extract dots function to the existing 

collection of target extraction functions. This new function recognizes stars rather than traditional 

Algorithm 7: Image processing steps for the “stars” extract dots function. 

1. (Preprocess) Capture black-level data (cover camera lens, take images)

2. (Preprocess) Average all black-level images into a single black-level image

3. (Preprocess) Subtract black-level image from experiment data (removes noise per-pixel)

4. Extract luminance color plane and region-of-interest (ROI)

5. Store original image in buffer

6. Median filter (averages pixels, thus getting estimate of background noise)

7. Store background image in buffer

8. Subtract background buffer from original buffer (removes most noise and stray light)

9. Remove the 60-percent of lowest frequencies with FFT (eliminates color gradients while preserving star 

brightness, FFT aliases also creates dark “wells” around each point source)

10. Edge detect using Sobel algorithm (creates small, bright ring around each point source)

11. Morphologically close (fills in center of bright rings, creating disks)

12. Highlight details with convolution kernel (brightens edges of disks)

13. Morphologically close (brightens centers of disks)

14. Gaussian smooth (pushes inter-star noise values down, gives disks uniform brightness)

15. Apply x0.8 look-up table (brightens disks)

16. Morphologically dilate (expands disks to have larger area)

17. Threshold using locally adaptive algorithm (creates binary image showing the region around each star)

18. Remove objects on edge of the image and objects not approximately circular

19. Store binary image as mask

20. Retrieve original image buffer

21. Remove the 5-percent of lowest frequencies with FFT (eliminates color gradients while preserving star 

brightness)

22. Extracted non-masked region from original image (gives the original pixel magnitudes of stars and their 

surrounding regions, sans the noise between stars)

23. Filter with Gaussian kernel (simulating physical lens defocus to produce Gaussian brightness patch 

rather than point for increased centroid accuracy)

24. Apply x0.5 look-up table (makes bright patches brighter)

25. Threshold using locally adaptive algorithm (creates binary image of stars)

26. Remove large objects (they are likely not stars)

27. Calculate centroids (star positions in pixel coordinates)
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targets. Thus, the same code base provides a unified algorithmic solution for simultaneous relative-

pose (docking) and star-based orientation, one of the fundamental goals of this research (Section 7). 

Because stars are functionally point sources, they frequently only illuminate a single pixel on the rig-

cameras’ imagers. These single-pixel illuminations tend to look like sensor noise, necessitating a 

more sophisticated extract dots algorithm (Algorithm 7) than is needed for typical target tracking. 

The approach used to extract star positions differs from Section 12.1.2’s target extractors in two 

principal areas, both tied to the point-source nature of the stars. First, because the stars are very 

small, a subtraction of a median-filtered image from the source image eliminates a large portion of 

noise background (Figure 59, top row). Second, an imaged star’s high contrast allows a combination 

of edge-detection mechanisms and morphological operations to transform the point source into an 

easily segmentable disk (Figure 59, bottom three rows). Optical and residual sensor-noise, having 

lower contrasts, do not respond as well to the cascaded edge-detectors and morphological 

operators, and are thus attenuated by the processing steps. 

Algorithm 7 has high complexity partly because it is extracting noise-like objects from the image, but 

more importantly because it operates on images from experiment rig’s heterogeneous cameras. The 

difference in noise properties between the HDR CMOS and CCD cameras, the various pixel sizes of 

the CCD cameras, with their consequently varying response to the configuration-software’s uniform-

exposure settings, and the extensive light-pollution in the experimental scenes (all of which vagaries 

are apparent in Figure 60’s sample images), contribute to a challenging pattern-recognition 

problem. The algorithm demonstrates the capability of the overall software framework to handle 

these significant variations; however, in a more flight-like experiment, such extreme heterogeneity 

is not likely. A more-uniform hardware arrangement will allow substantial algorithmic 

simplifications. 
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Figure 59: Important processing steps of the extract dots algorithm for star segmentation. Top row (from 

left) shows noise elimination using a median filter (Algorithm 7, steps 6-8): original image, median filtered 

version of original, original image with median-filtered-image subtracted. Bottom three rows show the 

expansion of point sources to disks in a manner that minimizes noise amplification (Algorithm 7, steps 10-

16): (second row from left) Sobel edge detect, morphological close, highlight details (convolution), (third 

row from left) morphological close, Gaussian smooth, brighten (x
0.8

 look up table), and (bottom row) 

morphological grayscale dilate. Constellation in view is Orion, image is taken with HDR camera. 
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12.3. Comparison 

Easily12 and simultaneously verifying the calculations of relative-pose and star-based orientation, 

with minimal hardware involvement, forms the core of this research’s hardware design (Section 

10.2), and dictates the choice of a camera-based truth-measurement. Putting this camera-derived 

truth value in the same mechanical coordinate frame as the experimental measurement is 

somewhat of a challenge, however.  

As initially conceived, the experiment configuration has both a moving “sat” camera rig, and a 

moving target card, both of which are measured with a “truth” camera rig. The truth rig is simply a 

                                                           
12

 To this electrical engineer, “easy” means trading algorithmic complexity for mechanical complexity 

wherever possible, transferring system sensitivities to places amenable to computerized data capture and 

software calibration, and accumulating all possible mechanical tolerances in places of minimal significance.  

 

Figure 60: Representative star-field images. The top two are from the cam0 and cam1 CCD cameras, and 

the bottom two are from the HDR CMOS camera hdr1 (see Table 8 for camera specifications). 
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long stiff metal bar on which two cameras are mounted. One camera measures the precise pose of 

the sat rig. The other camera measures the precise pose of a target card, which acts as the body the 

sat rig is “docking” with.  

A large target field (approximately 36x54 in) printed on a plotter provides the common coordinate 

frame to determine where the two truth cameras are located with respect to each other. The target 

field is held in the fields of view of both cameras simultaneously; then each camera is resected 

against the target field’s coordinate frame. As the cameras are rigidly attached to the metal bar, 

measuring both their positions from a reliable secondary source puts them in a consistent 

coordinate frame from which single-camera truth measurements are derivable. 

Good experiment design dictates placing the truth cameras close to the cards they respectively 

measure, giving the truth measurement higher accuracy (quantified primarily through residual 

statistics) than the measurements made with the sat rig cameras. Figure 61 shows the physical 

configuration.  

 

Figure 61: Truth rig is long aluminum bar. Target card is to right. Sat rig is on rotation platform on left. The 

large target field on left was used to resect both sat and truth rigs. 
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A simple comparison of truth with measured data in this configuration proved problematic, 

however. Figure 62 depicts the transform path used in an attempt to transform the truth data into 

the measurement coordinate frame; Figure 63 shows the results. The data sets are severely 

misaligned; however, inspection of the 3D plots shows the misalignment to be affine. This 

observation prompted empirical calculation of a homogeneous alignment transform using MATLAB’s 

procrustes() algorithm. Functionally, procrustes() derives the best (in a least-squares sense) 

transform to align the 3D truth points with the 3D measurement points. Figure 64 shows the result 

of this alignment attempt.  

While this empirical alignment of truth with measured data is unsatisfactory from an experimental 

standpoint, it illuminated a flaw in the experiment design: the cascade of transforms to achieve 

alignment relies extensively on camera resections, rather than relative-pose measurements (see 

Figure 62). Resections are quite noise-prone: for instance, in sample resections of cameras spaced 

about 50 inches from a small card, adding or removing just a handful of (correct) dot-target pairs 

alters the calculated camera position by an inch or more. The relative-pose algorithm is significantly 

more accurate, however, as it calculates displacements between two images, rather than using only 

a single frame’s data. Thus, a legitimate hypothesis is that the fixed disparity between the truth and 
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Cp

p0
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Figure 62: The truth and measurement transform paths, original configuration. The long blue line is the 

truth-transform path and the short blue line is the measurement transform. Dashed and dash-dot lines 

are resection and resection-derived static transforms respectively. Solid green and red lines are non-

resection-based (less noise-prone) measurements generated with the relative-pose algorithm. 
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measurement data is from the cascading of error in the many resection-derived transforms required 

to align the two data sets’ coordinate frames.  
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Figure 63: Truth and measurement data sets, not aligned. Graphs on left show X, Y, and 

Z position and angle truth versus measurement, while plot on the right is a 3D view of 

the same data. 
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Figure 64: Truth and measurement data sets aligned using empirical fitting of truth and 

measured 3D point trajectory. Note that data agreement is still poor. 
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This observation regarding cascaded camera resections, coupled with the realization that sat-rig 

rotation produces translations with respect to the target card, underlies the change in experimental 

baselines articulated in Section 9.1. By eliminating card motion, the truth-transform path is 

simplified significantly (Figure 65), and where resection measurements are required, they are either 

short-distance resections (whose noise-floor is lower), or the resection is intrinsically used in both 

the truth and the measurement transform paths (Figure 65). This new experimental configuration 

required no static transform to align truth with measurement (see the plots in Section 13.2). 

For star-tracking applications, rather than a static card with printed targets, the actual stars are the 

target. The earth rotates at approximately 0.25 degrees/second, so for even a medium-duration 

experiment the earth’s rotation rate will produce noticeable error in a comparison. Figure 66 shows 
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Figure 65: Truth and measurement paths, new configuration with stationary card. Lower blue line is 

transform to establish origin of rig motion, upper blue line is truth path from that origin. Thus, the 

complete truth transform goes from card0 to p0 (lower blue line), then back to card (upper blue line). 

Intrinsically the measurement (short blue line, right) uses the resection-derived transform from crig to 

card0. This static resection is the most error-prone in the system, but since the truth and measurement 

transforms use it, systemic error is eliminated. The naming convention T_x2y indicates a rigid body 

transform from x to y. 
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a coordinate-system transform that rotates the target card at the earth’s precise rate, thus making 

the stars appear stationary. (The earth’s rotation rate is known to such precision that adding this 

transform contributes insignificant error to the measurement transform path.) 

The precise algorithm for aligning a truth-camera-derived motion measurement with a camera-rig-

derived motion measurement is given in Algorithm 8.  
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T_card02p0

(get p0 in frame of card0)

@ t=0

T_p02rig = T_card2rig

since card is actually stationary, 

T_card02card really measures 

rig motion

crig

T_p02card_er

(measures card motion 

in card frame)

Cp is in p0 frame

card_er

since the card is really the 

stars, the card is rotating 

about the z-axis: applying 

the earth’s rotation rate 

makes the card stationary

 

Figure 66: Truth and measurement transform paths, with the addition of Earth rate. 

Algorithm 8: Alignment of truth and measurement data. 

1. Read platform motion from truth camera measurement  file (T_p02p)

2. Read card motion from rig measurement file (T_card02card)

3. Read rig resection (T_card02crig0)

4. (Optional) generate Earth rotation rate (T_card02card_er)

5. Read static transform relating platform to rig (T_p2rig)

6. Read static transform relating rig to camera in rig (T_rig2crig)

7. Calculate static transform from card to platform at t=0 (T_card02p0)

8. For each element of the measurement files

9. Calculate truth transform from card to rig (T_card2rig_t)

10. Calculate measurement transform from card to rig (T_card2rig_m)

11. Plot comparison
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The coordinate transforms themselves are homogeneous, right-multiply transformations. In other 

words, when constructing a transformation from coordinate frame A to D through coordinate 

frames B and C, the overall transform is of the form: xy�z 	= xy�{ ∙ x{�| ∙ x|�z 17 

where each 4x4 transform T is of the form, 

x = }# x�0 1 � 18 

and R is a 3x3 rotation matrix whose columns are the orthogonal coordinate-frame unit vectors, and 

Tr is the 3x1 translation portion of the transform. Thus, the final truth transform calculated in 

Algorithm 8 is: x��������_� 	= 	x����5��5 ∙ x�5�� ∙ x����� ∙ x�������� ∙ x����5�����5�� 19 

And the measured transform is either x��������_� 	= x����5�������, or 20 x��������_� 	= �x����5�����5 ∙ x����5�����_�� ��
 21 

depending on whether the “card” being measured is a simple printed card, or the rotating stars. The 

final term in the last equation simply rotates the stars at the earth’s rotation rate. Figure 65’s 

caption alludes to the measurement transform using the rig resection, Tcard02crig; while that transform 

does not appear explicitly in Tcard2rig_m above, it is intrinsically present in the underlying matrices 

used to calculate the measurements—that is, the resection is the C’s in equation 8. 

Note that the truth and measurement equations are calculated in a loop, so the final output is a 

data structure of 4x4 transformation matrices, one for each time step. A function converts these 

matrices to the overall code’s internal orientation representation (an array of three Euler angles and 

three positions) before plotting. The plots in the experimental portion (Chapter III) are all generated 

using this algorithm. 

12.4. Relative Pose: Precision and Accuracy 

A test of the relative-pose algorithm’s absolute position and accuracy was conclusively effected in 

NASA’s Crew Module Water Impact tests, mitigating the need for such a test in this research13. The 

                                                           
13

 The algorithm’s precision and accuracy was also proved in the MLAS test, although, due to the test 

configuration, to a lesser degree of precision. 
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Water Impact test was designed to collect precise 6-DOF data on crew-module impacts with flat 

water, as part of an effort to validate a water-impact computer model.  

The Water Impact test’s baseline 

measurement of 6-DOF orientation was 

derived by the relative- pose algorithm 

using data from four 1000-frame-per-

second cameras (Figure 67). A high-

precision inertial measurement unit (IMU) 

provided a completely independent 

measure of the impact events. The team 

devoted significant effort deriving IMU-

based position trajectories directly 

comparable to the camera-based 

trajectories. The resulting comparison is an 

impressive demonstration of system 

accuracy and precision: Table 12 shows, for 

the test’s research period, the maximum difference between IMU- and camera-derived trajectories. 

Considering that the vertical motion over that research period was 36.3 in, the worst-case error 

(0.274 in) is only 0.75 percent.  

In addition to directly comparing IMU trajectories with those 

derived using the relative-pose camera algorithm, the team 

generated other measures that further boost confidence in the 

relative-pose measurement system.  

The first of these was an estimation of earth’s gravity constant 

from the free-fall portion of the crew module’s descent. This 

measure was derived by fitting a parabola to the algorithm’s 

position data, then differentiating the analytic function twice to 

find acceleration. In the 23 drops analyzed, the derived gravity 

constant was between 98.9 and 99.1 percent (0.2 percent 

 

Figure 67: Four 1000-frame-per-second cameras filmed a 

full-scale crew module as it impacted the water. Crew 

module is approximately 18 feet in diameter. Figure from 

[66]. 

Table 12: Maximum 

discrepancies between IMU-

derived and relative-pose-

derived motion trajectories. 

Table from [66]. 

Drop Maximum Vertical, 

Horizontal Difference 

Over the Research 

Period (inches)

II_21_300_3 0.076,  0.077

II_30_300_3 0.070,  0.083

II_30_300_6 0.274,  0.097

II_00_135_1 0.092,  0.098
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difference) of the location-specific static 1 g value. The discrepancy is accounted for by the 

aerodynamic drag of the crew module during its free-fall trajectory. Additionally, for those same 23 

independent tests, 3-sigma positional errors between the measured free fall and a best-fit parabola 

were between 0.76 mm and 1.22 mm: approximately the same as the 1.2 mm residual error 

reported by the algorithm for the tests. A similar analysis of angular-position measurements 

revealed 3-sigma roll, pitch, and yaw deviations were upper-bounded by 0.045, 0.021, and 0.044 

degrees, respectively. Given the physical dimensions of the target set on the crew module, these 

angular uncertainties were found to be consistent with the relative-pose algorithm’s reported 

position residuals. 

The second confidence booster the relative-pose algorithm produced was a measure of 

aerodynamic interaction between the falling crew module and the surface of the water. Specifically, 

in the relative-pose-derived motion trajectory, there is an observable decrease in crew-module 

acceleration just before water impact. This acceleration decrease was expected, as the crew module 

compresses the air beneath it directly before water impact. That the relative-pose algorithm saw 

this very minute effect is additional support (albeit not completely quantitative) of the algorithm’s 

veracity and measurement utility.  

In addition to further details on the tests mentioned here, the photogrammetry appendix to the 

Crew Module Water Impact Test final report [66] documents other comparative tests used to 

validate the relative-pose algorithm’s precision, accuracy, and real-world repeatability. 
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 CHAPTER III: RESULTS 
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13. Experiments  

This chapter focuses on the specific experiments and their results that prove the viability of this 

research’s proposed nanosat camera architecture. The architecture is simply the HDR cameras that 

allow light-shield elimination, arranged to provide complete coverage of the space around the 

satellite, the images from which are processed by algorithms that produce measures of star-based 

orientation and relative pose, in addition to their default qualitative imaging use. The following 

experiments are designed to demonstrate the architecture’s performance in each area: HDR camera 

performance, camera arrangement, algorithms, and imaging. 

Two experimental configurations are discussed in the research proposal (Section 7.4). The first 

provides a motion platform and a nanosat-scale camera rig that allow testing star-based orientation, 

relative-pose, and imaging. The second is a sun simulator that allows testing the HDR camera’s 

dynamic range. Using these two experimental configurations, four tests prove the proposed camera 

architecture. First is the Repetition Test: it provides an end-to-end test of mechanical-platform 

capability and the precision and repeatability of the relative-pose measurement algorithm. It uses 

the nanosat camera rig to do this. Next, the Orientation, Docking, and Imaging Test demonstrates 

the architecture’s simultaneous performance of star-based orientation, docking, and imaging under 

real-world conditions. As noted in Section 12.4, the relative-pose algorithm’s precision and accuracy 

have received and passed significant scrutiny in two NASA flight tests, making a re-evaluation here 

superfluous. The star-based orientation algorithm has not received such scrutiny, however, so the 

Earth Rotation Test provides a robust quantification of the orientation algorithm’s accuracy and 

precision. Finally, the Camera Dynamic-Range Test quantifies the lighting variation limits of the 

architecture’s HDR camera. This is the only test that uses the second experimental configuration. 

13.1. Prerequisites 

Necessary prerequisites for the first three tests are lens calibration (see Section 11.3) and precise 

knowledge of the static transforms describing the spatial relationship between the rotation 

platform’s card and the camera rig’s origin, and the spatial relationships between the three cameras 

in the camera rig. The first (lens calibration) underpins all quantitative spatial measurements, and 

the second two (spatial relationships) are essential for both multi-camera calculations, and single-

coordinate-frame comparison of truth with measurement data. 
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The four cameras that compose 

the overall experimental system 

(three in the measurement rig 

and one truth camera) include 

three different models and three 

different lenses (Table 8 and 

Table 9). For simplicity all the 

lenses are calibrated using 

Davide Scaramuzza’s camera 

calibration routine (Section 11.3). 

The standard metric for lens-

calibration accuracy is pixel-

reprojection error, shown for 

each lens in Figure 68.  

The lens-calibration toolbox 

provides a number of options, 

and their employment sequence 

can significantly affect the final 

calibration result. For each lens’ calibration the following procedure is used, to minimize variance: 

1. Capture checkerboard images; 

2. Extract checkerboard corners with automatic corner-extraction feature; 

3. Specify a fifth-order distortion polynomial14; 

4. Calculate lens calibration; 

5. Calculate image center; 

6. Optimize lens calibration; 

7. Re-extract checkerboard corners automatically; 

8. Re-calculate lens calibration; 

                                                           
14

 A fourth-order polynomial is sufficient and generally recommended for lens calibration; however, all but the 

truth-camera lens were mistakenly calibrated with a fifth-, rather than a fourth-, order polynomial. As the fifth 

coefficient is practically zero for the lenses, this discrepancy is insignificant. Re-computing lens calibration 

would require the re-computation of all experimental results. 
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Figure 68: Scatter plots of reprojection error for each camera in the 

system: axes are in pixels. The label adjacent to each plot indicates the 

camera name, the number of images used in the lens calibration, and 

the average reprojection error in pixels for the calibration. As shown in 

Table 9, all but cam6 are fitted with wide-angle lenses. 
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9. Re-calculate image center; 

10. Optimize lens calibration; and finally, 

11. Export calibration results. 

Other step permutations produce reasonable results, but the above sequence gives the most 

accurate and consistent calibrations. 

Algorithm 8, used to align and then compare truth with measured data (Section 12.3), requires two 

static measurements intrinsic to the rotation platform’s construction, Tp2rig and Trig2crig (see equation 

19). The first transform specifies the pose from the platform’s card to the origin of the camera rig, 

while the second specifies the pose from the camera rig’s origin to the particular camera used for 

the initial resection. (That initial resection is Tcard02crig0 in equation 19). Figure 65 provides a graphical 

view of these transforms. 

Measuring these transforms mechanically would be challenging, so an alternate optical method is 

used. Calculating the camera rig is first: a large target card is placed in the fields of view of all three 

rig cameras, and an image is taken by all the cameras of the large card at one point in time. 

Resecting each camera from the large card puts them all in the coordinate frame of the target card. 

The rig construction program described in Section 0 then combines the individual camera resections 

into a rig, and the origin of the rig is moved to coincide with that of one of the cameras. In this case 

the HDR camera, named hdr1, is chosen as the rig origin. Then the transform from the rig origin to 

that of either of the other rig cameras is simply the extrinsic value for that camera, in the rig 

coordinate frame. Figure 69 shows the data structure of the camera rig with each camera’s 

extrinsics visible. 

Calculating the transform from the rotation platform’s card to the camera rig’s origin is analogous, 

albeit slightly more involved. First, a large target card is placed in the field of view of both a truth 

camera and the camera that is at the origin of the measurement-camera rig. The truth camera is 

situated so it can also see the platform’s card (Figure 70). Then, by resecting the truth camera from 

both the large target card and the platform’s target card, and by resecting the rig camera from the 

large target card, all but one transform in Figure 71 are known. Following the transformation loop 
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(blue line in Figure 71) yields the equation for transform from the rotation platform’s card to the rig 

origin: x����� 	= 	x��|� ∙ x|��������� ∙ x���������. 22 

  

 

Figure 69: Camera-rig data structure. Rig origin is at hdr1 (its extrinsics are all zero), thus extrinsics for 

cam0 and cam2 provide their location and orientation in the rig coordinate frame. 
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Truth camera, Ct

(cam5)

Rig camera, rig

(hdr1)

 

Figure 70: Images from the truth and rig cameras (Ct and rig in Figure 71) used to derive 

Tp2rig. Ct views both rig’s card and the large card. Rig view only large card. 

resection
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rig

resection

derivative

T_p2rig

Lcard

 

Figure 71: Coordinate-frame diagram used to derive transform 

equation giving camera-rig position with respect to rotation 

platform. Desired transform is from p to rig: p is the platform, 

Ct is the truth camera, Lcard is the large card, and rig is the 

camera at the origin of the camera rig.  
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13.2. Repetition Test 

The repetition test exercises the end-to-end capability of the mechanical platform, its control 

software, the nanosat-scale camera rig, the relative-pose algorithm, and the comparison algorithm. 

It does this by executing the same experiment thirteen times. In addition to architecture 

repeatability, the experiment simultaneously tests a number of other parameters. 

First, all the commanded motion profiles (Figure 72) are identical; any variations are due to 

hardware hysteresis and non-linearities.  

 

Figure 72: Hardware motion profile. All three axes rotate simultaneously, and because cameras are 

displaced from the rotation center, the rotations also produce relative translations between the camera 

rig and the target card. 
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Next, the truth measurement (the measurement derived from the camera watching the rotation 

platform’s card) tests the algorithm’s optimal performance, as the target card all but fills the truth 

camera’s field of view, the targets are large, and the inter-frame motion is small compared to the 

target spacing (Figure 73, lower right). It is also a single-camera measurement made with a high-

resolution camera fitted with a narrow-FOV, low-distortion lens. In most instances, single-camera 

configurations produce the lowest-residual measurements, although the lack of a second 

perspective can sometimes drive the RMS error up. This single-camera disadvantage is not likely a 

factor for this measurement, as the proximity of the camera to the target provides exceptional 

target visibility. 

 

Figure 73: Sample images from test. (Clockwise from top left) cam0, hdr1, cam2, and cam6: truth 

measurement is provided by cam6, while hdr1 and cam0 provide the test measurement. In this test cam2 

did not contribute.  
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The relative-pose measurement 

(derived from the camera rig’s 

observation of the static target 

card) is at the edge of the 

algorithm’s abilities: this 

because the card is at the fringe 

of the rig’s lenses (Figure 74), it 

occupies very little of the 

cameras’ fields of view, the 

targets are small, and the inter-

frame motion is sometimes 

large compared to target 

spacing (sample images from of 

the configuration are in Figure 

73, with sample data in Figure 

76). Each trial starts out as a 

single-camera measurement, 

but data from a second camera starts contributing to the relative-pose calculations about halfway 

through each trial, demonstrating the multi-camera nature of the algorithm. While not shown in the 

test, any number of cameras can be added or removed dynamically from the measurement; the 

algorithm simply takes the additional data and adds it to the relative-pose calculation. This feature is 

significant because it allows generation of relative-pose solutions from single, multiple, overlapping, 

and non-overlapping fields of view. No other known system has this flexibility. 

The residual noise and RMS error pick up at the point where the second camera starts locking onto 

targets, and their imaged positions start contributing to the overall pose solution (see Figure 76). 

This increase in error is because the imaged targets are on the very fringe of the second camera’s 

field of view, where the lens calibration is poor, and those less accurate results are incorporated into 

the overall measurement. The RMS-error noise dies off after the imaged targets move away from 

the edge, but the average residual climbs because of rig-resection inaccuracies (note this by looking 

at the single-camera data run, Figure 75). This type of error is easy to eliminate by excluding targets 

 

Figure 74: Card coming into field of view of second camera. Blue dots 

are targets used in relative pose calculation. Green line is region-of-

interest (ROI) inside which targets are searched for. Moving the ROI 

away from the edge reduces measurement noise. (Black region in image 

is outside camera’s field of view.) 
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at the edge of any camera’s field of view – achieved by a simple leftward shift of Figure 74’s region 

of interest. Leaving the error in this data set is instructive as it illuminates the algorithm’s 

performance. 

When examining Figure 75 and Figure 76 it is important to recall the nature of the relative-pose 

measurement: it is a 6-DOF measure of the camera rig’s relative motion in the coordinate frame of 

the target set, from the point in time the camera first views the targets. As shown in Section 11.11, 

finding the rig’s absolute trajectory with respect to the target’s coordinate frame requires the 

relative-pose information be transformed by the initial resection of the camera rig. In this repetition 

test the initial camera-rig’s (x,y,z) position – in the target coordinate frame – is approximately 

(11,15,-52) inches. 
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Figure 75: Relative-pose calculated with single camera (cam0). 
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Test: 'static card  6'
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Figure 76: Relative-pose calculated with two cameras (cam0 and hdr1) using the same source data as used 

in Figure 75. The discrepancies, most obvious in Z-position, are due to rig alignment errors. In other tests 

(Figure 52 for example), Z-position alignment for multi-camera rigs tends toward the truth trajectory in 

proportion to the target’s distance from the periphery of the lens. This improvement in error based on the 

target’s position in the lens is also hinted at by the slowly decreasing residuals between 200 and 600 

seconds. (Note that Figure 52 starts as a two-camera measurement, transiting to a single-camera 

measurement around 450 seconds.) 
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In repeatability tests, it is desirable to have consistent RMS error from one run to the next. Figure 77 

is a dual-axis plot of position and angular error for the thirteen-trial repetition tests. Given the edge-

case nature of the rig’s measurement, the relatively flat trend of the error numbers is the most 

direct testament to the architecture’s repeatability. The graphs for each of the thirteen trials are 

included in Appendix 5, but trial run 15 (Figure 78) is representative. 

A significant feature of the RMS error plot is the significantly worse Z-position and X-axis rotation 

errors, which appear strongly correlated. Recall that in generating the comparisons from which the 

RMS errors are derived, the truth values are transformed into the coordinate frame of the 

measurement. The measurement itself is in the coordinate frame of the target card. Careful 

comparison of the target database (Figure 42) as created in Figure 41 shows the Z-axis coming out of 
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Figure 77: Truth versus measurement RMS error by trial run. Out-of-plane measurements (in this 

case Z-position) are generally given to more errors than in-plane measurements. Thus, it is no 

surprise that Z-position and X-axis rotation (which manifests as Z-position variations) have higher 

RMS errors.  
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the card, and the X-axis running along the top of the card. From the sample cam0 image in Figure 

74, the Z-axis is seen to be roughly out-of-plane with respect to the camera rig, and thus measures 

of X-axis rotation must necessarily come from small Z-axis displacements. The higher errors in the Z-

position and X-axis rotation (and their correlation) thus make sense, as it is geometrically obvious 

that out-of-plane photogrammetry measurements are more poorly conditioned than in-plane 

measurements. 

While the RMS error plot across multiple trial runs is the most robust method to compare algorithm 

repeatability, combined hardware and algorithm repeatability is better assessed through a scatter 

plot of data from all the runs. Figure 79 is such a scatter plot, showing the truth values from all the 

trial runs, while Figure 80 is a similar plot for the measurement values. The plots are constructed by 
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Figure 78: Representative trial run. See Appendix 3 for all trial runs. 
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counting data-point density in Voronoi cells constructed from the compiled measurements from all 

the runs; then each point is colored with the calculated density (see [78] for algorithm used). The 

tight truth groupings of Figure 79 indicate hardware repeatability. The level of measurement-group 

tightness in Figure 80, when contrasted with Figure 79’s truth-value groupings, are an indication of 

algorithmic repeatability for the given test conditions. 
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Figure 79: Scatter plot of truth values from all trial runs. Color scale is relative measure of data density 

derived using Voronoi cells. Group tightness is principally an indication of hardware repeatability, because 

the algorithmic error metrics (bottom two graphs) are small. 
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13.3. Earth Rotation Test 

Various NASA tests have quantified the accuracy and precision limits of the relative-pose (docking) 

algorithm under real-world conditions (Section 12.4); however, the same has not been done for the 

star-based orientation extension of the algorithm discussed in Section 12.2.  

The test configuration to quantify both the absolute accuracy and the precision of Section 12.2’s 

algorithm is to point the camera rig at the night sky, then – without moving the rotation platform – 

observe the rotation of the stars. Comparing the orientation algorithm’s output, which is the earth’s 
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Figure 80: Scatter plot of measurement values for all trial runs. Color scale is relative measure of data 

density derived using Voronoi cells. The group tightness of Figure 79 indicates excellent hardware 

repeatability, so in this figure the level of group tightness is principally an indication of algorithm 

repeatability for the given relative-pose test conditions. 
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angular position with respect to the J2000 star 

constellation, with the very-well-characterized 

average earth rotation rate 

(0.250684477337699 °/minute [79]), is a 

conclusive end-to-end metric of the 

architecture’s star-based orientation 

performance.  

Figure 81 shows the result of this experiment, 

which was conducted on a cold, clear, full-

moon, winter night. All three rig cameras 

contribute to the orientation solution, with an 

average of 30.61 stars underpinning each 

calculation (3.872 standard deviation). The 

minimum number of stars used in any 

calculation is 17; the maximum is 40. The RMS 

error on measured earth-angular-position is 

0.025-degrees (Z-axis in Figure 81). Nearly-

constant non-zero biases are visible in the X- 

and Y-axes. These are attributable to 

inaccuracies in the initial camera resections. 

Figure 82 shows a representative set of images 

from the experiment.  
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Figure 81: Star-based orientation calculation. The star-

database axes have Z oriented towards the J2000 

celestial north, and the X-axis lying in the direction of 

zero right-ascension. The non-zero bias in the X- and Y-

axes is attributable to inaccuracies in the initial 

resections used to compile the camera rig.  
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13.4. Orientation, Docking, and Imaging Test 

This is perhaps the most important test of this research, as it demonstrates the architecture’s 

simultaneous performance of star-based orientation, docking, and imaging under real-world 

conditions. The test’s data were collected on the same winter night as the earth-rotation test 

(Section 13.3), and utilized platform motion and a stationary card; in principle, the test was identical 

to Section 13.2’s repetition test. The initial (x,y,z) position of the camera rig in the target card’s 

coordinate frame is (5,28,-40). 

The algorithms for star-based orientation and relative-pose do not operate in real time, so they are 

extracted in two passes over the captured image sequence. The relative position of the camera rig 

with respect to the target card – a docking measurement (Figure 83) – is first. As with the repetition 

 

Figure 82: Sample images from earth-rotation test. (Clockwise from top left) cam0, hdr1, cam2: note the 

full moon in the field of view of each camera. 
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test, this measurement is at the edge of the algorithm’s abilities, because the card is at the fringe of 

one camera’s lens, it occupies very little of either camera’s field of view, the targets are small, and 

the imaged-target inter-frame motion is sometimes large compared to physical target spacing. 

Unlike the repetition test, the data set starts with two cameras viewing the card, then one of them 

falls out of the second camera’s field of view. As expected, the data starts out precise, is noisy 

during the transition to a single field of view, then returns to lower noise when the card is no longer 

visible in the second camera’s field of view. That this data set’s error performance is the inverse of 

that in the repetition test provides confidence in the algorithm. 
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Figure 83: Relative pose calculated from cam0 and hdr1. The measurement is similar to that shown in 

Figure 76, except that in this case the target card falls out of the field of view of hdr1, rather than coming 

into it. The residual and RMS-error observations made regarding the trajectory in Figure 76 apply to this 

test as well. 
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Rig orientation derived from star observations is the second measurement extracted from the image 

sequence. Extracting star positions is a difficult problem, given the nature of the imagery; however, 

the star algorithm (Section 12.2) succeeds in extracting and identifying a few dozen stars per image 

triplet (star tracking uses all three rig cameras).  

Figure 84 shows two star-tracking results. The left plots are star-based measures of camera-rig 

orientation contrasted with the rig’s truth measurement. A secular drift is apparent in the 

orientation angles (particularly in the Z-axis), and is due to the Earth’s rotation. Adding in a 
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Figure 84: Secular drift in star-based orientation. (Left) Comparison of star-based orientation (red) with 

truth measurement (blue). The secular drift particularly apparent in the Z-axis is due to the earth’s 

rotation with respect to the star field over the 10-minute experiment duration. (Right) The truth data is 

identical to the plots on the left; however, the measurement data is de-rotated with the known earth-

rotation rate (Section 13.3). The resulting discrepancy between truth and measured values is 

approximately 0.1 degrees. 
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compensating Z-axis de-rotation of the measured data (per Figure 66) removes the secular drift, and 

effectively validates that consumer cameras with no light shields can provide effective fractional-

degree-precision star-based orientation. 

A cursory inspection of representative test images (Figure 85) reveals their suitability as qualitative 

scene imagery, demonstrating (at least in these conditions, which are significantly adverse) that 

useful empirical information is available from the architecture, in addition to the quantitative 

orientation and relative-pose data products. 

 

 

Figure 85: Sample images from the simultaneous test of relative-pose, star-based orientation, and 

qualitative imaging. (Clockwise from upper left) cam0, hdr1, and cam2 provide views of the sky, the target 

card and the rooftop environment. The clarity of the imaged environment, including the author, validates 

the architecture’s capacity for qualitative imaging. The bright object in the sky is the full moon. Significant 

light pollution from an adjacent airbase is visible on the horizon of cam0’s view. 
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13.5. Camera Dynamic-Range Test 

Characterizing the HDR camera’s dynamic range is the final experiment of this research. It is done by 

first quantifying the dimmest celestial objects visible with no direct light pollution and the camera 

set to maximum analog gain. Then a light source simulating the sun is introduced and the maximum 

analog gain before imager saturation is recorded. The gain discrepancy between the two scenarios is 

a camera-centric metric of real-world dynamic-range performance that can be mapped to a nanosat 

design process. 

The HDR camera has two analog gain settings: the gain and the blacklevel offset. Because these are 

the camera’s only pre-digitization gain parameters that affect all pixels, they are the most direct 

controllers of image quality.15 They are the only two camera parameters adjusted in this 

experiment; all the others (most notably framerate, which empirically maps to exposure time)16 are 

left exactly as they were for the star-tracking experiments conducted previously (Sections 13.3 and 

13.4). This allows direct comparison between the various tests presented in this chapter. 

The experimental method is to first determine the gain and blacklevel required to image dim stars, 

achieved by ramping both gains up while viewing the night sky. Next, both a target with known 

irradiance and the sun simulator are moved across the camera’s field of view. During the transit the 

gain and blacklevel are adjusted to their maximum values, while keeping the target visible enough to 

function in a docking capacity. The angular spacing between the sun simulator and the target card 

are constant throughout transit across the camera’s field of view. By adjusting the gain and 

blacklevel to their maximum values for each sun position, the test quantifies the limits of the 

camera’s ability to see dim objects while the lens is irradiated at a sun-like level. 

13.5.1. Dim Stars 

The dim-star aspect of the test focuses on the region of the sky around the Ursa Major constellation 

(the “Big Dipper”). The camera’s full field of view (Figure 86) includes a collection of celestial bodies, 

in addition to a sizeable amount of light pollution from local sources and an adjacent airfield. Some 

                                                           
15

 Recall from Section 10.1.1 that each pixel has a logarithmic photonic response, and this is the source of the 

HDR camera’s dynamic range. These analog gains bias the logarithmic response. 
16

 According to the camera manual, framerate should not affect imaging performance; however, it empirically 

does have a small effect. Using constant framerate throughout all experiments effectively removes framerate 

as an experimental variable. 
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haze is present, discernible by the glow from the 

airfield lights in the lower right portion of the field of 

view. All discussions of dim-star performance relate 

to the subset of the full field of view, indicated by 

the red box in Figure 86. For tractability, a specific 

collection of dim stars at the limit of the camera’s 

capability are manually searched for in the full-image 

subset; these stars are shown in the Celestia [80] 

rendering of the of the full-sky subset (Figure 87). 

Empirical observation in set-up measurements 

revealed no stars dimmer than about magnitude 4, 

driving the Celestia rendering’s inclusion of only stars 

brighter than magnitude 5. 

For reasons explained in Section 13.5.4, using a 

single image to ascertain the appearance of dim stars 

is not statistically relevant; so for each combination 

of gain/blacklevel/blackframe, a series of 13 images17 

is captured at 1.852 Hz (the same rate, hence 

exposure setting, used in Section 13.3 and 13.4’s 

experiments). For each of these image sequences, two types of camera performance are 

distinguished: the ability to extract a given star in any one frame taken, and the ability to extract a 

given star in all frames taken. The all-frame star visibility is determined using a “darken” of all 

frames taken in a sequence, while the one-frame star visibility is determined using an “average” of 

all frames taken in a sequence. For each pixel in each frame of a sequence, the “darken” process 

saves the darker of the either current frame’s pixel or the composite frame’s pixel. In the “average” 

process, each pixel in the composite is the average of that pixel from all frames. These two image 

combination techniques provide a form of graphical statistic that upper-bound (“average” 

composite) and lower-bound (“darken” composite) the dimmest star visible in a given image 

                                                           
17

 One data run had eight rather than 13 images. This variation is statistically insignificant.  

 

Figure 86: Representative image used for dim-

star identification. Image captured at gain of 100 

and blacklevel offset 156. Red box is subset in 

which dim stars are searched for. The Big Dipper 

is centrally framed in the subset, with Arcturus 

(magnitude -0.05) anchoring the lower-right 

corner.  
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sequence. Because Section 12.2’s star-

orientation algorithm uses stars that 

can appear in as few as one frame, 

these bounds are key metrics for 

expected performance. 

At the experiment’s outset, the 

working hypothesis was that 

extracting the dimmest stars would be 

possible with maximum camera gain, 

carefully tuned blacklevel, and careful 

selection of blackframe (Section11.5). 

Agreeing with the hypothesis, setting 

the camera gain at its maximum value 

(100, which is equivalent to 20x) does 

facilitate viewing of the dimmest stars. 

Although the blacklevel has a marked 

4.01 (HIP 78527)

3.29 (HIP 75458)

1.85 (HIP 67301)

3.32 (HIP 59774)

3.00 (HIP 54539)

3.82 (HIP 56211)

4.25 (HIP 70692)

4.18 (HIP 69732)
4.04 (HIP 70497)

 

Figure 87: Rendering of sky in Figure 86’s subset region. The stars 

named by their Hipparcos catalog numbers (HIP xxxxx) are the 

dim stars searched for to identify the HDR camera’s lower 

sensitivity bound. The rendering is by the Celestia stellar 

exploration program [80]; only stars brighter than magnitude 5 

are visible. 

Increasing blacklevel gain154 161  

Figure 88: Graphical view of blacklevel variation’s effect on dim-star extraction. Each column represents a 

data set captured with a different blacklevel at maximum gain. (Row 1) A representative image with a 

standard blackframe subtracted. (Row 2) The “average” of all the frames in a sequence. (Row 3) The 

“darken” of all the frames in a sequence. Figure 89’s green traces plots the dimmest star visible in each of 

the images of row 2 and 3. 
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qualitative effect on star imagery (row 1 of Figure 88), when processed with the star-extraction 

algorithm (Section 12.2), blacklevel adjustment has no appreciable effect on star-extraction 

capability. This is qualitatively seen in rows 2 and 3 of Figure 88. The dimmest stars seen in those 

same two rows are shown as the green and dashed-green traces in Figure 89. While the data are 

sparse, there is no clear correlation between blacklevel and the magnitude of the dimmest star 

visible. This is an unexpected result, given the drastic qualitative effects blacklevel variation has on 

image quality (see first row of Figure 88).18 It is a further surprise that both the “average” and 

“darken” composite have functionally the same dimmest-star performance (green traces, Figure 89). 

  

                                                           
18

 An inspection of Figure 95 reveals that blacklevel adjustment principally affects image saturation. 
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Figure 89: Blacklevel variation versus dimmest star visible versus angle of “sun”-to-camera-normal-vector. 

Green lines, read from right axis, are the dimmest star visible in each of Figure 88’s images processed with 

either the “darken” or “average” composites (rows 2 and 3 of Figure 88). The blue line, read from the left 

axis, represents the blacklevel required to image a dim target (of illumination shown in Figure 94) with the 

“sun” in the camera’s field of view at the indicated angle. The single red cross (read from both axes) is the 

dimmest star visible when the “sun” is out of the camera’s field of view, but still illuminating the lens. See 

Figure 96 for a visual of this star. Note the blacklevel disparity between sun-in-FOV imaging and star 

imaging. 
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The third factor hypothesized as having a 

significant effect on star extraction 

performance was the aggressiveness of the 

blackframe used to remove stationary sensor 

noise. The blackframe subtraction step 

(Section 11.5) effectively equalizes the gain-

variation on a per-pixel basis, and removes 

any “hot” pixels. During data capture, several 

blackframe image sequences are taken at 

various values of gain and blacklevel. Figure 

90 shows three blackframes and their effect 

on the same source data. The text above each 

blackframe indicates the camera settings used 

to capture it: gx,by indicates the image is 

captured at gain x and blacklevel y. The 

columns below each blackframe are the same 

data set, differing only in the blackframe used 

to remove the sensor noise. The processing 

steps are: (row 2) subtract blackframe from all 

images (only one sample image shown); (row 

3) “average” resultant images; (row 4) process 

images with star extraction algorithm (one 

sample image shown); (row 5) “average” 

composite of all processed images; (row 6) 

“darken” composite of all processed images. The dimmest stars extracted are circled and their 

magnitudes labeled in rows 5 and 6. Again, contrary to the hypothesis, although the blackframe 

used has a marked qualitative effect on image quality (row 2), blackframe aggressiveness has little 

correlation to dimness of stars extractable (rows 5 and 6). 

The test data of Figure 89 quantifies the HDR camera’s ability to image stars down to at least 

magnitude 4.25. For intuition, Figure 91 shows graphical depiction of stars on the celestial sphere 

image minus 

blackframe 

(sample)

“average” of 

images

star-extraction 

algorithm

(sample)

blackframe

g95,b175

“average”

g100,b152

g100,b161

g100,b161

4.04

“darken”

3.82

4.01

3.29 3.29 3.29

 

Figure 90: Graphical depiction of blackframe effect on 

dim-star extraction. A collection of blackframes is shown 

in the top row, ranging from very conservative (left) to 

aggressive (right). The columns below each blackframe 

are the processing steps leading to the dimmest stars 

extractable (rows 5 and 6). The data demonstrates that 

while blackframe has significant effects on qualitative 

imagery (row 2), it has little correlation to dimmest star 

extractable. 
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brighter than magnitude 4.25. With the lens fitted to the HDR camera (Table 9), in an orbital 

situation there are on average more than 60 stars in the camera’s field of view at a given time 

(Figure 44). As the architecture under research specifies four cameras, ample stars will be present 

for star-based orientation. Furthermore, the test demonstrates the star-extraction algorithm’s 

surprising insensitivity to both blacklevel and blackframe variability. This may be significant in actual 

practice, as it implies a satellite will require less-finely-tuned algorithms, and may have immunity to 

imager aging effects. 

13.5.2. Sun-Simulator Irradiance Calibration 

The sun simulator hardware is described in Section 10.1.4, and was designed to produce a roughly 

collimated light beam of sun-like intensity in the visible spectrum. As imaged by the HDR camera, 

the sun simulator does not have the angular size of the real sun (~0.5°); however, the irradiance is 

matched.  

 

Figure 91: Stars above magnitude 4.25 plotted on a unit sphere. Dot color represents 

star magnitude. For spatial reference, the Big Dipper is on the sphere’s upper left. 
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The value of above-atmosphere solar irradiance is found by tracing the envelope of a raster 

representation of the ASTM G173 above-atmosphere solar reference spectra [81], then integrating 

those spectra across the visible spectrum (400 to 650 nm), Figure 92. Matching sun-simulator 

irradiance to that calculated solar value is achieved using a silicon photodiode (Edmonds NT53-373). 

As shown in Figure 93, a scalar responsivity for the silicon detector is calculated by scaling the 

responsivity curve by the light-source spectra. Integrating this scaled responsivity (solid red line, 

Figure 93) across the visible spectrum results in a scalar conversion factor that transforms measured 

photodiode output current (in A) to irradiance (in W/m2). Given this scalar responsivity, the 

photodiode current to equal the sun (assuming complete photodiode coverage) is: ���" 	= ����l��,
V��" ∙ ��V����������� ∙ �V��Y,����$������. 23 

For the calculated sun irradiance (Figure 92), the 0.0001 m2 detector area, and light-responsivity 

from Figure 93, the required photodiode current is 5.37 mA. The experiment values are between 5.2 

and 5.4 mA, which difference in irradiance is shown by the (barely visible) error bars in Figure 94. 

As a sanity check, the detector responsivity is scaled by the sun spectra (dashed red line in Figure 

93), which is then integrated to produce a scalar responsivitysun. Exposing the photodiode to the 

winter sun produces a 

photodiode measurement of 

the real sun’s irradiance. A 

visible-spectrum filter, 

equivalent to the one on the 

sun-simulator’s light, ensures 

that the right spectra hit the 

photodiode. Using the 

measured current, 

rearranging equation 23 to 

solve for irradiance, and using 

the sun-spectra’s responsivity 

(responsivitysun), the actual 

sun has 5-percent greater 
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Figure 92: Calculation of solar irradiance in camera passband. Blue trace is 

an envelope fit to the ASTM G173 extraterrestrial reference spectra [81]. 
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irradiance than that calculated in Figure 92. Considering the order-of-magnitude nature of this 

experiment, this sanity check confirms the photodiode -method of calibrating the sun-simulator’s 

irradiance. The sanity check simultaneously confirms the method used to compute the photodiode’s 

scalar responsivities.  

The dimly illuminated target card (that is placed in the camera’s field of view while the sun-

simulator illuminates the lens) is calibrated using the same method as used for the sun-simulator. 

Irradiance readings are taken on the top, bottom, left, and right sides of the card, and are averaged. 

The average irradiance hitting the card is approximately halfway between the full moon (the 

brightest light source in Section 13.4’s test) and the sun (Figure 94). This middle value is appropriate, 
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Figure 93: Plot shows the graphical derivation of scalar responsivity values to convert photodiode current 

to irradiance. The basic photodiode responsivity (green trace, read from right axis) is scaled by the spectra 

of the sun and the spectra of a high-intensity light source. The area under these scaled curves (the regions 

inside the red and dashed-red lines) represents the responsivity of the photodiode to the particular 

illumination source. 
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as it is halfway between the illumination level of a hypothetical 

sun-illuminated docking-target on a satellite, and the brightest 

source of light pollution in Section 13.4’s simultaneous 

orientation, docking, and imaging test. 

13.5.3. Sun Transit 

The prior sections established the gain and blacklevel required 

to view dim stars in benign environments (by this research’s 

worse-than-typical stargazing standards), and calibrated the sun-

simulator and target brightness. This section’s sun-transit test 

seeks to quantify dynamic-range camera performance in the 

presence of the worst-case lighting scenario: direct sunlight 

impinging on the camera lens.  

For the test, the camera gain is set to 100 to maximize sensitivity 

to dim objects, and the blacklevel is increased until the target 

card (which is at a fixed position with respect to the “sun”) is 

barely visible due to imager saturation. Unlike the dim-star case, 

where blacklevel had minimal correlation to imaging capability, 

in this scenario higher blacklevels produce higher levels of 

imager saturation, but allow imaging of dimmer targets. Figure 

95’s top row shows a low-gain view of the sun-simulator’s transit across, then out of, the camera’s 

field of view. This provides context for where the “sun” actually is. The lower row shows the full-gain 

images, with the red boxes indicating the barely visible targets. In each image the blacklevel is 

increased until the target is barely visible, thus finding the camera’s upper bound on dim-target 

extraction capability. (It is obvious from the top row that the camera can easily handle very bright 

light-sources.)  

For comparison with the blacklevels required for star-imaging, sun-to-lens-normal angle is plotted 

against blacklevel in Figure 89 as a solid blue line (sun-to-lens angle is read on left axis). The two 

most striking features of the plot are the large variation in blacklevel required for marginal changes 
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Figure 94: Graphical comparison of 

irradiance values for the full moon 

[82], the target card (photodiode 

measurement), and the sun (from 

Figure 92). The red lines inside the 

sun’s indicator represent the 

experimental variation in the sun 

simulator’s irradiance.  
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in sun angle, and the large gap between the target-imaging blacklevels, and those required to image 

stars. 

The extreme case of the sun-simulator transit is when the sun-simulator is at approximately 83° with 

respect to the camera’s lens. In this situation only the protruding portion of the lens’ glass is 

exposed to the light rays: no direct beams impinge on the imager. Thus, any imaged light pollution is 

caused by scattering in the lens. The rightmost two images of Figure 95’s bottom row show the 

change in blacklevel required to transition from viewing a non-saturated target card (blacklevel of 

120), to viewing stars (blacklevel of 157). In Figure 89, the last point on the blue curve corresponds 

to imaging the non-saturated target, while the lone, red cross (upper right) corresponds to the sun-

angle and blacklevel required to image stars. In this latter case the target is no longer visible due to 

saturation on the left side of the image. The dimmest star visible is a magnitude 2.35, as shown in 

Figure 96. 

~78°15°

Camera-normal-to-“sun” angle

Maximum blacklevel gain to image a target at fixed angular position to “sun”

157108 108 108 115 115 115 120

Blacklevel 

~83°29° 41° 53° 68° ~73°

 

Figure 95: Maximum blacklevel for various orientations of sun-simulator. Images in top row are low-gain 

(20) images of sun simulator. Images in bottom row are full gain (100), at the maximum blacklevel 

consistent with imaging a dim target (highlighted in red boxes). The red dots are the sun-simulator’s 

positions. The last three images on the right are taken with the sun just out of the camera’s field of view, 

but the rays are still striking the lens. The rightmost image demonstrates the blacklevel gain required to 

image a few stars in the presence of light scattered into the lens (further details in Figure 96). 
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This test illustrates that blacklevel is the only 

important camera control needed to transition 

between imaging stars and imaging anything when 

the sun is in the field of view of the camera, and 

quantifies that blacklevel gain-gap. The test also 

demonstrates (for a dimly illuminated target) the 

camera’s capability to view docking targets, even 

when the sun is directly in the field of view. Finally, 

that the camera can extract some stars when 

sunlight is scattering through the lens, validates the 

architecture’s assumption that light baffles are not 

needed for star tracking.  

13.5.4. Fill Factor 

An interesting anomaly in the experimental data is 

the sometimes-large variation in star brightness, 

both from one data run to the next, and between 

frames in a single run. This fact precipitated the use 

of image sequences, rather than individual images, 

for dim-star detection. A careful reading of the HDR 

camera’s manual [68] reveals that the sensors fill-

factor is only 45 percent. Intuitively, this implies the 

sensor (depending on specific layout details) looks 

much like a checkerboard, where all the dark squares are missing pixels.  

In all the tests for this experiment, the camera was stationary. Given the lens calibration (Section 

11.3), the earth’s average rotation rate (Section 12.3), the frame capture rate of 1.852 Hz, and the 

actual pixel size (when accounting for fill factor) (Table 8), a star can transition from one edge of a 

pixel to the other in about 24 seconds. It is thus not surprising that there is sometimes large 

variation in star brightness (or even existence) from one image sequence to the next (Figure 97), or 

even from image to image in a single sequence (Figure 98). While this feature is of academic 

2.22

2.35

-0.05

0.37

 

Figure 96: Extraction of stars from a subset of 

Figure 95’s lower right image. The sun-simulator is 

out of view but its rays still strike the lens. The left 

column is with the sun simulator turned off, the 

right is with it on. The top row are sample images, 

the middle row is the “average” of the frame 

sequence, and the bottom row is the “darken” of 

the sequence. In the sun-illuminated “darken” 

image (lower right), the circles with their 

associated numbers indicate star positions and 

their respective magnitudes extractible from every 

frame of the sequence. 
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interest, and for narrow-FOV lenses could be an issue, for the wide-FOV lenses and statistical 

algorithms proposed by this architecture, stars dropping in and out of view is of little consequence.  

11:5211:5211:49

Sequence start time

Sequence blacklevel

160 159 158  

Figure 97: Inter-sequence star visibility due to imager fill factor. Each image is an “average” composite 

of 13 frames. White circles indicate stars visible in original sequences. Red circles indicate stars present 

in the first sequence that later disappear. Blue circles indicate stars not present in initial sequence but 

that later appear. Although the blacklevel changes over the course of the sequences, from Figure 89’s 

dashed-green line, that variation is of no consequence to star extraction. 

Dubhe (Big Dipper) 

magnitude 1.81

Merak (Big Dipper) 

magnitude 2.34

new centroid pixel 8 frames 

later (3.78 s elapsed)

neither centroid nor 

brightness change: 

star remained on 

original pixel

centroid pixel at frame 1

centroid pixel and 

brightness change: star 

moved off original pixel

t = 0

t = 3.78 

(8 frames later)
 

Figure 98: Intra-sequence star visibility due to 

imager fill factor. Top and bottom images are 

separated by 3.78 seconds. In that time the earth’s 

rotation moved a star off one pixel, and its light 

barely illuminates the destination pixel. An adjacent 

star remained on its original pixel. These images are 

processed with the star-extraction algorithm. 

t = 0

t = 3.78 

(8 frames later)
 

Figure 99: The same two images as are shown in 

Figure 98, prior to processing with the star 

extraction algorithm. Comparing the two images 

provides intuition on the star-extraction algorithm’s 

performance. 
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While many of the details of the dynamic-range test are surprising, the overall theme conforms to 

the original research hypothesis: it is possible to image dim stars when the sun is not in the camera’s 

field of view, and it is possible to image moderately illuminated targets when the sun is in the 

camera’s field of view. In the in-between region, where the sun’s rays are scattered inside the 

camera’s lens, it is barely possible to image reasonably bright stars. The test provides a quantitative 

estimate of the dimness of stars visible with the HDR camera (and hence others that share its 

underlying physics), demonstrates that the analog blacklevel gain is the only required variable 

needed for the full range of brightness scenarios, and places an approximate lower bound on 

required docking-target illumination for sun-in-FOV docking.  

13.6. Problems 

A number of issues presented themselves during the course of experimentation that required un-

anticipated modifications. While the final solutions are presented in the relevant sections, the cause 

of the problems and paths to their solution are worth mentioning here. 

First, the image-extraction algorithms inherited from the prior projects that used the relative-pose 

algorithm are too effective at extracting potential targets. The large number of potential targets 

(almost all of which are false positives) significantly bogs down the various sections of the relative-

pose algorithm, and prompted development of a new extract dots function (the original and new 

functions are shown in Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5). The source of the problem is the combination 

of pixilation induced by high camera-gains, exacerbated by lighting gradients in the images. The 

main solution, implemented in Algorithm 5, is high-pass filtering the input image before attempting 

dot extraction. The FFT-based filter effectively eliminates low-spatial-frequency lighting variations, 

which in concert with the more typical filter, morphological, and threshold operations eliminate the 

bulk of false positives. This solution directly contributed to the form of the star extraction algorithm 

(Algorithm 7), which is a novel output of this research. 

The second two problems – sporadic, large inter-frame dot motion and insufficient disk-write 

bandwidth – share a common solution: slow motion. The first problem is alluded to in Section 12.1.2 

and 12.1.3’s discussions of the auto pair and track dots functions: if the imaged inter-frame motion 

of a dot is at or above the imaged spacing between adjacent dots, the two functions will incorrectly 

pair the dot with a target. Too many incorrect pairings quickly overwhelm the relative orientation 
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function’s ability to recognize and eliminate spurious input data, and the orientation solution then 

quickly diverges. The instances of sporadic, large, inter-frame dot motion were caused by the litany 

of mechanical issues discussed in Section 10.3. The addition of very-slow-motion trajectories to the 

collection of mechanical solutions presented in Section 10.3.1 brought the inter-frame dot motion 

under control.  

When saving images from all cameras, the frame-capture software (Section 11.2) can only write 

images to disk at about 1.8 Hz. This slow rate compounds the sometimes-jerky platform motion. By 

running the platform trajectories very slowly, however, dot motion is sampled frequently enough for 

the auto pair function to work as designed. 

14. System Performance 

The closing section of the literature search (Section 8) presents a short list of performance metrics 

distilled from the field. For direct performance comparison between this research’s proposed 

architecture and other star-based orientation, docking, and imaging systems, those metrics and a 

few others extracted from this chapter’s experiments are presented here. 

To compare star-tracker implementations, orientation accuracy is the most important metric. The z-

axis of Section 13.3’s earth-rotation test is the most direct measure of the proposed architecture’s 

star-based orientation precision. The test documents an RMS error of 0.025 degrees, or 1.5 

arcminutes. 

Relative-pose accuracy is more difficult to quantify, because it varies with fiducial quantity, 

distribution, size, orientation, distance from camera, and number of cameras with views of the 

fiducials. The docking test of Section 13.4 is a functional lower-bound (worst-case performance) 

data point. In that test, RMS (x,y,z) orientation errors are (3.95,1.37,1.22) degrees. The associated 

RMS positional errors are (0.302,0.563,0.615) inches in Cartesian space, or 0.89 inches if 

represented as the length of an error vector. The camera rig, in the fiducial card’s coordinate 

system, is at (5,28,-40) inches, which in distance form is 49 inches. Thus, the positional RMS-error-

vector magnitude is 1.8-percent of the position-vector’s magnitude. Putting these values into a 

context more relevant to nanosat docking, the tested situation is equivalent to a nanosat docking to 

the International Space Station (ISS) from 690 meters away. The equivalent targets are 7.0 meter 
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features on ISS, and the magnitude of the equivalent RMS-error-vector is 12 meters. Again, this is 

representative of a worst-case scenario for the tested camera configuration. 

For all three components of the proposed architecture (star-based orientation, relative pose, and 

imaging), measurement frequency is the next metric of import. All experimental data are captured 

at 1.852 Hz, with the measurements extracted offline. Determining the real-time performance-limits 

of the algorithms is a matter for future work, but given expected advances in computer 

performance, physical photon collection is the likely performance limiter for star-based orientation. 

This is because the HDR camera has no shutter, which is the traditional frequency-limiter on dim-

object imaging. In the HDR camera’s case, photon collection depends on the dwell time of a light 

source on a particular pixel, implying relative motion between the camera and the object imaged is 

the limiting factor in measurement frequency. Determining the parametric relationship between 

maximum relative motion at minimum imaged-object brightness is beyond the scope of this work; 

however, it is an important calibration test for any practical implementation. For bright-object 

imaging there is little uncertainty regarding measurement frequency. The HDR camera’s framerate is 

merely the frequency at which the photovoltaic pixel-responses are polled, and for the camera used 

the maximum rate is 50 Hz.  

The upper limits for star-orientation and relative-pose maximum rotation-rates are subject to the 

photon dwell-time issue mentioned above. The fastest rates tested are 0.03 °/second (Figure 83) – a 

limitation imposed by the system’s write-to-disk performance (Section 10.3.1). Determining the 

actual upper bound is a potential avenue for future work. As noted above, because docking targets 

are likely to be much brighter than stars, the relative-pose maximum rotation-rate will be much 

higher than the star-orientation maximum rate.  

Running on a desktop workstation, typical algorithmic processing time for either relative-pose or 

star-based orientation is approximately 0.5 to 1 Hz. The orientation and pose measurements are 

produced seriatim, implying the current effective processing rate for orientation-plus-pose 

measurement is 0.25 to 0.5 Hz. The code has not been optimized. 

The literature review of Chapter I examines algorithmic computational complexity for both star-

identification algorithms (Section 4.5) and for the most significant multi-FOV relative-pose approach 
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(Section 6.2). This research does not propose or implement a star-identification algorithm, so any of 

the highly efficient candidates discussed in Section 4.5 are appropriate. The algorithms developed 

for relative-pose and star-based orientation (Sections 12.1 and 12.2 respectively) are fundamentally 

the same with respect to computational complexity. While the code implements two O(c·n∙m) 

searches and has one non-deterministic optimization per set of frames, when the code is profiled, 

the extraction of either stars or targets dominates the run time. In the searches, c is the number of 

cameras, n is the number of objects found in the frames, and m is the number of entries in the 

target database (be they stars of fiducials). The non-deterministic optimization step typically 

converges in fewer than ten iterations. The extraction steps (Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 7) are 

concatenations of built-in LabVIEW functions, and are deterministic. While the details of the 

individual extraction algorithm’s steps are buried, they probably have complexity bounded by 

O(f2
·c·n), where f is frame dimension, and c and n are as above.  

From Section 13.5.1, the dimmest stars visible are magnitude 4.25. This is likely a conservative 

lower bound, given that the measurements are from a somewhat hazy night on the earth’s surface. 

Commensurate with the research’s goal of eliminating volume-hungry light shields, the HDR camera 

can image stars while the sun illuminates the lens – with no light shield (Figure 96). Additionally, 

only software control of the blacklevel gain is required to transition from viewing targets with the 

sun in the field of view, to viewing stars (after the sun has left the field of view).  

The light-shield is a major contributor to a traditional system’s volume. Not counting the 

computational assets and cabling, the proposed system (cameras and lenses) occupies 

approximately 1.1*10-4 m3. This volume assumes four HDR cameras: the as-built system uses three 

cameras, only one of which is an HDR model (for cost reasons), and the fourth is absent for testing 

simplicity. The proposed 4-HDR-camera configuration occupies 0.38 percent of a 30-cm per-side 

reference-nanosat. On a 10-cm per-side nanosat the percentage is 10.3, the volume goal initially 

sought by this research. Judicious electrical design might reduce the volume further. 

As just mentioned, the camera system tests used heterogeneous cameras arranged in a tetrahedral 

orientation, the same as shown in the lower left of Figure 17. The widest field of view on any 

camera was 180 degrees, while the narrowest was 122 degrees. Any combination of tetrahedrally-
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positioned cameras with such fields of view can achieve full-sky (4π str) star-tracking, docking, and 

imaging with no blind spots closer than a couple of meters (Section 7.1). Obviously if docking 

orientation coincides with a camera lens’ normal vector, there are no docking blind spots. 

The four-camera configuration’s power consumption (not counting processing power) is between 12 

and 16 watts. This is high for a nanosat, and for practical implementation must be reduced. 

As noted in Section 7, no attempt was made in this research to address radiation tolerance, real-

time processing, or power parsimony. It is worth noting that radiation-tolerant computing resources 

are generally significantly less powerful and more bulky than their mass-produced terrestrial-

operation counterparts.19 The interplay between radiation tolerance, real-time processing, and 

computational-resource volume is one of the reasons real-time, nanosat-scale computation is not 

addressed by this research.  

  

                                                           
19

 Note that many nanosats forgo robust radiation mitigation due to the short expected lifespans of the 

satellites, the high price of radiation-tolerant components, and the low criticality of the typical nanosat 

mission. 
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15. Future Work 

The broadness of this research portends a significant collection of further research to increase its 

utility. Those considered most significant are discussed here. 

For mission design, perhaps the most important future work is determining a parametric error-

model for relative-pose calculation. Creating the model is a task of mapping the relationship 

between the critical algorithmic inputs and the significant measurable errors. Important inputs are 

target spacing and pose, and camera calibration, distance-to-target, resolution, and relative spacing. 

Important measureable error sources are target-surveying uncertainty, camera-calibration 

reprojection errors, and target centroiding. Such a parametric error-model will allow determination 

of expected docking performance for any camera configuration. For multi-satellite mission designs, 

this type of analysis is essential. 

Currently each camera in the nanosat is calibrated individually, then through a resection process 

added to a camera “rig” (Section 0 and 13.1). The lens calibration is one commonly used in machine 

vision applications, but it functionally only models each lens’ radial distortion. Adapting an existing 

more thoroughly parameterized calibration model, or creating a new one, in concert with a re-

worked centroid mechanism (discussed below), will yield higher-precision individual image results. 

What will likely eclipse such an iterative lens calibration refinement – in terms of measurement 

accuracy improvement – is the implementation of a whole-rig calibration process. The current 

process is to build the camera rig by individually resecting each camera from a common reference 

frame. These single-image resections have low precision compared to the pose or orientation 

calculations, and contribute significant error to both (see Figure 81 for an example). A multi-image, 

multi-camera, error-minimizing, resection should be implemented. 

For both star-based orientation and relative pose, the image processing algorithms perform a 

binary-image centroid determination as the final step in determining an object’s location in image 

coordinates (Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 7). Performing the centroid step on the binary image is 

simple, but for imaged targets (or stars) that are only a few pixels across, it is noise-prone. A more 

sophisticated centroiding algorithm that fits an ellipse to each grayscale patch in an image will 

produce higher-quality results. Adding such a feature will incur a computation penalty, but should 

be included as an optional way to increase the orientation and relative-pose accuracy. 
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To calculate relative-pose, the camera rig is first resected with respect to a target set (a card in this 

research). That pose is then the starting place for the 6-DOF relative-pose measurements. 

Determining rig-to-card pose is then the transformation Tresection
-1

∙Tpose (see Figure 65 for a graphical 

representation). This process is optimal for the un-docking task, where the resection calculation has 

low error because it is made while the camera is physically close to the targets being imaged. In a 

docking context, however, the opposite is true. The low-error Tpose is cascaded with the high-error 

Tresection
-1, making close-proximity docking accuracy contingent on a far-field camera resection. 

Compounding this issue is the fact that camera resections are intrinsically single-frame, single-

camera calculations, and do not benefit from multi-frame statistics. An obvious way to mitigate the 

issue is to re-initialize the resection a few times during a docking approach, or alternately to 

continuously re-estimate the initial resection using the known relative pose from frame to frame. Of 

course, both these solutions are inelegant; a more robust resection approach that unfetters final-

approach docking accuracy from initial single-camera resection is highly desirable. Finding such a 

solution that lets pose precision increase with a decrease in distance, at low computation cost, is a 

fertile avenue for future research.  

In both the star-based orientation and the relative-pose calculations, the initial camera resections 

require manual identification of a few correspondences between imaged targets (or stars) and their 

corollaries in a database. For on-orbit implementations this manual intervention is unacceptable. 

For star-based orientations, implementing one of the star-identification algorithms from Section 4.5 

will eliminate this manual step. For the relative-pose case, analogous target-identification 

algorithms exist in the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) literature ([83] for instance). 

Implementing both is a requirement for practical algorithm use. 

The track dots function (Section 12.1.3) is the practical limitation on the maximum rate an imaged 

object can move for a given camera framerate. This is because from one frame to the next the 

function searches for a target or star within a given radius of the currently imaged target or star. If a 

target or star is not found (or worse, conflated with another imaged object), the pairing between 

the imaged item and its corollary in the database is lost. If too many losses occur, the orientation or 

pose algorithm fails to converge. An elegant solution to this problem (see [77]) is to project known 

database objects into the current frame’s 2D coordinates, using a prediction of camera pose at the 

current frame. These projections then act as the center of the search radius. Such an approach 
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allows finding frame-to-frame imaged-object correlations without requiring excessive frame rates. 

Implementing such a predictive 2D search in track dots will allow measurement of objects moving at 

much higher rates than is currently possible.  

Finally, radiation tolerance and real-time processing within nanosat volume and power constraints 

are practical problems that must be addressed for any practical implementation of this architecture. 

16. Conclusion 

Chapters II and III document the research effort to implement the core hardware and algorithmic 

components of the nanosat sensing architecture proposed in Chapter I. The proposal stems from the 

identification of a hole in the current knowledge base, centered around the lack of any proposed or 

extant nanosat system that can simultaneously solve the star-based orientation and relative-pose 

problems. In addition to solutions to those problems, the proposal posits solutions for light-shield 

elimination, whole-sky imaging, non-overlapping field of view relative-pose (docking), and multi-, 

wide-FOV star tracking.  

Based on the literature hole, the original research thrusts of this work are: 

1. To develop a multi-FOV hardware architecture (cameras and lenses) capable of whole-sky 

and close-proximity (docking) imaging at the nanosat scale; 

2. To eliminate light shields, or reduce their volume to nanosat scale; 

3. Pose a novel algorithm for unified multi-FOV star tracking and docking; and 

4. Experimentally demonstrate system performance in a high-dynamic-range lighting 

environment, which is the chief limitation for satellite camera-systems tasked with star-

imaging. 

The hypothesis under test is whether such an architecture can provide simultaneous star-based 

orientation, docking, and full-sky imaging at the nanosat scale.  

Chapter II articulates the development of a simple hardware platform to experimentally validate the 

core abilities of the proposed architecture, and software to run that hardware, in a repeatable 

fashion. It also documents the original MLAS relative-pose algorithm, extensions to it that enable 

star-based orientation calculations, and algorithms for aligning truth and measured data sets. Both 
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the relative-pose algorithm and the star-based orientation extension operate by design on images 

configured not specifically for measurement, but rather for qualitative imaging. 

The experiments of Chapter III demonstrate: the hardware platform; the platform’s control 

software; the scalability of the camera and lens hardware to approximate nanosat scale; the 

functionality of the relative-pose algorithm at nanosat scale; the limits of relative-pose performance, 

both from a repeatability perspective, and, by comparing the truth and measurement data sets, a 

worst-case versus best-case image-condition perspective; the performance of coordinate transforms 

that compare a measured relative-pose calculation with a more precise truth measurement; the 

absolute precision of the star-based orientation algorithm; the ability to simultaneously measure 

absolute orientation from the stars and relative-pose to a secondary body, while capturing 

qualitative imagery; and finally, quantitative metrics on the HDR camera’s ability to image dim stars 

in the absence of significant light pollution, and its ability to tolerate sun-level irradiance and still 

preserve target- and (in some conditions) star-imaging capability. Only a single software variable – 

the blacklevel gain – is required to transition the system through this 1012 star-to-sun brightness-

range. 

The actual research differed significantly from the proposal in only a few areas. These are: the 

elimination of simulated stars in favor of real stars; the use of a gimbal rotation-platform rather than 

a hexapod parallel-mechanism; and the use of a stationary relative-pose target card. The last change 

obviates the initial requirement that the rotation platform’s axes meet at a single point in space. As 

mentioned where the changes are described, rather than detract from the architecture 

demonstration, these changes contribute to a more robust and straightforward demonstration of 

the nanosat camera-architecture. 

Chapter III’s results positively confirm the research hypothesis, with Section 14 providing 

quantitative performance metrics.  

The research to date affirms the validity of the proposed nanosat sensing architecture, and Section 

15 recommends specific avenues for future expansion. In addition, per Section 4.11, the capability 

to determine the orbits of other objects within visual range, the ability to perform autonomous 

deep-space navigation, and many other image-based operations are possible with only the addition 
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of software. All this functionality is simultaneously accessible given sufficient compute power. All 

may be done with no additional hardware and no reliance on data from other spacecraft systems 

(although additional data may be helpful). These software-based additions expand a nanosat’s 

capabilities with only the incremental cost of additional computation. As an added bonus to volume-

constrained satellites, this nanosat-scale architecture has no moving parts.  

The above-mentioned data products are useful to a host of space mission-concepts. Having a 

software-extensible architecture capable of producing such data products is the motivation for this 

research. Articulating and demonstrating a simple unified sensing architecture that produces 

orientation, docking, and whole-sky imaging products, at the nanosat scale, while allowing for 

software expansion, is the goal.  
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1. Digital Files 

The included electronic media has digital archives of the CAD files for the rotation platform and a 

complete copy of all original software written to support this research. 

2. Software Change Log 

The following is the log of all changes to the code base. Changes include those from the refactoring 

effort and the additions for this research. 

r137 

Code to control motion platform and capture images has improved write-to-disk 

functionality and additional options for trajectory initialization. 

--------------------- 

r136 

Added original MLAS processing algorithm to image scripts/process image 2.3.vi. Improved 

all comparative plotting functions. Added a comparative plotting function 

(plots/plot_comparison_repeat.m) that scatter-plots multiple trial runs on to... 

--------------------- 

r135 

added quatnorm. 

--------------------- 

r134 

added quatmod.m 

--------------------- 

r133 

added quatnormalize.m 

--------------------- 

r132 

Added dcm and quat functions. 

--------------------- 

r131 

Added the normc function required by Scaramuzza's cam2world. 

--------------------- 

r130 

Added a comment. 

--------------------- 

r129 

Added a directory of sample data. 

--------------------- 

r128 

Created a new star-extraction algorithm optimized for HDR cameras. Improved the 

comparison MATLAB scripts, adding one for star vs. earth rate, and star vs. truth. 

Created LabVIEW program to call comparison scripts. Modified 'remove noise pi... 

--------------------- 

r127 

Continued to improve comparison scripts. Created a LabVIEW program to call the 

comparison program. Drastically improved the performance of the pose code's ROI feature: 

previously it was not subsetting the image that the needed processing. F... 

--------------------- 

r126 

Changed comparison code: by removing some coordinate frames and measurements, it now 

shows a reasonable comparison between truth and measured values. 

--------------------- 

r125 

Made comparison code work (compares EX1 truth data with measured data). In process of 

above, wrote many functions to deal with coordinate transforms and tools to plot the 

transforms. 

--------------------- 
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r124 

Added MATLAB code to compare truth measurement to simulated satellite measurement. Added 

additional target extraction algorithms. 

--------------------- 

r123 

Added MATLAB code to compare truth measurement to simulated satellite measurement. Added 

additional target extraction algorithms. 

--------------------- 

r122 

Added MATLAB code to compare truth measurement to simulated satellite measurement. Added 

additional target extraction algorithms. 

--------------------- 

r121 

Added MATLAB code to compare truth measurement to simulated satellite measurement. Added 

additional target extraction algorithms. 

--------------------- 

r120 

Adjusted rig motion code. Added image extraction routine. Added targets. Calibrated a 

lens. 

--------------------- 

r119 

Calibrate another lens. 

--------------------- 

r118 

Calibrate another lens. 

--------------------- 

r117 

Added calculator for instant center to pose code. Made new cards. 

--------------------- 

r116 

Remove sample data from version control. 

--------------------- 

r115 

Remove sample data from version control.  

--------------------- 

r114 

Remove sample data from version control.  

--------------------- 

r113 

Remove sample data from version control.  

--------------------- 

r112 

Remove sample data from version control.  

--------------------- 

r111 

Remove sample data from version control.  

--------------------- 

r110 

Added calculator for instant center to pose code. Made new cards. 

--------------------- 

r109 

Added calculator for instant center to pose code. Made new cards. 

--------------------- 

r108 

Added quarter microsecond resolution to motion controller: prior versions were limited 

to one microsecond resolution. Tweaked limits in motion code to reflect actual system. 

Modified image capture code to include another camera. Made image ... 

--------------------- 

r107 

Added quarter microsecond resolution to motion controller: prior versions were limited 

to one microsecond resolution. Tweaked limits in motion code to reflect actual system. 

Modified image capture code to include another camera. Made image ... 

--------------------- 

r106 
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Added quarter microsecond resolution to motion controller: prior versions were limited 

to one microsecond resolution. Tweaked limits in motion code to reflect actual system. 

Modified image capture code to include another camera. Made image ... 

--------------------- 

r105 

Added quarter microsecond resolution to motion controller: prior versions were limited 

to one microsecond resolution. Tweaked limits in motion code to reflect actual system. 

Modified image capture code to include another camera. Made image ... 

--------------------- 

r104 

Deleted the initial angle setting in pose calculator (was not really useful). Added a 

button to pop up individual processing streams. Added angular residuals to the whole 

program, and modified the output file to include them as well. Modifi... 

--------------------- 

r103 

Unversion old vision scripts. 

--------------------- 

r102 

Unversioned 'old' in MATLAB dir. 

--------------------- 

r101 

Fixed resection code: can now resect one camera of a rig, then move all the other 

cameras to align with that one. Removed Hu moment calculations from CM drop test 

algorithm. Enhanced program that reads/writes cameras and rigs (adjust camera... 

--------------------- 

r100 

Removed an data from version control. 

--------------------- 

r99 

Wrote plot script to nicely show algorithm output with error bars. Improved star 

extraction script. Moved old versions of files away. 

--------------------- 

r98 

Wrote plot script to nicely show algorithm output with error bars. Improved star 

extraction script. Moved old versions of files away. 

--------------------- 

r97 

Improved star tracking algorithm: it can now handle test data. Added some features to 

let program run through to few points: not working all the way though. Modified the 3D 

plot function in the pose calculator: it now maintains a camera ori... 

--------------------- 

r96 

Added new data of actual stars. Improved star tracking algorithm: still needs work. 

Changed input to pose code: readily accepts 1 to 4 cameras, either as a rig or as 

cameras or as mixed rig and cameras. Improved function in the de-noise ima... 

--------------------- 

r95 

Simplified pose code: it now accepts differing number of cameras. Reworked the input 

process to pose code as result of above. Added a program to calculate camera static 

noise from a selection of black images, and a tool to remove that stati... 

--------------------- 

r94 

Created a *.rigdat data type that holds camera rig information. Modified resection code 

so it can resection one camera from a rig, then perform a rigid body transform to 

position the other cameras in the rig according to that one resection.... 

--------------------- 

r93 

Found and fixed major bug introduced to pose code a couple of revisions ago: bug caused 

pose calculator to only find angle, not position. Made overlay show one of: residual, 

angular error, paired target ID, or persistence. This feature grea... 

--------------------- 

r92 

Added feature to 'create database from target card' allowing alternate position of 

origin. 
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--------------------- 

r91 

Checking in a set of experimental data. 

--------------------- 

r90 

Checking in a set of experimental data. 

--------------------- 

r89 

Pulled all vision processing functions into one module: a change to that module will 

change both the resection and the pose vision assistant blocks. 

--------------------- 

r88 

Modified resection code to accept limits on what calculated extrinsics may be. 

--------------------- 

r87 

Added orientation-only capability to resection and pose code. Functionally this allows 

for star tracking. Wrote new image processing script that finds stars. 

--------------------- 

r86 

Added star catalog, and tool to transform star catalog into a NORPE-style target 

database. 

--------------------- 

r85 

Added star catalog, and tool to transform star catalog into a NORPE-style target 

database. 

--------------------- 

r84 

Added star catalog, and tool to transform star catalog into a NORPE-style target 

database. 

--------------------- 

r83 

Added star catalog, and tool to transform star catalog into a NORPE-style target 

database. 

--------------------- 

r82 

Added star catalog, and tool to transform star catalog into a NORPE-style target 

database. 

--------------------- 

r81 

Modified code to use both Caltech and Scaramuzza (OCamCalib) camera calibration methods. 

Many minor bug fixes and usability improvements associated with this feature 

enhancement. Extensively modified method of reading file information for p... 

--------------------- 

r80 

Modified code to use both Caltech and Scaramuzza (OCamCalib) camera calibration methods. 

Many minor bug fixes and usability improvements associated with this feature 

enhancement. Extensively modified method of reading file information for p... 

--------------------- 

r79 

Initial check-in of motion, image capture, and calibration capabilities. A sample data 

set is also added. 

--------------------- 

r78 

Ignored some extra files.Initial check-in of motion, image capture, and calibration 

capabilities. A sample data set is also added.  

--------------------- 

r77 

Initial check-in of motion, image capture, and calibration capabilities. A sample data 

set is also added. 

--------------------- 

r73 

Renamed MATLAB folder. 

--------------------- 

r71 
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Removed old versions of files. All old versions are in sub-directories labeled "old". 

--------------------- 

r70 

Rename folders. 

--------------------- 

r69 

Rename folders. 

--------------------- 

r68 

Ignored irrelevant files. 

--------------------- 

r67 

Major refactoring of PACR code base, both the resection and the pose components. Code is 

more streamlined. Initialization data (camera parameters and targets) are brought into 

data structures, rather than simple arrays. Each image stream is... 

--------------------- 

r66 

versioned '2 - convert dot coordinates for cam2world' so there is no conflict with main 

code base. 

--------------------- 

r65 

Major refactoring of resection code.  Is no longer compatible with older versions. Made 

camera parameters and target database into data structures. Added recognizer feature to 

automatically pair dots with targets. Created program to read/wr... 

--------------------- 

r64 

Renamed the calibration folder. Added a different (improved) code to read/write camera 

calibration data. 

--------------------- 

r63 

rename. 

--------------------- 

r62 

Major refactoring of resection code.  Is no longer compatible with older versions. Made 

camera parameters and target database into data structures. Added recognizer feature to 

automatically pair dots with targets. Created program to read/wr... 

--------------------- 

r56 

Brought resection updates to this branch. 

--------------------- 

r44 

Gave this branch the proper name. 

--------------------- 

r43 

Accidentally deleted this file. 

--------------------- 

r42 

Remove extra data.  

--------------------- 

r41 

Remove extra data. 

--------------------- 

r40 

Remove extra data. 

--------------------- 

r39 

Remove extra data. 

--------------------- 

r38 

Nanosatellite Orientation and Relative Pose Experiment (NORPE) branch. Is based on 

Kurt's water-drop modifications to the MLAS code. Likely to significantly diverge from 

the trunk as time goes on. 

--------------------- 
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3. Platform Bill-of-Materials 

Green items were purchase off-the-shelf, balance were manufactured by Protocase, Inc. 

FIND 

NO

QTY 

REQD

CAGE     

CODE

PART OR IDENTIFYING 

NO
NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION

1 1 66A96 DGM210903 GIMBLE BASE, BASE ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE ASSEMBLY

2 1 66A96 DGM210904 L-BRACKET, GIMBLE SYSTEM

3 1 66A96 DGM210905 C-BRACKET, GIMBLE ASSEMBLY

4 1 66A96 DGM210907 CAMEAR MOUNT PLATE, PLATFORM ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

5 1 66A96 DGM210908 TARGET BOX, PLATFORM ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

6 2 66A96 DGM210910 Y-AXIS ADAPTER PLATE, GIMBLE ASSEMBLY

7 1 66A96 DGM210911 Y-AXIS CLAMP PLATE, GIMBLE SYSTEM

8 3 66A96 DGM210912 55-DEG PANEL, CAMERA PLATFORM ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

9 3 66A96 DGM210912 30-DEG PANEL, TABLE CAMERA MOUNT ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

10 3 66A96 DGM210914 BASE PLATE, TABLE CAMERA ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

11 2 66A96 DGM210916 GIG-E MOUNT, CAMERA PLATFORM ASSEMBLY, GIMBLE SYSTEM

12 2 BA-5 MOUTING BEXZEL, 5MM, PLASTIC

13 2 2V507 97235K808 SHIM, SLOTTED, AA, .002, 18-8 SS

14 6 2V507 95505A601 NUT, 1/4-20, SS

15 4 2V507 92217A430 WASHER, #8, 18-8 SS

16 4 2V507 92147A425 WASHER, LOCK, 8, 18-8 SS 

17 6 2V507 92147A029 WASHER, LOCK, .250, SS 

18 24 2V507 92147A420 WASHER, LOCK, 6, 18-8 SS 

19 6 2V507 92141A029 WASHER, 9/16 ID, 0.734 OD, SS

20 18 2V507 91841A007 NUT, 6-32, 18-8, 18-8 SS

21 6 2V507 91772A540 PAN HEAD SCREW, .25-20, .750, SS

22 6 2V507 91772A145 PAN HEAD SCREW, 6-32, 0.3125, SS

23 4 2V507 91735A197 PAN HEAD SCREW, 8-32, 0.75, 18-8 SS

24 4 2V507 90730A010 NUT, 8-32, 18-8 SS

25 1 2V507 6436K130 CLAMP, TWO-PIECE, .375-ID, .875-OD, ST

26 1 2V507 5912K140 BEARING, OPEN, FLANGE, .375, AL-BRNZ

27 1 2V507 5911K32 SHAFT, .375-IN, 18-IN L, 6061 AL

28 2 2V507 57145K710 SHAFT CLAMP, HINGED, .375-ID, 1.06-OD, BX ST

29 3 2V507 23015T82 LEVELING MOUNT, .25-20, POLY-BASE

30 1  SMALL SERVO

31 2 56C13 i00600 SERVO, 1600 OZ. IN., 1.5-S PER 90-DEG

32 1 FSA-375 Shaft Coupler

33 9 46384 FHS-632-8 PEM, STUD, #6-32 X .500 SS

34 9 46384 FHS-632-6 PEM, STUD, #6-32 X .375, SS

35 24 46384 FHS-440-8 PEM, STUD, #4-40 X 0.5, SS

36 24 46384 FHS-440-6 PEM, STUD, #4-40 X 0.375, SS

37 4 46384 F-832-1 PEM INSERT, FLUSH INSERT, 8-32, THIN

38 6 46384 F-632-1 PEM INSERT, FLUSH INSERT, 6-32, THIN

39 3 46384 F-0420-3 .25-20 x .091 SELF-CLINCHNG SS PEM NUT
 

4. Platform Assembly Drawings 

The platform was manufacture by Protocase, Inc. from a SolidWorks CAD model (attached in 

Appendix 1), however the following traditional drawings provided assembly steps and details on the 

proposed fabrication process. 
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5. Repetition Test: Complete Trail Run Data 

The following figures are the complete set of trial runs discussed in Section 13.2. 
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Test: 'static card  6'
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Test: 'static card  8'
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Test: 'static card  11'
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Test: 'static card  13'
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Test: 'static card  14'
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Test: 'static card  18'
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